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vivors

regular meeting of the City Council
adjourned from Monday evening. Deo.
to Wednesday evening, Deo. Oth, at

Aldermen and seven Connpresent. Charles H. Sargent,
motor of Taxes, made his report for the
or isos, showing by the receipt of the Cit
y
vasurer that he has settled in full for that
h date four
were

paid

into the

City Treasury $52,lo.
The report of the Finance Commitalso verified the settlement. This is the
best date on which a collector has ever
ide a full settlement with the city.
e roll of accounts was passed.
Followthe

are

amounts

under the various ap-

; nations:
•itingeut.$737 88

jh ways and

bridges.

588
75 14
15153
178 33
32 15
7 85
lbl 15

Department.
rary.
.oral school purposes.
<ol contingent.
pairs and insurance.
text hooks.
..

■

i,

dal.$1058 28

\

petition

-•

presented by Washington
C» that the members be supplied with
known as “sou'-westers,” anti was red t** the Committee on Fire Itepartment
was

Hose Co. for the purchase
md for a hose house, which was laid on
table m the Common Council ht the Xui.lier meetiug, was taken from the table
referred to the committee on tire deThe Committee on Police He guodiiieiit.
ms was instructed to furnish a uniform
•oat for the City Marshal,
The Finance
mittee reported favorably on the claim
l; Patterson for abatement of taxes
The
•5. and the report was accepted.
'.Turn

of Seaside

was

i'.

that he

that he did not

•\

«>wn.

Property reported
Hassell -<!•<;

ce
1!

$2 07

taxed

was

on

on

propCommittee on

Tin

proposed sale
recommending

the

1

The report was at
the report of
Cemetery Trustees, prices of lots in the
111
the Head of tin* Tide Cemetery
it

ted.

he sold for $20

In accordance with

tixed

:•

as

follows: iots from N

•.

1

to

e *niestion of tiie liabilities of the ova n.,( oi.idlings abutting on the streets »«»r
.x <"*casioned by
water dropping from
buildings, either from the roofs or
igh comiuetors leading from tiie roofs.
11 t be
sidewalks and then freezing, haveii referred to me I will report briefly
I have no doubt such owners are iudiallv liable and especially if they have,
■ui notified to so * hange their comiuetors
In
turn the water from the sidewalks.
cases the
party injured may bring
The ice
1 against such abutting owner.
!he sidewalk would constitute a nuisance,
;sed by the act of the abutting owner.

Adjourned.
The Age Insurance Case.
A

very interesting bearing has been in
■'gross at the court house, the past three
s
before Justice W. H. Fogler. of the
:*-iue curt bench, sitting as referee, in a
brought by the Age Publishing Co. of
-fast, against four tire insurance cum panthe Sun. Etna, National ami Mercantile
recover £5,000, the amount of insurance
the Age Company’s newspaper and job
ting piant. m Belfast, destroyed by tire
February. The insurance companies re->-d to settle the loss on the ground that
property destroyed was of less value
in the full insurance, the loss beiug pracd'.y total, ami the Age company claiming
full amount. The insurance people act
u the report of a man named Welch, cloyed by them as an expert, who is their
:m ipal
witness.
He figures values of
:iting machinery ami material on a basis
it astonishes owners of printing establishes who have invested money in the busies and fondly supposed their plants were
rth something.
The plaintiffs, however,
reduced expert testimony that reassures
nil that point.
Mr. J. F. Fallon of the
—

Type Fouudery Co., recognized as
leading concern in New England in this

ston

testified that the value of the Age
'.id, of which he had personal knowledge.
much greater than the amount of the
Miranee, and his testimony was sustaine.il
that of other experts. The testimony
is
giv.-ti in minute detail, aud the case was
■

I

y contested. Judge Fogler will tile bis
sion, which by agreement, we undermi. is to be final, with the Clerk of Courts
Waldo county, in season to be rendered a»
January term. It will be, awaited with
rest, as it involves the general principle
xing the value of property destroyed by
We had
n the adjustment of insurance.
I-used tins was settled, and that, the
i'-rwriters were bound to pay a sum that
id replace the property to the amount of
insurance,.
Surely that ought to be the.
A. S. Littlefield of this city is counsel
the Age company, and F. W. Brown,
of Boston lor the insurance companies.
kland Opinion.
•«

Jribute to the Late John M.

Quimby.

—

meeting of the Directors of the Belist. & Moosehead Lake Railroad Co., held
ember 12th, the following resolution, inniuced by Mayor Poor, was passed:
Whereas ; Our beloved aud respected aslate, John Haraden Quimby, has been reed from us. by death, theref re be it
Resolved, That we deeply regret his loss as
nember of our board ami fully realize that
-h
place can never be filled, aH his tin trough
jiiaintance with every detail connected
w *th the business management of tin
railad. his retentive memory ami his deep inrest in all matters relating to it, made him
muoMt wise and trusted counseler.
Resolved, That our sympathy extends to
s bereaved family and that a copy of these
solutions be sent them.
William H. Quimby was elected clerk of
,(i(. corporation as successor to his father.
At

;

a

How

Unpleasant

I

|
|
I

I

|:v

suffer from excessive perspiration.
The
'j<lor :s such a great annoyance. Mrs. Eliza
“Comof
Bridgeport, Conn., says:
Hayden
f- rt Powder stopped this at once."
It cures

haling, tender feet, prickly heat, and keeps

Hess shields sweet.

i’he

We
one

was

absent last

in

have come to the conclusion that
the school must have a double.

some

The “(’lass Teli-Tale” lias appeared, and
this issue is very satisfactory. Next fortnight it will he edited by Miss Evelyn P.
Morison.

the

were

tenth reunion of the surthe company, which numbered

Freshman boys must be deaf, for they
evidently didn’t hear the recess bell last

building

the

where

they

The

the

Wednesday.

first

of

reunion

the survivors

Most of tite classes are reviewing their
term's work, preparatory to the exams

was

John N.

held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Stewart on Mam street, Saturday, Dec. 8,
1888.
Eight of the survivors and their

It is

There were then livpresent
ing, as far as was known, J<> of the original
50 persons who sailed on the bark. Capt.
William U. Alden.the. venerable ommander*
and for whom the vessel was named, was
A turkey supper was served, and
present.
a very enjoyable evening spent.
The second reunion was held the next
ladies

±>i

auu j\irs.

.J"Sep!,

1.. Uavn<-r

was

liu-ti:

also Mrs.

v

Sophia

W.

Lorhrop.

were

present,
widow of one

Tiie sixth reunion
•>:ng

Dec

189;;.

8.

fast

Rock

Seven

Tw .of tin

held with Fred T.

was

Me.

ottid

were

Friday evening,

present from Bel-

memf'ers, G»

Wight
-d, and Mr Young,
partner during the

and N. I;

Maxey. had d
tiie host, had i-<st his life

E.

year. The supper was a red it to Mr. \ oiiug
As one expressed it “We
and Ins daughter

evening.

D<*

s.

Twelve guc-ft* were present, live I
them mem hers of the bark’s company.
A
1894.

turkey supper

was

and Mrs. J

Mr

served.

Stewart again

N

enter-

the company Monday evening,Dec
Eleven Iversons were present, including five members aud two widows of deceased members. In memory of the first meal
eaten on board the bark the first course of
the supper consisted of stewed beans. The
repast- was a credit t" the host and ins family. An interesting literary aud musical program was presented, ;u addition to the usual
reminiscences and letters from those who
were unable to be present.
The reunion the following year was held
tained
1895

with Mr. aud Mrs. B. P

Haze I tine

on

Court

street, Tuesday evening, Dec. 8th. Fifteen
were present, including six of the original
party. Au excellent supper was served, aud
Mr. Hazeltine read extracts from a journal
which he kept during the voyage.
The bark William O. Alden was built in
1849, and her hrst voyage was to California
f gold hunters. She
to carry out a party
left Belfast December 8th and arrived in
San Jaciuti after a long passage. The members separated in California and returned by
various routes after longer or shorter stays
The bark wras manned
iu the laud of gold.
by four officers, seven men and a cabin boy,
and bad 88 passengers. Of those then on
board seven are now living: Lorenzo G.
Coombs of Globe. Ariz., aud Henry Dunbar,
Jr., of Belfast, of the crew, and Stephen
Caldwell of California. William West of
Boston, Henry J. Woods of Orono, John N.
Stewart and Joseph L Havuer of Belfast.
Belfast

A

Boy

in

the

Philippines.

Bertha L

Neweouie of 89 Oxford
street. Poitlaml, received a letter from Russell I) Sanborn, who isa private in Co. F.,
21st infantry and has been in the Philippines
for some months.
In this letter Sanborn
writes that he is still iu Clamba.
1 w as on outpost duty the other night on
I lie shore ol Laguna bay, when I heard a
boat,
I chalining m towards my post.
lenged it and they answered that they were
friends.
When the boat got nearer i found
that there was a Spanish officer and three
Filipinos on hoard. 1 thought 1 was in for a
Miss

warm
were

time for a few minutes as the Filipinos
armed.
I sung out for the corporal of

the

guard, who came running up to the post
with three or four men. Then we learned
that the Spanish officer had escaped from
the insurgents and that the Filipinos were
deserters. They said that Aguinaldo’s army
had only rice to eat and very little of that,
and that the war would be over iu a short
time.”
Sanborn sent home the crossed rifles from
bis fatigue hat, which we;e begrimed with
powder. He has taken part in three tights,
but is in good health. He is a Belfast boy,
the son of John Sanborn of this city.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Critcliett, Sibley & Co.’s shoe factory began on tbe winter time of 9 hours per day
Monday. The firm has a good amount of
orders on hand and the outlook for the
season is good.

on

the only ones present when the lire
discovered. They succeeded in getting
out 8 head of cattle, 2 horses and a
wagon.
Mr. Howard had an insurance of $400 on his
barns and estimates his loss at $1,500.
Not
far from Mr. Howard’s home is a house
owned by bis son Ralph, and occupied by
Lauren Blake. At about the time of the
conflagration that destroyed the barns of
the elder Howard fire was discovered on the
Blake premises.
The mother of Lauren
Blake heard a noise without aud saw a brisk
blaze lapping up against the side of the
house. A sack of straw and a box of shavings and paper had been placed against the
back side of the building and fired. Mrs.
Blake pulled away the combustibles aud put
out the tire before it had burned
through
the clapboards.
Blake was burned out of
the 0. B. Hustus bouse in this neighborwas

Their vacation began

come, the sadbrow, aud mid-

are

at last.

hood six
;

wi-eks ago.
It was shown at
time that that lire was incendiary.
Sheriff
work

on

G.

S.
the

Norton, who

the

lias been

hi

time, summoned a
1 jury for inquest, and they began an investiWe heard one girl say, and she is not a
gation last Friday forenoon. The jury conFreshman eit her, that she preferred perform- j
sisted of Hon Geo. E. Johnson and Win. P.
ing on the Opera House stage, to declaiming
of Belfast and E. A.
Thompson, Esq
Oh. dear!
before the High school
Sprowi of Moutville. Orrin J. Dickey <>f
Belfast was clerk, and deputy sheriff M. G.
The American Literature class has been

1

studying the poem. The Pilgrim Fathers,'
by John Boyle O'Reilly.
announced to tlieir classes
•>n Monday those who are exempt, under
the new system, from taking the examinaThe teachers

tions.

case

Norton of Belfast

|

mon

witnesses,

the citizens the
the
a

officers and

course,

out

as

was

some

in attendance to

was

etc.

By request of

tr

the.

little
examined,
learned. The jury continued its
and

through Friday
Those who ar> not obliged to undergo the
adj-mrued subject to the
torture of the exams, will enjoy the next
Those who do have

days.

To

rank

they

easy

kies

.News ot the Granges.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike will
elect officers for the ensuing year Saturday,
Dec. ltith.

Grange, No. Go, of Waldo
has elected the following officer*: Master,
Almond Keller; Overseer, Emerson Poland;
Silver Harvest

French; Steward, Percy
S., Cleveland Clements;
Chap., Nancy Cross: Treas Edmund Cross;
Sec., Cynthia Gurney: G. K.. Benjamin
Wentworth; 1
Myra Keller; F.. Junie
Wentworth; C.. Edna C illey ; L. A. S.. Inez
Frost.

Lect., Beatrice
Wentworth: A.

annual meeting of Victor Grange,
Searsmont, Dec. Gth, the following officers
were elected: S. S. Beau, Master; A. G. Caswell, Overseer ; Miss Edith M. Farrar, LecMiss Lizzie Haddocks, Chaplain;
turer;
J. F. Paine,Steward; J. F. Hall, Asst. Steward ; D. Sweetland, Treasurer; Miss Jennie
E. McFarland, Secy.; J. A. Wellman, Gate
Keeper; Mrs. Susan P. Andrews, Pomona;
At the

Mrs. Jennie F
M.

Hall,

L. A.

Steward.

Georges Kiver Grange, Liberty, has electthe following officers for the ensuing

ed

Master, L. F. Hurd ; Overseer, J. C.
Carey ; Lecturer, J. O. Johnson; Steward, C.
W. Perkins; Asst. Steward. Bert Berry;
Chaplain, Mattie Bridges; Treasurer, A. J.
Skidmore; Secretary, Abbie S. Moody ; Gate
Keeper, W. H. Sherman; Pomona, Frances

year:

E. Carey; Flora, Bina Johnson; Ceres,
Frankie J. Hurd; Lady Asst. Steward,
Lizzie Sherman ; Organist, Blanche M.Cram;
Delegate to State Grange, W. H. Moody.

Grange.

Silver Harvest

reported
Waldo, last Thursday evening,

A tine time

was

at

interesting meeting and
program, a supper, consisting of clam stew
The stew was
and pastry, was served.
specially good. We have some interested
and faithful workers who are grateful for
the benefit they receive from the Order, and
some who are not; but on the whole we
when, after

a

very

good grange, dud those who stay
away miss a good deal. We expect to have
a jolly time Christmas night, if pleasant—a
All are invited.
dance and supper.
[A
have

a

member.
The arrangement of the reception to the
Maine State Grange at Augusta, Monday
evening, Dec. 18th, under the auspices of the
local board of trade, is nearly perfected.
The president of the meeting will be Hon.
C. S. Hichborn, president of the board of
trade.
The address of welcome will be
given by Mayor Samuel W. Lane, with a
Reresponse by State Master O. Gardiner.
freshments will be served, followed by dancing. The reception committee is constituted
as follows : Mayor and Mrs. Samuel W. Lane;
Hon. Joseph H. Manley and Miss Mauley:
Hon. and Mrs. J. F. Hill; Hon. F. W. Plaisted ; Hon. and Mrs. W.G. Boothby; Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Fletcher; Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Stinson.
Nowhere in the State of Maine can the
Keeley Treatment be obtained except in
Portland, Maine. Write for information.

Iyr39

Saturday,

and

call of the sheriff.

of two

weeks.

Hassell died at his home on
December 7th, after an illness
He

born

was

on

place

the

in

a

in
Brun.-wiek ;iud
l’re«*ariou.'« Condition

Now

One. of the most
Watervii.i.k, Dec. 8
terrible accidents which has occurred on the
Maine Ceutral Railroad for a long time,
happened at Brunswick Iasi night at about
seven o’clock and very nearly resulted in
the death of Engineer Charles R. Dickerson
of this city. He was terribly burned about
the bead, face, arms and body and is now in
a very serious condition at bis home in ColMr. Dickerson was brought
lege avenue.
to his home in this city on the Pullman this

morning.

Bangor Daily

News man called at the
Dickerson this morning and
there learned from him of the accident.
While the engine was standing on the
turntable at the Brunswick round house,
just before starting for this city, he noticed
that the headlight did not seem to be burning just as it ought. He climbed to the side
of the high locomotive and opened the door
and as he did so a sheet of liame hurst out
and it is supposed that the lamp inside exploded. Mr. Dickerson was soon enveloped
in flames and jumped from the side of the
engine to the bottom of the turntable pit, a
distance of twelve or fifteen feet.
Other
employes heard his cries and rushed to his
aid. Some one who had an overcoat on,
threw it round him and smothered the Haines
by rolling him on the ground. He was
burned all over the head, face, arms and the
upper part of his body, bn* through rare
presence of mind, he saved his life, by covering his mouth, nose ami eves, so that the
Haines did not get into his throat or eyes.
Dr. Lancaster was at once called and dressed the burns and made the injured man as
comfortable as he could be, and he was sent
to his home in this city, where he is now
under the care of Dr. F C. Thayer and it is
thought that he will recover, although Dr.
Thayer told the reporter of the Bangor Daily
News that he could not at this time say what
Mr. Dickerson says
the result would be.
that he was not injured, so far as he can tell,
the
from
the
engine to the turnby
jump
table pit and that he is not suffering at all
from that.
He has been in the employ of the Maine
Central for more thau fifteen years and is
considered to he one of the best and most
He is
competent engineers in the service.
the son of the late Hon. ,J. G. Dickerson of
a
member
the
of
for
Belfast,
many years
His mother, Mrs.
supreme court of Maine.
E. A. D.
Burlington arrived from her
home in Belfast this afternoon and will remain here till he is better.
Mr. Dickerson spoke in the highest terms
of the kindnesses winch were shown to linn
by the officials and employes of the Maine
Central Railroad since the accident and
says that more could not possibly have been
done for him than was done by those who
a
were about him. He is
prominent member of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, as well as of the Waterville
Lodge, Ancient Order of United Workmen.
The

home of Mr

There is more Catarrh m tins section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to
For a great many years docbe incurable.
tors pronounced it a local disease, and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly
failing to cure with local treatment, proScience has proven
nounced it incurable.
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and,
constitutional
treatment.
therefore, requires

His

Original,
(special accrued
Nov. 23d) Jennie G. Young,
Lincolnville,
$12; original, Henry M. Bennett, Searsport,
$0; increase, Joseph M. Foster, Belfast, $8 to
$12-

the train is supplied by Horace
Belfast.

on

Twombly

of

Relatives of the late Elbridge J. Iiolerson
makingamove towards having the cause
of his death investigated more fully.
The
County Attorney has been consulted and lias
the case under consideration.
are

Capt. Fields C. Pendleton

j bought

fourth

one

ship-yard

of

of

interest in

Mrs.

Helen A.

Islesboro ha
the Carter

Carter, being

The family of Indians who have been liv- the holdings of her deceased husband,
ing near Allyu street were ordered out of | Henry Austin Carter. Capt. Pendleton went
1
town Tuesday by the City Marshal, as a
to New York yesterday, and will doubtless
consequence of a row between the man and ! close a contract while there to build one or
a visitor.
more vessels.
Both men had been driukiag.

\
Mrs. Flora A. Gilmore has
brought suit
! against the city for '-'2.000 for
personal injuries received on the highway last FebruHer horse hacked off a bridge in East
ary.
Belfast and she

claims that the rail

was

sufficient.

|

Birthday Party. Friends of Mrs. Huf
dab M
widow of James Gammans, u- the
! number of
forty or more called at her home
i on Church street
Monday afternoon to pay
nut their
regards to her on the occasion of her

Advertised list of letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast post office Dec. 1l';
Ladies—Eliza B. Walker. Gentlemen—Fivd

The party wan
eighty-fourth birthday.
gotten up by Mrs. Susan M. Craig and Miss
I/i y A
K. Palmer.
Among the guests
were a number of ladies upwards of 80 v«
rs

I

old, and pleasant notes and floral ol'feri- gs
were sent in by other aged ladies who vv re

Fowles, Mr. Cyrus A. Hill, George Read,
J. Henry Smith. Harry W. Wood.
J here will be

social dance at Silver Har-

a

vest

tillable to be present, as well as by m
friends in Belfast ami elsewhere
Souve

|

::v
rs

■

>

school.

The interment

tery. Capt. Hassell

iu Grove Cemeable ship master,
perfectly honor-

w as

was an

and

was ever

courteous and

las!
of

accommodating^

fast Band for

given

winter.

enjoy

a

the music

personal.

Harry Kilgore

building

a

neat

little tender for

fiuends who had learned to appreciate her
worth even in the short time she lias
lived among us.

Miss

an-

in

an

of

j

tem

illustrated

The regular meetiug of Corinthian Royal
Chapter will he held next Monday
evening.
!
Officers for the ensuing year will be nominated. in Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. \V
this, Thursday, evening.
Arch

free-hand

ings, thorax

etc

These

Orrin

Friday,

for

a

Superintendent

vacation of three weeks.
Brick will

read

a

paper

before
the
Maine Pedagogical
Society,
which meets in Bangor Dec. 27, 28 and 29.

improvements at the South Primary
school house were completed with putting
in operation a lirat class furnace t.o take the
place of the five stoves which had been used
to heat the building. With good ventilation
The

and

uniform heat., and with the

provements, the South
first class condition.

Primary

>ther imis

now

in

Transfers in Real Estate.
The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
Deeds for the week ending Dec.. 18, 1899;
Dyoia Decker, lslesboro. to Harriet M.
Decker, do.; l*md in lslesboro. Sarah J.
Sanford, Montvillo to Frank W. Santord,
Burnham; land in Moutville. Don A. H
Powers, Houlton, to Maria W. Shaw, Newport; land in Burnham. Maria W. Shaw,
Newport, to Fred A. McAlister, Burnham;
were

of

land and buildings in Burnham.
Mary A.
Campbell, Nahant, Mass., to Isaac D. Pope;

|.£.UU

Kentucky’s Republican
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 9.
commissioners signed Gen.

Governor.
The election

W. L. Taylor’s
certificate of election as Governor of KenThe engagement is announced of Miss
Faye Flye of Buckaport to Geo. C. Howard tucky this morning.
The official figures of the vote tiled with
of Montville, E. M. C. S ’99, uow principal
of the Ashland High school. Friends, parti- the Secretary of State give Tajlor 193,714
cularly the E. M. C. S. students,|are shower- and Geobel 191,331. Taylor’s plurality is 1,ing congratulations. [Bucksport Herald.
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L H. Murch, city elerK,
I Monday after two week s
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E. Peirce has returned

visit to

a
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sonal

her

sister, Mrs.
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a

experiences
brief sketch
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■Mrs. N. L

Brown

j day to visit her son
speaker s per- j
e.i
hospital. His
study of insects,

w

I

:

peculiarities of j
beetles found in this
the

Other members will follow with talks on tin*
brandies in which they are particularly interested.
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of about 50 species from his
The remainder of the talk was
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Fernald of Winterport attended the
eetmg
up the Boston packet schooner A. Hay ford j
?
Vai Leg .m
of the Maine Commandery
at the railroad wharf... .Sch. Joseph Eaton, j
in Bangor last week.
Jr., discharged coal from Philadelphia for
the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. the past week.
Theorize declamations of the sophomores
Maine took place in Lite
-Sch. Senator arrived Dec. 7th from of the University
Rockland with lime and cement for Cooper town hall, On-no, Dec. S. The subject of K
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special meeting of the school committee
called for Monday, Dec. 18t’i. as the regular meeting would couie ou Christmas night. & Co., and loaded lumber and sand from
As there was no quorum at the last regular
(i them for Morrison & McDonald, to be used
meeting it is hoped there will be a full at- ! at Dark Harbor, Islesboro.Sch. Noromteudance next Monday evening.
oega, Armstrong, which arrived at iNew
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J. D:cke\ left Monday for 1

•md Pittsfi 'i'l
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speaker
centennial anniversary of the
thanks. Mr. Fernald was alone during the
George Washington, ami the order summer m the
study of this branch aud his
has a special service appropriate to the
talk was more interesting on this account,
occasion.
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aim*
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ing ami preparing beetles for the cabinet ami ed the empiov ol Ceo \V. Burkett I i-crayon outline
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The fall term of school will close to-mor-
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! fast.

death of

The Belfast Schools.

R.

Rogers return*'1 Saturda;.
few days :n Waterville.
|j Mrs. John McTaggart aud daughter H ./.el
jj are visiting friends in Baugor and Pitrsrield.
Mrs. Edgar Thompson of Shnvmu! Me.,
nee Percy 'i' Dyer, is
visiting f( mis in Belfrom

The Recorder of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. j
U. W., has received, ami forwarded to Dr. some of the common
F. A. Knowlton of Fairfield a check for section, including the so-called June bug,
£2,1)00, the amount of the protection carried j carpet beetle potato beetle, the littir green
by his father, the late J. W. Knowlton, iu tiger beetle, so numerous last season, •arruui ;
beetles, snappers, borers, i-idy-birds, et
that ordt r. Dr. K.’s sou Donald is the beneW. It. Howard followed with soim- particu- ;
ficiary.
lars of the habits of the carrion or sexton :
Tarratiue Tribe, Improved Order of Red
beetles. This meeting gave a new stimulus
Men will hold a memorial service in Odd
to the interest in nature work and the audiFellow’s Hall, this, Thursday, evening, to
ence thoroughly enjo ed Mr. Fernald’s talk.
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which a general invitation is extended. The
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unpar.son of the similarities and difDec. 1st, of John F. Hail, formerly of Bel- ,
ferem-es between the beetle
rder fJoleopfast. He was a son ot the late John L Hall i
ami some of the other ‘-mm -r. orders
and learned the blacksmith trade here. Hr | tern)
of insects, he gave an outline of the chief
went to Newbury port about
10 years ago,
j points in the anatomy of beetles which are.
and has since lived there.
* of use in
classification, as the mouth, anSocieties.
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B. F. Wells. Jr.,
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"logy on the la kboai-l
subject of the evening Was Beet h-.-.'' on
which John S. Fernald gave a talk.
After a

drawing

Clark, who has been i!

steadily improving.
Riiia Wight ha-*
-een visiting

Mrs. W. J. Foss of Brighton
sited her
brother, C. H. Sargent last week.

meeting John R. 1 Hinton and W. R.

Howard gave

venter

M
\. B. Knowlton of Rot kland visited
relatives in Belfast last week.

his

Nati.'KKStudies Ti.o regular meeting of
Club was held in the High 6em<oi

Mon-lay evening.
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Hattie Clement,

t-iie Nature
room

Maxfield went to Fairfield

Mrs. A- PL

of marriage recorded this year, against ."*- up
to the corresponding date last yea..

of the

was

iast week.

to visit his mother.

time,

sloop Gondola. ..We are indebted to George
R. Poor, jeweler, McCliutock Block, and
M. L. Mitchell, stoves and tinware, Plienix
Row, for handsome calendars for luOO....L.
II March, City Clerk, reports 41 intentions

I

H

C.

day

has issued

a little paper called “The
Boomer.”... .Sch. Roy F. Faton was in port
Monday with a handsome lot of fresh fish.
...The old bay roaster Gazelle is taking a
winter’s rest in Dyer’s dock
.(). R Web-

true
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the tirst number of

ster is

Cox visited friends in Car

Monday.

Albion E. Moore of Haverhill. Mass.,
in

A very

Mixer’s store....
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Mrs.
diner

convenient rack for hold|
ing Opera House tickets has been put up in :
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1884.

2(i.

In

Chat.

I

Nov.

son

niversary.

an

February they will present the
opera of Pinafore. Fight delightful entertainments are thus ensured for the coming
w inter, all by home talent.
low.

Urania G.

her* last week

tins

will be sold at such

died

Albert moved from
borne with bis mother,
and she has since had her home in his
family.
Mrs. Gammans is possessed of good health
and a clear mind, and takes great interest iu
current events, both local and general. Her
friends wish her many happy returns of the

January
4th
give a chicken pie supper
in the Opera House, to be followed by six
dances, and the series of concerts will fal-

N.

received

course

that all may
the band w ill

George, N. B., and after his death
Farnliam A. Dustin of the same
town.
Mr. Dustin died 35 years ago, and
twenty years later she went to Musquash,
N. B., to live with her daughter, Mrs. Chas.
Clinch. She came to Belfast in October,
1898.
On the 20th of June, 1899, she had an
attack of paralysis which affected her brain,
and she has been confined to her bed since
Sept. 8th. She joined the Baptist church in
St. George when a young woman and has
been
a
faithful and consistent member
through life. Of her family of nine children
Mrs. Julia Clinch of
six
now
remain:
Musquash; Horatio Dowdell of Carleton,

were

Opera House

husband

Her

Ten years ago her
Citypoint into the

of six concerts to be

a course

the

price

married

Capen ofiit iating. Her sunny and
cheerful disposition, ever looking on the
brighter side of lif- was beautifully typified
iu a profusion of flowers sent in by loving

in

Tickets for the

dell of St.

dall T.

home.

hand in that line..

un

Bray & Max Held, managers of the Belfast
Opera House, have contracted with the Bel-

Hannah Elizabeth Dustin

in Lisbon.

B.; Mrs. Amy I). Clinch of Belfast; Mrs.
Hadley of Belfast; Jesse F. Dustin of St. Stephen, N
B.; and Mrs. Ideila
Rich of Belfast. The funeral was held at
her late home Sunday afternoon, Rev. Ran-

and vicinity
He also paints pictures
horses, dogs, pet cats, etc., and always

has orders

was born
Maiue, iu October, 1805, and died
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. M. W.
Rich, on Main street iu this city, December
8, 1899. She was a daughter of David and
Hannah (Stockham) Bassick. Her parents
moved to New Brunswick when she was
eight years old. She married John Dow-

Mrs.

Gammans was born in Union, but came to
Belfast in early life
She married Mr Gammans of City point, and they resided there
until 1805, when they moved to the house m
Church street which lias since been her

livered before Christmas, and is now sending them out. They go to all parts of the
country, and represent landscapes in Bel-

thorough seaman and a
able man.
Reserved by nature he wTas
social ami agreable with his intimate friends
a

land in lslesboro. James L. Chase, Waldo,
to Lucretia I). Nichols, Searsport; land in
Searsport. N. D. Jackson, Unity, to Geo.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
L. Biather et al., do.; land in Unity. Mary
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only con- E.
Sally, Albion, to L. A. Bowler, Palermo;
stitutional cure on the market. It is taken
land and buildings in Palermo.
A. W.
internally in doses fr< m 10 drops to a tea- Mvrick, Uuity,
to A. W. Pilley, do.; land in
on
the
blood
and
spoonful. It acts directly
T. M. Sweeney, by adinr., Searsport,
They offer i Unity.
mucous surface of the system.
to Susan A. Bunker, do.; land and buildone hundred dollars foi any case it fails to
in Searsport.
ings
and
circulars
testimonials.
cure.
Send for
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
jy Sold l>v Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Tills are the liest.

place

Belfast.

Grange Hal'. Waldo, Monday niglr,j
etc., were received from many friends :• l
Dec. 25th, if pleasant; if not, the next pleas
j aeipiaintances in Belfast,California, Cle go
ant night. There will be good music, a
good and other
places. Mrs. Gammans received
Saturday
supper and a good time.
Come, one and
her guests •!>
parlor and did the h mors
T Capen officiating. The floral offerings all.
>he
in a graceful and
pleasing
were beautiful, and were from the family,
Percy A. Sanborn is unusually busy at manner. Refreshments were served
by Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. H. E. Ellis, Capt. and Mrs. W.
his studio this season.
When the summer C. (».
Ferguson, Mrs. E. L. Stevens, M s. S
W. Turner, the teachers of the Belfast High
visitors were in town he received many
B Locke and Miss Maude Gammans
Mrs
school, Miss Sadie's class. 1SKX), Belfast High orders for oil and water colors, to be de-

Letters

Engineer Dickerson Injured.
Terribly Burned

Mrs. Lucy A. Beau, Ceres;
Caswell, Flora; Mrs. Etta

aud

but

what

secured.

John
avenue

take them

will have their revenge by telling liosv
they were and what fun they had and

high

of

best way to bring
A large number of

were

sessions

few

sum-

some

hearing was public, though
jurors advised against such

not

the whole

witnesses
new

earth, air aud sea."
t' tied t.he party at the

seventh reunion Saturd-r.

located

were

ours.

This department will be discontinued until tbe beginning of school, after the Christmas vacation, to-morrow being the last day
of school.

is

what is known as
“Hogback Mountain” in the north part of
the town.
Mr. Howard and his son Mark

aching
forebodings drear!”—
[Camden High School News.

Skating

place

ard

Hail, thrice hail, to the long expected, joyfully anticipated, Christmas vacation.

d

giveu the best
Mrs. Lotlirop en;

were

a

the American

enter

term.

The Seuiors hail from the country way,
The Juniors are from the town.
The Soph’s tlieir wisdom (?) love to display
But the Freshies do things up brown.”

of the party, and a number of other invited i
guests. An <\> elleut supper was‘served.
Letters were received from several absent
members.

will

week earlier than

Exams!

Five survivors

1 u*rs of tiieir families

change

have

dest of the year, of
night oil. and day

with Capr. and Mrs

1892.

Those who

‘‘The melancholy days

Market street, Thurs-

on

change

Lucky Rockland
a

r ramus w numore entertain-

day evening, 1>«

\

course.

were

The exams, begau Wednesday. Woe to
those who got below Ex. as an average for
the term's work.

were

B

lish

entirely destroyed, with
I structures
nearly all their contents, im udiug 40 tons of
Eng- j
20
flock
of hens,
sheep,
imdecided to hay}
j plements, 2 hogs aud carriage. farming
The How-

of the Fresh-

some

from the*Tassic al to the

Literature class next

the survivors Tuesday evening, Dee. 8,
1891.
Six survivors, with their wives and
other members of their families, were present; also Mrs. James Craig, widow of one of
the original parly ,and several invited guests.
An elaborate supper was served. The reunion rake bore the dates 1849 1891. It was then
thought that thirtei n of the original fifty

and

to

make the

ed

living.
The fifth reunion

the intention of

men

were

Wight,
year with Mr. and Mrs. George E
Eight surSaturday evening, De. 7 1889
vivors were present, including Capt. Alden
ami second mate. G. I>. Palmer, Fred T. B.
Young and the Belfast residents, together
with a number of ladies and a few invited
guests. Ail excellent supper was served.
The third reunion was held with Mr. and
Mrs Henry Dunbar on Park street, Monday
Five survivors and
eveuiug, Dec 8, 1890
several members of their families were present and letters were received from many of
the others. Capt. Alden, Mr. Palmer and
Mrs. W ight had died since the last reunion.
A turkey supper was served.

No

tisive, $10 00; half lots. $5 00; lots
2" To .'*5, inclusive, $15.00; had’ lots,
tiro. K. Johnson, City Solicitor reed as follows on the liability of real <sowtiers for damages caused by i< **.

1

number of hum-bugs in school

Miss Emily Gilbreth, ’02,

freshet,

a

a

Capt.
Waldo

which has been his home through life, at the
of the hill about one mile from the post
has been confined principally to the north- top
office. He was a son of John and Elizabeth
easterly part of the town. At first harnesses,
(Peirce) Hassell. He began following the
robes, etc., were stolen, carriages damaged,
sea when a young man, and went on several
and other outrages perpetrated. The
object whaling voyages. He was a captain 24
of the marauders did not
appear to be years and continued sea
faring for more than
plunder, as nearly everything lost was found 40
years. Three brigs were built for him,
hidden somewhere in the neighborhood but
the R. S. Hassell in 18(50, Don Quixote in
mutilated beyond use. Harnesses were cut
18(5(5 and the Josie B. Hazeltine iu 1872.
He
into small pieces, a valuable robe was
sunk later had command for a short time each of
in the river, and other articles were disthe schooners Anuie L. Me Keen and William
posed of in similar senseless ways. In a Frederick. He retired from the sea in
1870
number of instances valuable
carriages were and afterwards carried on his little farm- in
nearly ruined. The paint was pounded aud Belfast. He was married three times. His
scratched, dents made in the wood, the first-two wives were sisters, Rebecca F. and
cushions and upholstery cut open, and the
Josephine Higgins of Morrill. His third
tops cut and slashed beyond repair.
There wife, who survives him. was Esther W.
seemed to he no method in the selection of
Twiss of Prospect. He leaves one son, John
victims of these outrages and no clue could
H. Hassell of Salem, Mass., and one daughbe found to connect any person with them.
ter, Miss Sadie Hassell, who lives on the
One young man was susp. ted
by some, but home place with her mother. He also leaves
a close investigation,
carried on by the one brother and one
sister—Joseph Hassell
officers quietly, showed that in two instances
of Swauvilie and Mrs. Rosilla Sawyer of
at least he could not have been the
perpetra- Montville. He was made a Mason in Phcenix
tor, as lie was known to have been in other
Lodge when a young man, and was one of
parts.
the charter members of Timothy Chase
Wednesday morning, Dec. btii.at about 1 Lodge. He was also a member of Corinthian
o'clock it was discovered that two barus ownRoyal Arch Chapter. The funeral was held
ed by Hollis M. Howard were on lire. The at his late home
afternoon. Rev. R.

Friday.

iitty when the vessel left this port. Following is a brief report of the various reunions:

u*

and

We had
last week.

fne fourth division spoke
last rriday.
One boy was encored -and responded by a
selection front liis first declamation.

in

burned

Births

City Government.

•ar,

by

claim

dations, beginning with petty thefts and
culminating in incendiarism. The trouble

plied.

Indians, and found when
he returned t.
Saciameuto that his best
clothes, and other property which he did not
take with him into the mines, had been

hy

once

depre-

stored.

rsp.-rt Local-. Ship Nows
Marriages. .Deaths.

men

his

from

driven

n

For several months past the town of Montville has beeu the scene of a series of

The sophomore class has “Fair Homes.”
We wish the other classes were as well sup-

street.

were

1

PAGE

Park

on

His account of the successes and
mining.
disappointments of a miner's life was told
He was
iu a highly interesting manner.
and

7.

home

their

at

present Mr. and Mrs. Dunbar,
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Stewart, Capt. and
Mrs Joseph L llavner and Mrs. Sophia W.
Lothrop. A letter was read from Henry J.
f Orono, who was unable to be
Woods
present. An excellent supper was served,
after which Mr. Dunbar entertained the
with ail accouut of his expecompany
riences in California, where, he engaged in

There

Names.

PAGE

The Sophomore class has an engineer, who
operates a large engine at his home on Northport avenue. The public are invited to inspect it.

last

Dunbar

2.

PAGE

The fiftieth anniversary of the sailing of
the hark William O. Aldeu from Belfast for
California was observed by the survivors

News of

J.

uandiuaaud back in 14 1 2

record.

days,

the

the

quickest

is

left New York Nov. 22,
arrived at Fernandina 28th, loaded a cargo
She

yellow pine lumber and left there Dec. 2
_Sch. Mary A. Hall, which is loading
hard-pine at a Georgian port, will not get
away in season to
land her cargo at

Bangor,
Bueksport, t >

and will

lie

was

‘The Farmer

an

old Belfast

Canton
with

j

-:ur

boy,

Halifax of

suee«

ssful fair

a

••'her

-m.

of A I ban

Austin’Etigravi ng Uo

most

j

Main street. Lewis-

who represents

who used to drive the

of

come to

of M.

Everett L. Fogg ->f
ton.

Haven, Dec. 8, made the round trip to Ferol

Bartlett

and the Wheel.”

of

son

A

-o

ns

N. \

M.

Fogg,

Augusta stag*W
ui

.tervtiie

-hosed

.*

cny la.-t w« ek
H i.l
The gr ant
A Known, n, eap-

th

e

grand ball n ( its
was led by Hr. F
tain of Canton Halifax, am:
a

march

Airs Knowlton.
be sent
f the v.-nimit) Hr. Knowlton was eha.ru ai
there by rail....Geo. A Cilchrest is I
tee having the fair in charge.
away looking for work in the way of vessel
The editor of The Journal recently n-oeivrepairs and may close a contract to build |
ed a personal letter from .John D**erv, Esq.,
one
here.The bark
Penobscot, Capt. ]
of Dubuque,
Iowa, formerly of Marinas,
Frank A. Ia-laml, recently took a cargo of
where he was employed in the ortice in the
hay from Buenos Ayres to Santos, meanwhile
chartering to load coffee from Clerk of Courts. Mr. Deery says: “I also
Bahia to North of Hatteras. The bubonic served for a short time in the Clerk's other
plague made Santos an infected port, pre- for Waldo county with Nathaniel Patterson

from

venting the vessel from loading at Bahia in
charter limits, which is expected will
bring ou litigation. At last accounts the
Penobscot was at Santos, out will probably
go to Barbados for orders_Sch. Radiant
arrived Monday from Portland with corn for
Ginn & Field-Sobs. Garland aud Sunnyside loaded general cargo Tuesday for is-

her

lands down the bay-Sch. Silas McBoou
arrived Monday from Boston with cotton
seed meal for local merchants and dealers in
Bangor. She broke her jibboon off in the
cap in a collision with another schooner
while coming up the bay
.Among recent
charters are the following: Sch. Gladys,
Brunswick to New York, ties, 2(5 cents; sch.
Celia F., New York to Key West and Tam...

pa;

geueral

cargo;

private

terms.

hut my acquaintances
Belfast must have
forgotten me—or gone to their graves. If
Mr. Brannigan is still in the land of the living, present him my regards.”

Capt. Ames of the transport Hancock has
been appointed Marine Superintend*
of
transport service at Manila. He will
leave shortly for the Philippines to undertake the duties of his new position.
Capt.
Ames’ papers have been forwarded t-> Col,
Miller, quartermaster at Manila, and as soon,
as they receive his signature Capt
Ames
of the

will leave

the

city.

Capt.

Ames is

one

of

the best known and most popular skippers
on the coast.
When he took charge of the
transport Hancock a host of friends congratulated him. | San Fraucisco Examiner
Nov. 10.
Gapl. Ames is Iroin Stockton Springs, ana
the only remaining son of the late Capt.
D. G. Ames.
is

Seattle vs Portland, Oregon.

[Deferred from

An
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 0, 1899.
debate has recently been agitatiug certain schools in Oregon, to-wit:
“Resolved, that Seattle, (Wash.) will be
a huger city than Portland
(Or.) within
The scholars were posted
twenty years.”

guarantee
that my Kidney Cure
will cure 00 per cent,
of all forms of kidney
In
and
complaint
instances
the
many
most serious forms of
If
Bright's disease.
the disease is coma
foursend
plicated
ounce
vial of urine.
We will analyze it
and advise you free
what to do.
MI NYON.
druggists. 2So. a vial. Guide to Health

the ( hambers of Commerce of Seattle
and Portland, with the result that Seattle
won out.
In suj port of the affirmative it
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well said that “Sea:tie has the finest

was

barbel in N nth Ameiiea and it attracts
Portland is
the oenmeiee of the wci'.il.
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all
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Portland has 1079
Portland >*f 863.000.
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Life

Saving Service.

the General Superairep'Ut
11'cla:i
it the life saving service states
tii* c. sc t>\ it, year the establishor a
■;,t-ijt end raced 295 .-cations, 193 being on
the Atlantic and hulf casts, 50 on the
15 <»u the Pacific, and one at
dnai :an
r the Ohio, Louisville, Ky.
the falls
<f disasters within the
numbel
The
jicld f the operations of the service dura:
was 42*
There were on
ing the
hottid these vessels 3903 persons, of whom
.56 were lost.
The estimated value of the
Of
property imperiled was $8,104,640.
this amount $6,261,900 was saved. Seven
hundred and fifty-one shipwrecked persons received succor at the stations, to
whom 1460 days’ relief in the aggregate
was afforded.
In addition to the foregoing,
there
the year 294 casualties to
were during
small craft, such as sailboats, rowboats,
etc., on board of which there were 671
The
persons, seven of whom were lost.
property involved in these instances is
estimated at *13*,535, of which *9250 was
lost.
Of the 93 persons who perished 44 were
lost in uie district, the second, on the
-ast of Massachusetts, and 40 of these in
one storm
the almost unprecedented tempest of N"\. 2*’* and 27. 1*98. One-half of
this latter nuinbei were on hoard >>: vessels whic! were destroyed >n outlying
rooks and smeds where they could not be
LI*-
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the work for want of the
that
they may hold such

ing

of

obtaining
knowledge

places,

I notice that all of the papers
the census speak of the em-

as

in articles

ployees as men, not one withiu my observation making any statement that women
may find useful and remunerative occupation in this most suitable service field.
Women

first

were

in 1\M).

employed in

this labor

that time the head of

At

the

Department was the late Gen.
Walker, and it was my privilege to call his attention to the propriety
of permitting women to enter this new
Census

Francis A.

field of usefulness.

He

a

was

little

sur-

prised at first, but admitted that the sugvalue, and promised to
gestion was
There
give it his best consideration.
lies beside me as J write the letter 1 received from him
it

terview.

short time after this in-

a

>epai tint’llt of the I nterior.
Census Ohi
.Ian. He 'SO.

Aiii)■!»•! [Ins

all the

assurance

ales

and reguko ions for the taking of tin CenJsso v> ie >o drawn that there was

sus oi

discrimination

a

consequence
ed throughout

y

of

account

on

ra:o
;;

As

sex.

women were

employ-

as

country
enumerators,
and in every case did good work, one woman in a western district making a record
the number of

names

she obtained in

the fact that

now,

women

There

as

many reasons why this emfor women is most suitable,

are

ment

the first place, as the work only lasts
for a few weeks or months and then ceases

absolutely,

has

it

which offers
while there

no

are

for

men

found
a

labor

permananey of support,
women so situated

many

glad to get
good sum of

that they

been

always

difficult ti* find the best

are

the opportunity

money in some
occupation which will not take the whole
< f their time.
The service is not severe,

to

earn

a

the large cities, where the
dwellings are crowded together and a person can work all day in collecting the

especially

mint

;u

the inhabitants of

ol

s

a

few blocks.

Another point which deserves considerathat the census enumerator as a

tion is

rule

sees

must

during

only

women

in the homes which

be visited, as the calls are made
the hours when men are away on

business.
The number of persons who will be emin securing the facts of the census
of 1900 reaches up into the teus of thou-

ployed

Day
Day

in One

To Cure a Cold in One
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day
Take Cleveland’s

Lung Healer,

25 cents.

Trial size free. If it fails to cure, your
money will be refunded. A. A. Howes
Co.
been troubled for years with
My
Some time ago I perchronic diarrIo*a.
suaded him to take some of Chamberlain’s
and
Cholera
diarrhoea
Remedy. After
Colic,
using two bottles of the 25 cent size he was
cured. I give this testimonial, hoping some
one similarly afflicted may read it and he
son

had

benefited—Thomas C. Bower, Glencoe, O.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists.

route

and

wife and

A.

Higgins,

H.

and

wife

Thorndike, and Mrs. A. L.
Ward’s mother and her husband and two
It
children of W interport were present.

daughter,

was

occasion.... A

enjoyable

very

a

good

Haines,
by
pastor.
listened to by a very attentive congregation last Sunday morning. The Sunday
school voted to have a concert and Christthe

sermon

ILev.

G.

G

was

the church... Mrs. L W. Steward of Lawrence. Mass., is visiting her parMrs.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. A W. Fietcher.
Steward’s husband :s a conductor on the
Boston & Maine railroad... .The winter
tree at

mas

ard '\th i,
1

home for
liavt-

i,.

n.

and

a

This means a good deal to tlie smoker. He
have something that is very good, or he
can have something that is very bad m his
choice of tobacco, either smoking or chewing.
We would call special attention to the advertising of Peace and Good Will Tobacco,
over the name of Harry Weissiuger Tobacco
Co who are not in the Trust, and would
also call especial attention to their other
brands, for we know’ they will satisfy the
most particular user of tobacco.
Then, again, comes the ehoice of whether
you will use tobacco made by the Trust <»r
made by a concern out of the Trust. This
is simply sentiment, hut sentiment carries a
great deal of weight, and the makers of this
tobacco do not ask you to buy their tobacco
because of sentiment only, but because their
can

are as

good

as

the best.

Four Maine Men.
“It

was

little fellow in Farmington has written
the following letter to Santa Claus:
Will you please bring
Dear Santa Claus:
me a pair of foot ball pants and a foot ball,
a
and
also a horn
harmonica, also a ring and
some candy and some soap and a handkerchief, a polo stick to go skating with and
some games and books, and some paints and
a
painting book, some popcorn, a ball and
a bat, some marbles and a jack-knife and
cologne, and a little animal filled with candy
and some Kindergarten blocks, a fur cap and
a scholar’s companion.
A. A. Howes drug store guarantees every
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
will refund the money to any one who is not
satisfied after using two-third of the contents. This is the best remedy in the world
for la grippe, coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough and is pleasant and safe to
take. It prevents any tendency of a cold to

result in pneumonia.

4ms,

prompt reply.

iuug, has stopped at
Maurice Decker did net

Address, DR. J. C. AY DR,

Lowell, Mass.

go without a bird for his Thanksgivas lie shot eight wild ducks on

;ASS3S3Gffiii2Z?2P

ing dinner,

large number of
water fow 1 recently.‘Valter Haynes and
Charlie Coombs of Forest Hills. Mass, formerly of this place, are in town for a few
weeks ami while here wiil repair and paint
their house, which has been vacant some
that

He lias shot

day

years.Charles
Whitcomb
week.

Freeman has

place and

Maurice

a

will

Decker will

Williams house and

as

there

••

i

mses,?
the diseased v.iciubrai.e.
l! cures catarrh and drives
away a cold ill the head

the

.J.

<m

f?tn

Ely’s Cream Rulm

Murray
Whitcomb farm,

who bought the old
staked out. 1(h) cottage lots

quickly.
Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed
Relief is allate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does

over

it.

Searsport Irvin Black, who came
spend Thanksgiving with his parMr and Mrs. Fred Black, has returned

North
home to
ents.

Jn all it.-

should; be cJc.mlitofes.

Wellington Fields wiil

Howe,
1

CATARRH

the

move u:to

into the house lie vacated.

move

Nasal

there this

bought

move

Boston, accompanied by his sister, Miss
V rank L. Emmons of Belfast
has been in town of late visiting relatives.
Mr Emmons was formerly of Mr. Ephraim,

1

in,

....

.The social hop at. the Grange Thanksgiving
night was a success. Between fifty and sixty couples were present. There will be a
masquerade b-ill in t he same hall Thurs lay

night,

Dec.

Frank

E.

where

.Freeman J

14

Dow have

they h

erine Coleord

gone to

Dow

and

Millinocket,

Mrs. Cathemployment
spent Thanksgiving with her

ive

..

Holiday Number.
Triumph

A Peerless
Another
of

Mrs. J
\V. Nickerson, in Swan...The Christian Endeavor Society* of
this place will have an entertainment at the
church on Christmas night,or Christmas eve.
....Jack Hill's two heifers have not yet bet u
captured. The last seen of them they were
in F. II. Cleaves* woods, in Swanvilie....

wishing

buy

Jersey,
cow, new milch, will find the same by calling on Melvin Whittum near Searsport village.. .Mrs. Loren Grillin of Stockton
Springs is visiting her father, Thomas Dorr.
Sneak thieves, who have been operating
in this locality ,had better quit the: r business
before they get a charge of shot.
one

to

an

extra

to Date

Up

Journalism

WILL BE

THE

CHRISTMAS
NUMBER™

The Southland,

NEW YORK

Murdock died at the
Mrs. Lucinda M
home of her sister, Mrs. Josephine M. Clark,
Her illness covHead of the Bay, Dec. 3d.
ered a period of only a few days although
her relatives had feared for sometime that
the close of her earthly existence was fast
approaching. Deceased was a native of
Owl’s Head ami a daughter of Joseph and
Polly (Emery) Pillsbury. Her husband died
about 15 years ago, since which time she has
resided with her sister, they having resided
at the Head of the Bay for the past seven
Mrs. Munlock was a very pleasant
years.
and companionable lady and those who have,
enjoyed the hospitality of the home presided
over by Mrs. Murdock ami Mrs. Clark will
the keenest regret that one has
been called from this sphere. Mrs. Murdock
is survived by two sisters, iu addition to
Mrs. Clark. One is Mrs. Sarah Perry, who
resides in San Francisco, and the other,
Hannah L. Pillsbury who resides in Malden, Mass. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.

CA.STOR.XA.
The Kind You Have Always
Bean the

Bought

Its

United

States

from

Senator

Louisiana, says th-

in

I have used it suflirientl;.
Gentlemen—Pe-ru-na is an excellent tonic.
to say that 1 believe it to be all that you elaim for it.
S. P. M'-l’iin v
Very ltespectfully,

Three Car Loads Daily.
To meet the demands for Pe-ru-na as a
catarrh remedy during tin* fall and winter three ear loads per day is required.
Few people comprehend what ail immense amount of Pe-ru-na tliis is.
It is
eighteen hundred dozen bottles of IVru-na, each bottle containing twenty
ounces.
This amounts to twenty-one
thousand six hundred bottler, "r four
hundred
and
thousand
thirty-two
ounces, or three million four hundred
and fifty-six thousand d■-s.-s.
Three car-loads of bottles of Pe-ru-na
placed end to end in a single row would
extend over four and a half miles; as
ranm l in a column me fo,.t square they
would m the a column nearly two thousand
et high, f<*tir 11 nies as h gh as the
highest cathedral tower in Europe, and
Dearly twice as high as the famous Ei H'e!
tower. Remember, this amount of IT-

and

ru na
mous

shipped daily

to meet the

enor-

years old I feel as well as 1 did at 10.'’
Contractor Roberts in a recent lt
to Dr. Hartman as to the merits of lbs
ru-misays:
“Your remedy Fe-ru-na has cured my
boys entirely of catarrhal troubh s am.:
;

nave inreo

\\

tli-' healthiest

.ys in the* state
ova. which I
attribute to the
irood effect of’
your medicine.
had a
My w i
st.-mach trouble
\vh
IV- rn na
also mod. Alto-:
of 1

1

|

Ur e t

h

win !

I hav

The facilities of the Pe-ru-na Medicine
Company are taxed to their utmost to
g
keep up this remarkable output, w
alter week, and month after month.
Tibs ever-increasing str> am of Pe-ru mi
iinds its way into thousands of lion es in
every state in the I n ion.
i

Mrs.

i*■

f

demand for this wonderful catarrh

remedy.

(>.

t-ru-na

is

as

T. Mc-

ru-na cured me of
a Supposed poly-

in.!
a

T.
>••11,

n-n>r ana

11

a

(

rt>,
la.

!■

u

r.ia

known all. over Northwestern I ■'
I hat- li.nl stomach trouble which !

hem

I

|
;

never-failing
remedy for the ill"

ent,

pus, catarrh and
throat t rouble.

lor my
nilv we
cd ^500
tori. dls. I
r

e

am

ef-

ficacious to cure the
\v i n t «■ i* catarrh of
N •1 '.v Km: la ml as ticsummer catarrh of
Texas.
Pe-ru-na is
an absolute panacea
for the climat i<* diseases of surninor aud
winter. It is the
safe-guard of the
home amid the blizzards of Montana,
aud the « v i-pres-

IIar"U0rBo7.enmn,
Mont., says: Pe-

that beset, tlmhuusehold in the sweltering heat of Florida.
Mrs. Maggie Turner, Holly Springs,
Miss., writes: “About fifteen years ago
I was taken with catarrh of the head. I
tried Several dcotors and all the patent
medicines I could hear recommended
for catarrh.
I spent several hundred
dollars and found no relief. [ was gradually growing worse and was given up
to die. Last September Pe-ru-na was
recommended to me by a friend and 1
began to take it. I had no faith in any
thing any more, as I was not able to sit
up, and was a mere skeleton. After !
had taken one bottle of Pe-ru-na T begun
to improve. I am now taking the ninth I

:i

Resources.

is

bottle and believe myself to be perm*,
••
j uently cured. I have discharged al. e
help, am doing my housework alone, an i
weigh l.V> pounds. Although I am 1i

ii'i'-ally relieved t v your rem
l'c-rii Its. We think it is the great-.
medicine on earth.”
Mrs. l-dizabeth Gran,New Athens. I
says: “l or two years I had catarrh
the nos.- very bad. Som.-iina-it washad that I could not s'.- p at n.. t. 1
'!" od with two tin -i
an
it
did not help me. Ida!
out l’e-ruin the paper and got a hot tie of it
then wrote to Dr. Hartman and he
I should continue to take it. I
it until 1 was entirely well. Win.
follows Dr. Hartman's advice will
well.”
Are the nostrils stopped up?
1one and then the other no-aril st.
up? I-til re a discharge from the n
Is there dropping from the back pat
the nose into the threat ? Ts v>u
of smell affected ?
i>o you have )
the n■? Does your nose stna:
you siii'e/t1 often? Are you tr
with nose bleed?
Do you blow
nose frequently ? Is the discharm1

thick or thin ?

nose

your
off*

ii.-;\

?

*•

i><

you

1-

ur

while 1}

snore

nm go

your side?
If so, you have chronic nasal catarrh
and should attend to the matter at once.
A short course of ]Y-i1 ;ia will cure you
-ff it will tak«
now. but. if yon put it
longer. lies ides the d;.»ca>e is liable x
sptvad to the throat and lungs.
n«
Free books on catarrh sent by
Pe-ru-na Drug M’fg Co., Culum: u.-.

^HOLIDAY GOODS.-

ii.formation to ail wlm con- O'
to
ling in the South for busiucMs
template
The Southland," » U>"k
or for residence.
*.
recently issued, is the best, publication yet «
.*1 1M
is
a
handsome
volume
out.
This
put
*■
quarto pages, issued by the Southern Rmw ay Company, ami is devoted to an exposi
tion of the present resources ami develop ;
(O
tinscM

HERALD

*

iv /

LITERATURE AND ART combine to make it
number of surpassing interest and beauty.

a

FOUR SECTION'S of eight pages each, making 32
pages, will be devoted to exquisite Illustrations in color and half tone by the best illustrators.

THE FICTION selected for this number will be by
some of the most popular story writers of the
times.
FAMOUS AUTHORS AND LITERARY MEN

con-

symposium on the best hundred
poems in the English language.
to a

THE STORY OF A CENTURY’S ACHIEVEMENTS in a nutshell—an article of absorbing

inteiest, which alone will give the CHRISTa

permanent value.

AND SCORES OF OTHER FEATURES
OF

EQUAL VALUE AND IMPORTANCE.

It Will Be

a

Remarkable Holiday

Number, and None Can Afford
8w48

to ~1 iss It.
...Til K...

Swan <£ Sibley Co.
r

JOliliKUS OK

CRAIN,

fine judgment.
The. initial chapter is devoted to a review
of the South, its customs, advantages and
various features of the past, with a sketch of
its present condition and a glance into its
great and glorious prospects. The ad van
tages of its soil,climatic, social, religious and
educational facilities are clearly set forth
ami some comparisons made as to its industrial, agricultural ami commercial strength
While its minwith that of other countries.
erals, timber, land and water transportation,
and other strong points which appeal to the
capitalist and laborer alike are set for'bin
comprehensive style, its numerous attractive
resorts for health and plea lire seekers,
sportsmen and tourists, and its many beautiful places for people see dug a more congenial climate and social element are not i, at
sight of. Every page has illustrations, and
it is all so nicely gotten up that one cannot
but feel a thrill of pride and patriotism vv hen
glancing over the book.
The writer carries one throughout all the
Southern States, setting ft1rt.li the many advantages of these States and the »arious
points of intetest in them. It is all illustrated ho nicely that one wonders how clearly
the many attractions of the great Southland
through which the Southern Railway traforth to him who would inverses are set
form himself about the country abounding
in possibilities.
Copies of the work may he
had by enclosing 15 cents (the actual postage

GROCERIES
Importers ol Salt.
dealers in the finest

%

Luff Boxes.
tiii;
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omit.i

<

r

quality

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

of

f
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‘—

Stylish Neckwear, Hosiery, Gloves.
Fancy and White Shirts.
Night Shirts.
Hats and Caps

a

LI1C

Pl^n
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Baskets, Standing and Waste.

*

•)_.

■ ■

A good many persons who live on farms
and have to do their own washing, use colored table linens to save washing, and to
keep them looking new and from fading use
a little Gold Dust Washing Powder in the
It is
wash water, and dry in the shade.
wonderful how long a pretty red tablecloth
will keep its freshness washed this way.
Wash the red or colored napkins the same

Bismarck’s Iron Nerve

InWas the result of his splendid health.
domitable will and tremendous energy are
: not found where Stomach, Liver, Kidneys
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
i and Bowels are out of order. If you want
| these qualities and the success they bring,
Me
Front
St.,
Belfast,
37
Life Fills. They de33, 35,
j use Dr. King’s New
velop every power of brain and body. Only
1
25c. at R. H. Moody’s drug store.
u:
TELEPHONE 4-2.

•>

•.
—

——

GOODS ALL NEW AND PKETTY
WE SMALL HE PLEASED VO SEE YOG AT ANV
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DWIGHT P. PALMER,
Masonic
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To'let Sets. Glove
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Boxes.

SILK UMBRELLAS
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Handkerchief

5

jg^Olhee hours from

SEEDS and
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Geo. C Daniels, Northeastern Passenger
Agent, 228 Washington Street, Boston,Mass.
TO

ri <>/ at if /•/
n;irr
i sn v i/:i /

Goods. Mirrors

inr

9

J rA„

required)

FEED,

■'y,~

;

j

hi

Fine Leather Goods. Exquisite China arm
Japanese Ware. Lovely Pictures. Choice
Books. Calendars. B’bles, Sterling Sil

•

j
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II- YOU WOULD NOT HISS IT.

i.i in /
i i

.s/•:/•: or/,* / / w: /;/ row-:
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meiit of
South.
o)
The paper
T1 e volume is a work of art.
is of the liuostand most expensive, kind, md
•)
the arrangement and entire make lip of the
with
an
skill
and
;
is
done
with
volume
great
eye to the convenience ami pleasure of those
who read it.
This
Ou the first page are these words:
volume is dedicated to the people of the
•
South by the S< lit hern Railway Company, i O'.
whose interests are identical with tbos» of
the States traversed by its lilies.”
The author of the hook is Frank Presbrey.
The style is smooth and altogether attracc«
tive, and the illustrative feature has been
worked out with taste and charming effect. *
There are interesting and well executed
pictures throughout, giving the reader comprehensive ideas of the commercial, industrial, agricultural, picturesque and climatic {•
advantages of the. great country which is •)
being fast developed in various ways. These
pictures have been selected with a view to
the instruction as well as the pleasure of the
reader, and their arrangement and classification have been made with much care and

j

SEND IN YOUR ORDER EARLY

MAS HERALD

noons

j

Look Out for It.
The Date of Issue
Will Be....
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v/>/,/■;>>•

/■’{'/
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experience?

Mrs. A B. Fletcher, a well known resident of China, died quite suddenly Nov. 23 1,
the cause being water around the heart. Mrs.
Fletcher was a much loved and highly respected woman and her loss will be keenly
felt by her friends and neighbors as well by
the several societies to which she belonged.
Mrs. Fletcher was an earnest and devoted
member of the Methodist church and was
always engaged in some benevolent and
helpful work, a kind and loving Christian
woman.
She was also one of the oldest
members of the W. C. T. U and held the
office of chaplain in the Relief Corps. Besides her husband, Mrs. Fletcher leaves a
Main
son William and a daughter, Mr. C. J
of China; a daughter, Mr. Dr. Norton of
west.
in
the
The.
Warren, also two sous
funeral took place Nov. 26th and was 1 rgely
attended. The W. C T. U. and the Woman’s
Relief Corps attended in a body, 32 memThe funeral sermon
bers being present.
was preached by Rev. J. A. Weed of Clinof
the M. E. church m
ton, a former pastor
China, assisted by Rev. Mr. Jones and Rev.
Mr. Wixson. The floral tributes were beautiful. The M. E church sent a beautiful
bouquet of roses and pinks, the W. C. T. U.
a pillow of roses and chrysanthemums bearing the society letters in purple, the Relief
Corps sent a handsome bouquet of roses and
another of white pinks, a handsome bunch
of chrysanthemums was the gift of Mrs.
Edith Washburn, a bouquet of white pinks
from Miss Annie Doe, chrysanthemums from
Mrs. Alice Martin and Mrs. Thompson and a
beautiful calla with leaves from Mrs. Abbie
Jenkins and Mrs. Lizzie Towle.

nurse

McEnery,

regonl to Pe-ru-na:
Pe-ru-na Drug Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio:
following

For valuable

....

native of Scotland,was graduated at (iberlin
College in 1850 was ordained at Am lover in
1801, which year he was settled in Danvers.
The same year he was appointed a professor
in the Bangor Theological Seminary, where
he remained for nine years Iu 1877, lie went
to Yale College for a professorship, which he
held for 10 years, resigning to become, principal of the Congregational College of BritIn 1807, lie
ish North America in Montreal.
retired and moved to Malden.

EXITED STATES SENATOR Alt*EM,RY, OF LOUISIANA.
Hon S. P.

Johnson is well known throughout
the State and is a man having ni my
He is a member of the Kennefriends.
bec Naval Veteran association, Loyal
Legion, Bradstrett post, CL A. R., of
Liberty, and at piesent president of the
He
Waldo County Veteranassociat ion.
lias been junior vice commander oi the
Maine CL A R., is a member of the Patrons of Husbandry and the Masonic fra
ternity. His name will be presented by a !
committee from the Waldo County Veteran association.
[Bangor Commercial.

vl!

Any

Dustin the

A United States Senator's Letter.

ness.
Mr.

..

daughter,

connection

j

not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at
Drugg.-ts or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

to

Freda Black

this most suitable occupation.
Lillie Deyereux Blake.

Question of Choice.

f

so

visit'...

in

learned from the savages the way o eause
instant death and the scalps were taken to
prove their story.
The tathei of the subject of this sketch,
Divid Johnson, was a farmer and w is
some ol years of age when he died.
John O. Johnson obtained his early edu- \
cation in the schools of Belfast and later j
followed the sea in the merchant marine i
service, being in the Wi st India trade
some eight years and at that time rna’e of
When the K -hellion broke!
the vessels.
a | livate in the F
on: he enhsied
urth
Maine regiuieui of infantry.
On a forced march he received a sunstroke. which alfected his eyes ami caused
his later discharge.
Ou recovering lie
entered the navy and was iippoin*<-d as
“master's mate1''
on the frigate N nth
Carolina and later transferred to the link
Midnight, which was station-a] on the
coast of Texas about a y< ar.
In ls-’.-J he was promoted to the p--ition of acting ensign, and went on duty
on board the Commodore Hull,
at that,
time in the inland waters of North Carolina.
Ills gallant conduct in ac ion
caused his promotion to acting master in
June. 1S(»:>, and the next year, in May,
1
lf'tiJ, he participated in the tight with the
rebel ram Albemarle 1 aiding the attack
upon Plymouth, receiving honorable mention for gallant conduct.
Oil Sepi. 15, 1S!>5, lie was honorably ;
discharged with the Urmks ot the Navy :
department. The sane year he entered
the United States revenue service, with
which he was connected some four years.
He married Arobiue W. Neal and they
have one adopted daughter.
Mr. Johnson hid two brothers, Fred S. of Belfast,
and Ralph, who was an orderly sergeant
of the 10th Maine regiment, infantry,
and was killed in the battle of the Wilder-

If yon have any complaint
whatever and desire the i-t
..n
medic..1 advice you
\ ssibly obtain, write the doctor
freely. You will receive a
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Cooiuhs has gone stewMy mu Farnsworth, who

mentioned

boy were
marched over 1 •'>() miles.
During the
march through New 11 impshire, while the
Indians were wrapt in slumber one night,
the three captives broke their bonds and
tomahawked ten of tlie Indians, only a
Tim boy had
squaw anil a boy esc iping.
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began iast Monday.John
Colby and wife of l'p-edeui were visiting at
E D. Bickford's last week.

Rev. Wm. H. Barbour, D. D at one time
widely known, died at his home in Mai len,
Mass.. Dec. 5th, aged 72 years. He was a

A

If you have a weak
throat you cannot be too
careful. You cannot begin
treatment too early, bach
cold makes you more liable
to mother, and the last
one is always harder to
cure than the one before it.

of East

It is to be hoped that many women
will lind remuneration for their labor in
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spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. A.
It was a family reL. Ward of Thorndike.
union.
Mrs. Caroline Ward, R. S. Ward

were

eligible to these positions was not
widely known as it should have been
ploy

begin

Seal Harbor via. Belfast,

a

thinly settled section.
In 1 •() women again found occupation
as cleiks and as census takers, though
as

will

and

route.
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Mm! on
nr communication
In reply to
■’f the PJ:'!i i»it I have the honor to say that
I .an; e, t .• ware of ait\ reasons existing r»
inn for regarding women is ineligible for
ni ; ’intro rn as eersu.- einr.m rators
Yerv lo spectllliH \ ours.
FllANCKS A. W.VLK.K in
Sit pel ntemler.it of Census.

then,

to

night,

lsleshoro, Castiue and other landings, makAfter a trial,
at least two trips a week.
if business warrants, it is understood thatthe steamer Sedgwick will be put on the

Washington, 1> C
.Mrs. I.;.iie I >• vereux Blake,
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Bucksport

term of school

thus:
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Barbour fleet

from

annoy you at

do you raise more mucus in
the morning?
Then you should always keep
on hand a bottle of

on

about 29 or 27 years ago, in the
early 70's” remarked ex .State Superintendent of Schools N. A. Luce of Vassalboro the other day, “that three young
clerks of the State House and a telegraph
operator took a walk together one Sunday
afternoon, to the* hill west of the city and
there passed the afternoon, looking upon
seen.
Augusta's beauty. Last year I was thinkBesides the number of persons saved
ing of the four men and 1 was surprised
from esse!.* <6 ail kinds, there were 72
to see the different paths they had taken.
oilier- rescued who had fallen from
The lirst one is in Congress, the second is
wliaive>. pieis, etc., the most of whom'
in the United States army in
c
uld liave pei ished but for the aid of paymaster
Cuba, the third is probably the greatest
tiie life-saving crews.
publisher in New York city and the fourth
The crew s saved, and assisted in saving,
life. These four men
lias retired to
during the year. 387 vessels, valued, with who took the private
walk were lion. Edwin C.
the! cargoes, at *2,96*,255, and rendered
from the third
assistance of minor importance 382 other Burleigh, congressman
Maine district and former governor of
vessels.
is now, i bewho
W.
Fogler,
Maine, John
in the array, Frank A. Munsey of
N 'K
The number of persons who lost lieve,
the magazine fame, and myself.” [Kennetheir lives by the wreck of the Portland is
understated in the report; at least, it is the bec Journal.
belief—and practically demonstrated—that
100 people perished with that ill-starred
Letter to Santa Claus.
To Cur e

cough

Bucksport.
The winter session of the
M. C. ceminary opened Tuesday morning
with a large number of students present.
The outlook for a very successful term is a
most promising one.
Among those who
have entered is Philip Haskell of Deer Isl**,
a member of the crew that sailed the Defender and Columbia to victory-As soon
as the river closes the steamer Tremont of
the

lu

:s

parts unknown.

pects that numbers of them will apply
for these positions.
Yet there is danger
that they may not have the opportunity
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employed both as enumclerks in the compilation of
the Census of 1000, and the bureau ex-
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strength as Seattle,

and Sj okane j ut together.”
rhese figures being absolutely
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Women will be

erators

Liberty.

with the office, and even beyond the pales
of Liberty,his home, or beyond the county limits, his candidacy has been received
with more than ordinary enthuiasm.
John (). Johnson is really the pride of
IIis name
Waldo county G. A. R. men.
will be presented by them at the coming
it
is
and
predicted that he
encampment
will receive a most substanti il vote.
John O Johnson, who is a veteran of
both services of the lighting forces of our
country in the civil war—t e army and
the navy—was born in Belmont, Feb. 7,
1834, the son of D.iuiel and Thebe (Stevens) Johnson. Inheriting much patriotism from his ancestors, who took part in
the two most important colonial wars,the
French and Indian and the struggle with
Great lSritian, for independence, together
with much military spirit caused him to
enter the civil war, where he served with
liouor.
Mr. Johnson’s great grandfather,Lewis
Johnson, served under Gen. Wolfe, at the
siege of Quebec and his grandfather,
Daniel Johnson, fought in the RevolutionMrs. Hannah Dustin, famous
ary war.
for a remarkable exploit, was a relative
of the family.
Mrs. Dustin and her family lived in
Haverhill and when that village was attacked anil partially destroyed by the Indians in 1097, Mrs. Dustin, her nurse and
were captured and carrie 1 oft” by
a boy
the Lilians, while her husband escaped
with seven small children.

Are you frequently hoarse?
Do you have that annoying
tickling in your throat? Would
you feel relieved if you could
raise something? Does your

again suffering from rheumatismW. A. Ha 1 h 18 advertised his farm for sale.
....Peleg Gould left Geo. White’s last week

Census Enumerators.

as

over

prominently

E.

great shipbuilding facilities, which Port-

Johnson of

Army of the Republic has already been

if not

Vose is

for

Portland but went to Seattle
Seattle is
a great shipping centre for coal aud has

“Seattle claims more business, but the
bank clearings for the week ending October 19th show: Portland, 82.486,000, aud
Seattle, 82.423,000, a balance in favor of

ment

Miss Olive Marden of Palermo is visiting
friends here....Mrs. E. 1>. Raynes received
the sad news last week of the death of her
brother Frank in Providence, R. I-W. M.

inland town, and the b >uts that can
get in have to be towed at great expense.
The battleship Oregon e uld not get to

stated:

contest

O.

county’s

Waldo

week.)

stormy....C. W. Colby is !
at work in Freedom for P. W. Ayer-C. V.
Stevenson is at work for Leon Wiggin...
weeks,

two

an

laud has uot, and the metropolitan town
west of the Rockies is Seattle.”
In support of the negative, it was also

last

Halldale. Rev. T. R Pentecost preached at the Vose school house last Sunday 1
afternoon. He will preach there again in !

wii;

interesting

John
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Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will mire
Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
ahsorbes the tumors, allays the itching a: once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil
Hams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Blind,

Itching of the private parts, and nothEvery box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’U. CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Obi
1>
For sale by R. H. Moody.
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HOST VIOLENT CASES HAVE Bhows
.^ssnKWtSSSafstf:
disposition heal under ordiato
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No one can tell how soon the**
llnO I HO will develop into Cancer of the worst
HriLnlltU
typ#.
So many people die from Cancer
simply bel
cause they do not know just what the disease
CO
UCDC
is;
I Mill LLOi
"ILTIL
they naturally turn tliemselves over to the doctors,
and are forced to submit to a cruel and
dangerous
operation—the only treatment which the doctors know for Cancer. The diseas*
promptly returns, however, and is even more violent and destructive tham
before. Cancer is a deadly poison in the blood, and an operation, plaster, or
other external treatment can have no effect whatever upon it
The cure must
come from within—the last vestige of poison must be eradicated.

APPCAPCn HI
AT CIDOT A?

treatment.

arv

piUpi

!
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Mr. Win Walpole, of Walshtown S P
/
says:
little blotch about the size of a pea came under my le:
eye gradually growing larger, from which shooting pains
at intervals ran in all directions. I became greatly alarmed
and consulted a good doctor, who pronounced it Cancer,
and advised that it be cut out, but this I could not consent to. I road in my local paper of a cure effected by
S S. S.. and decided to try it. It acted like a charm, the
Cancer becoming at first irritated, and then discharging
This gradually grew less and then disconvery freely.
tinued altogether, leaving a small scab which soon dropped off and now only a healthy little scar remains where
what threatened to destroy my life once held full sway.”
Positively the only cure for Cancer Is Swift’s Specific—

S. S. S. FOR THE

BLOOD

■

j

are, and huddled in every crumbliway are dozens of shaggy little
each

^CWYr

I

j

who accost you for alms

beggars

.."

f

j

so

score.

Throat and Lung Affections,

because it is the ouly remedy which can go deep enough to reach the root of
the disease and force it out of tiie system permanently. A surgical operation
does not reach the blood—the r*-*al seat of the disease—because the blood can
not be cut away. Insist upon S. S. S.; nothing can take its place.
S S. S. cures also any <*ase of Scrofula. Eczema. Rheumatism. Contagious
Blood Poison Ulcers, Sores, or any other form of blood disease
Valuable
books on Cancer and Blood Diseases will be mailed free to any address by
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta. Georgia.
—

MOTT’S

PENNYROYAL PILLSSLSE&iS
and banish “pains
“LIFE SAYERS’* to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body.
No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio,
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In Portuguese Peasantry.
Houses three
Hundred Year*. Old, and Broa,
Bread
\parent ly Built at the Same Period.

spi-i ial

might just

“And after all,” said Mr. Boyd, “who
is the successful man;—he who has succeeded in making money, or be who has
made the world more useful aud more
with no change of crops.
It the object of life was to
Few Portuguese
beautiful?”
make
money, he feared that they would
farmers own an acre of land, but families
have to vote the life of the honored guest,
hold the same tracts, generation after genMr. Boyd had
Mr. White, a failure.
The Canadian
S
for
all
Remedy
eration, under various different tenures,
beeu out among the people lately aud had
hard for the foreigner to comprehend. For
come iuto touch with many, and he found
that Riverside had set the pate for Southexample, there is the Allodial tenure,
Larsre Bottles, 25 cents.
t
ern California in good roads, and without
which prevails in the wide and fertile
Mr. White’s perseverance and efforts that
DAVIS & LA WHENCE
J
CO.. Limited,
\k V.
of
southern
The
holder
boulevard
would never have beea built.
plains
Portugal.
Mrs. Harriet liegole.
Prop’s Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer
1
:
“Those of you who remember,” continued
of the fee simple of the land either tills
Montreal.
Mrs. Harriet Regolo, of Ypsilanti,
Mr. Boyd, “the site of our beautiful city
his ow n acres w ith the minimum of capiMich., a sister-in-law of Mr. Joshua Re....I park, saw it when it was a mud puddle
and
tal, energy
knowledge, or lets it ou
with tules growing in if, where our citizens
A Belfast Man
gole. w ho was governor of Michigan, in
Honored.
went to shoot ducks, and now look at it
short and uncertain leases to tenants who
1RN3 4. is the excellent authority for a
aud see it a thing of beauty, largely owing
farm it in his stead, almost to as little Testimonial In Albert
cure which is regarded in Michigan as
s
White at Riverto Mr. White’s exertions.” There is an
The
side, California.
almost a miracle. She says :
purpose as he would have done.
old hook which s;iys: “By their fruits
Parceria rural tenure is not unlike what
shall ye know them,” and he wished to
"In 1 SSft I suffered from a severe di[Kiverside Morning Enterprise Nov. 21 j
nei my vve
dminp ~u
left me
point the assembly of the evening to some
we call “on shares” and akin to the MetA testimonial banquet to Albeit S.
and I d:-> ned speak above a to hisper for
of the fruits of A
S. White’s life, an 1
of France and Italy, whereby White at the
ayer
system
Glen wood last night was an although he wished tlie guest of the evenn v
nearly 13
the
laud
and
owner
finds
the
sometimes
/ :ra> floated by five local physicians
a continuance of his useful
eveut. that will rest in the
labors,
memory of that iug
and after a aid eo as a.led lea a'; up spenot even his most ardent admirers could
the seed, and receives for rent a proporgentleman as long as memory itself exists. wish
cial:-is c \.
fni
him
a
more
i'ney diagnosed my
fitting epitaph when
In Portugal, as It was a
tion of the produce.
spontaneous opening of hearts
as par Inn
he. laid down his life than;
'The world !
ptira/Yos, stating that
out
of
the
want
it
has
elsewhere,
grown
and a pouring out of pent-up
The left side of m\ hi at a as entirely
feelings, was made more beautiful for his having
of capital in both landlords and tenants,
pot ;lreedy lhe mPu ode partially so.
when each friend in the presence of so lived in it.”
H a nearlv
I ha:r si* ft red
v hi 1 e >
ami is probably the best system where
others felt at liberty to tell of the
many
peon a severe si >. a d’ lordet and
The Weather tor November.
impecuniosity prevails. It is fair on both esteem which he bore for this most honorabout a you ay-, i
led to In Dr.
sides, for while the metayer has the strong- ed of Riverside’s citzens.
>r Pa e d'eop/e.
Williams' Pin s P
Abstract of meteorological observations
About forty-five of the representative >
«.•'«’ oas re lie 1 ed,
est incentive to good and honest work, he
My si on a. h
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
men sat at the table headed
e rue gieaflv immy penna! hsa ih
by Hon. II.
is
ensured against absolute ruin by
M. Streeter and Mr. White. Under the di i Station fertile month of November, I860.
P>' e.r and to m s; >ftr:<e I regained
droughts or floods, as the losses as well as rection of Landlord Miller everything had
Ij'it 14 54' 2" N Lou. 68° 10' 11" W
conn ,./ of thy
/ have
,s\
o*p
Altitude above the sea 150 feet.
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i/o
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The News
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“Ido not intend to vote for Mr.Collins.
I do intend to vote for Mr. Hart. I believe
it is high time for some Democrat to assert himself for honesty and decency
against the gang now in control in City
hall, and who wnl be in control if Mr.
It is my intention to
Collins is elected.
vote for an honest man in preference to
the candidate nominated iu the DemoI speak only for mycratic convention.
I have held no conferences with my
self.
friends and 1 assume to represent no vote
except my own. I shall take no active
part in the campaign.”

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1899.
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of the issuance of the certificate of
f'.r ii.‘ii to W. b. Taylor, the Republican
candidate fur Governor:
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Mr. Mauley Know)ton of Prospect was in
town last week looking after some busiuess
interests and called upon some of his old
friends. He lived in Brooks many years.
Gordon & Jones started up Monday after
short vacation.
They will continue to
manufacture the celebrated Gordon skirts,
aud will also manufacture pants as before.
Katrina Harding of Troy, who is
teaching the winter term of school at Kay
Corner in Knox, spent last Saturday and
Sunday here with her friends, Misses Grace
and Alice Dow.
Miss

Ed. Gilbert will begin house keeping in
the Alfred Card house this week. Mr. Gilbert formed a partnership with John Irving
in the blacksmith busiuess last spring aud
has many friends here.

|
i

It, seems that the account of the Brooks
deer hunters last week was not large enough.
There were three hunters and they goi three
There is not much daudeer in three days.
stories too
g,*r of getting these hunting
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OUR HOLIDAY SOUVENIR.
The Sen Hiee:c will have our paper ready
for distribution, this week. Fri. and Sat’y,
at the ollice.
CHRISTMAS CARDS.
Its very appropriate fm mie f your pres\V»* have
ents for ladies' Address Cards
a new font of st<*« lplat M-ript, and the cards
are in modern style.
loo Cards, 'hi cts.
Prices: 'Hit ard>, :t'» ct<
This i> only for Christmas time ending Dec.
do
Call at in Main St next to the lie Hast
\at'l Rank Ruilding
P. s. The ladies in Waldo cmmty will have
same prices Send your name, plainly: >ilver
or postage stamp- in
mir envelope; we will
print and send it by mail.
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Ke\- Mr. Prescott, the Evangelist, left for
church
l>urThe services at the Universalist
his home in Vassalboro last .Monday.
At HM.» A.
follows:
be
as
will
ing the few weeks lie was here lie made
next Sunday
He is a man of much
tin pastor;
many warm friends.
m
regular serv see, preat lung by
and is evidently an
as a speaker
of All Souls j ability
earnest disciple of his Lord and Master,
subject “Tb- Fiual 11 iviuony
on
“The
and the
With God." Hie fifth in the series
j His meetings nave been interesting
Sunday j influence has been for good. The regular
Essentials of Religion:" at 12 m
be held as usual at the b mends
will
services
School; at0.15 i* m. YoungPeoples' meeting; Chapel, Friend Omar G. Hussey officiating
A cordial
topic, “Tin-Beauty of Holiness."
George Lane started on his journey uome
inv’>tation is \tended to alb
last Thursday. He left this village thirty*
two years ago, a young man of twenty-one,
who was ap- ! and has since been a resident <>f Bloomer,
I'niigressman Tavlor nt Ohio.
He says
investo
Wis where he owns a line farm.
tinof
,, .-sit.-.i chairman
of Brigham ! he has greatly enjoyed meeting old friends
, ,.llr ,1„. question of eligibility
in
a busithinks
but
is
new
and making
ones,
•y Uoherts of l-tab to a .seat in Congress,
China ness point of view thewest otters advantages,
WaterviUe and
in
known
well
his
has
daugli- j especially to the young man who
through his marriage to Mrs. l’almer,
the hotel m China j own way to make.
ter of Mrs Dow, who ran
Mr. and Mrs Taylor have
for many years.
passed several summers in China, visiting
Mail.

WaterviUe frequently.

t;l a-i.tbist ring rule ami ring
> matiiing itself in unexpectbn li Mui i
who was (b-feate 1 in the
,,f 1 ><'st■
i!t> c-a..n us by <-.!>• I*. A. (. oil ins at-

[WaterviUe
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To rent very

Knqmre of

cheap

MAUSHAIA.

W. V.

Belfast, Dec. If, 18H9.
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CHOICE FLOUR.

A barrel

of our

Hour makes

a

CHRISTMAS!

I

i

GIFT.
CO.

_;

Right Value

A

DOLLS!

WAISTS, very latest style.
hir price S'1.75, now

link

ever

in

t. .j
^KI.UNd

'

“IKEIAAS.

2.50

'•

:;.(52

■'

SMsj

Its a job lot and we will divide ‘lie
12 l-2c. each.
protit with you

CARLE & JONES.

■

••

2.20

'•

2.10

■■

2 4 2

4.50

2. O S

5.00

4.20

.00

2. OS

(j

an

rxcrjiUonallIJ good
t.»

opportunity

25c.
<-

,1c.. 10r.n 1.1c.. j
21c.. .27 l-2c. anil .lOc.

STATIIIXEliV.
Dox containing
Loyal writing

nice

a

secure

Wool lire** Sh irt at a remarkable low price. ^jpWlon’t fail to
examine them.

ana

■fc..

.s. 09

•'

This is

| Men’s OutiiiE

Our 12!c.

I/idies Kmbroidered, J.aee Tun
Plain Hemmed 1 land- ivliiefs w
sent some phenomenal values

2.22

0.50
10.00

HERE'S A BARGAIN.

-I

2.20

3.50

1

$1.70

1.its QUALITY SKIRTS,

:;.S7

25c. Dressed Dolls. Fasc? GHiia Gaudie

so doinc are
in a p «>iti
l:\ 1 RA (i M)D VaLI ids
Women's and Children’s Hands.

you

SGGESTION FOR PAVING,

A

8:t.oo

r.oc t<>

llilkh

I5K<«I V

and in

Over 50 different styles of handles—
most of them Silk Gloria tops, from

I-JT'SEE Ol'R

■

••
placed an order for I land kearly—before the hie advance

Think of These at tb3 Prices.1 A

Prices from lc to $5.00.

STOCK TAKING BARGAIN

gg

10 and 25 cents each.

town.

>•

i,-gu-

-AT-

100 DOZEN
LARGEST

Hlt«.»AlM 1,0'IH

wool,

ALL

Right P

at a

Look through your stock and
it another dozen .»r two an
needed.
.Vvded or not, yoi
well atVonl to Inn napkins
and hold foi future use.
\\ >
marked them to match prices
Tabu- Damask, as the two
tides are always- associated
father in your mind.

SI 95

S2,!0

acceptable

HOWES ,V

A.

A

very

wm\s.

SI. 69

now

Al.i. wool, FLANNEL WAISTS,
same quality as above, only very
elaborately trimmer 1

~

I

;
Ad,urn. Holly,
thiirer, Clorrr, Daisy, Fie 1(1’ i
Cherry, Wild Hose, (Irerinn
11 utter u[>, \ asf u rf i a ai.

ALL wool flannel WAISTS,
new model custom made, fancy
latest
In aid
trimmed,
style
>!ct-ves, collar braid bound to
match front, regular price $2. Is,

'tail.

j
!

.•

tegular price S2.g.'>,

TRAYS. RUFF 150XES, COLD CREAM
JARS, Etc., Etc. Lots of styles at
l«c.

nr

of

Pansy, S},ow Dr<

MKlit'F.RIZKD SATEEN WAISTS,
equal in appearance anil wearing qualities to many grades of

Others at 12 l-2c.. 15c., 17c.. 25c.

BRACKETT &
BELFAST, MAIXt.

now

SI.49

Time,

by Express, Stage,

10 Main St.

price $1.08,

silk body and sleeves full lined,
made in tlie very latest style.

X MAS CARDS. !

large lot

Fine Table Linen,

CASSIMEltE WAISTS,
WOOL
detachable
very latest style,
collar, very prettily trimmed
with Soutache braid,
regular

The prices are /? E.S OX A It L /.,
SI It A EL/’.
The goods />

SPECIALTIES,

a

FINEST
Q FA LI TV Hits //
LINEN.
The first few yards *»f
piece being slightly soiled we g
at a discount and shall sell them
same way. Uemember
only the fii>
yards of each piece is soiled. Tc
lowing patterns are included:

Ebony

Paper Knives, Eraser Filer, Stamp Moist- \
eners, Darnin'/ Halls, Glare Hatton
ers, Curliny Irons, Etc.

>

above

price.
We have just received

this is tinway we are situated in regard to
wool waists, consequently the
Xote these
costs go down,
Trices:

NOVELTIES!!
in Sterling Silver and
Ware for Xmas.

j

that rank

Qualities

Overstodtcd,

NOVELTIES !

WE PRINT ANYTHIN!!.
leaflets,
♦Envelopes,+ Flyers. + Pamp lilets,+
Cards. + liooklets,- Prosrams.+ Kit I
4 Note Heads,♦Posters,+4c.,+4c.

This

;

IIJ VE THE TRICE.

EBONY WARE.

ing that makes the world go round
plenty of printers' ink.”

OUR

IF VOI R SIZE IS HERE YOU

Edwards was thrown from his
of tiie
carriage Saturday by the break.ng
dislocated his left shoulder.
and
king-bolt

«•

J

!

WOOL WAISTS,

THE SEA BREEZE.

lloseoe

vivals.”

|

visit will convince you that this is the store for economy—the whole store and the wh
stock are open to your examination, merely as things to see and admire and to learn from
We are always ready to serve you when you express a desire to he served—i
you wish.
it will never be pressed upon you. That is a store rule always.

/^NE

Sold everywhere. Price, The Set, $1.25: or, Coticura
Boat, 25c.; Ointment, 50c.; Resolvent (half size), 50c.
Potter Drug and Cuem. Cobi\, Sole Props., Boston.

large.

—

:i

It is with regret that we learn of the seriillness, lrom typhoid fever, of Mrs.
Frank S. Forbes of Santa Barbara, Cali-

j

CUTICURA

Instant Relief and Speedy Cure Treatment.—a warm bath with Cuticttra Soap,
a single anointing with Cutiuura Ointment,
ami a full (lose ot Cutktha Resolvent will
afford instant relief, permit rest and sleep,
and point to a speedy, permanent, and economical cure when all' else fails.

vicin-

Edgett is to begin soon a series
Revivals.
They will be:
The kind
was
II.
fortunately near Ins own house,
Are revivals needed;” 2nd.
ist,
accident within a
8.1, “A recipe for re- j This is his third severe
ot revivals needed ;

!
this week, in which he
i
a
candidate
be
i
unees that he shall
The political I
in l'.'Oo.
sc; (*•
■

the

from this

ous

welcome.

Rev

pui.dsh

o_n

night.

of

in j

onuty eonveutiou last year
what. under the eircumibutering vote. The same

received

i.av-.

was

iH.'Uiictd that lie will

einbcied that lie

the

u

e

Liberty

I

ai1

mas

are

j
j

:i;.

from

mas

at

going

ity.

sion, 58 High street. every Tuesday,
!
7
day, Saturday ami Sunday evening at
o'clock. Bible study Sunday at 5 p. m. All !

muning far beyond the
; paci y heretofore, and pusli.in
leinarkabie expansion.”

i-ciiM

M-cse.
-d';,\

w.

aud others to talk of

Thurs-

j

v.

e

liberal wages offered men to go in the
woods this winter has caused some to go
The

a

Methodists are preparing for a Christtree and concert at the church Christ-

Meetings will beheld

help employed.

amount of

Rev. G. E. Edg* it will preach at the Shore
road school house, in East Belfast, next
Sunday afternoon at 2:80 o’clock.

a

any mere speeuktbut from actual demands

';:s■ j11;i

,v

of

nil'.!} been s.>
at this date, ensuring employ.:;d: ioici: far into the coming year.
:.«‘t

..

approach

surprising.

is

year

bet

"ii:

me.

The trustees of the Universalist church
have received the £800 bequest under the
will of the late J. W lvnowltou.

business that the small shrink*

in

_t

“The

i: y

.-h

Yeni

election

nouii.

Review:

>

of

Taybo took th.* oath of

uesday

e

board

the

named

•Kiiiinissioueis.

11i•

David Brackett is hoping for a good winter’s run of busiuess and has the usual

The

considerable damage,
veiy plain one, and Goebel

ease was a

iin.se):
■ffii

Cram of South Brooks has been
poor health for some time ami is reas
quite feeble.
ported

Benjamin

in very

I he Churches.

Kentucky

>t

l'iie

Rev. Mr. Whittier, Congregational State
Missionary, preached last Sunday afternoon
Friends’ church.

kJi

-4*HINTS FOR THE ECONOMICAL;,-

One Application of

the business of the coming

A

■ ■ ■ ■

If UlllliJUlA

Instantly Relieved by

at the

the returns has done theDemoc-

:

on

A AH

■■■■■ ■ ■

*******

HUMORS

of Troy visited friends

Miss Nettie Bowen has returned from a
visit of several weeks to friends in Massachusetts.

VaI^ W%

*******

Burning Scaly

sick list for

Heury Cunningham and wife were at
George Miller’s last Sunday.
Mrs. M. E Miller went to Boston Monday,

“Hundreds of men who were carried on
the city pay rolls on full time and for
weeks previous to the caucus, were electioneering in the interests of Mr. Collins
instead of working for the city.
“The contractors were told that they
would lose their work if they were Murphy men, and in mafiy instances were
regiven contracts without competition in
turn for the endorsmeut of Mr. Collin’s
and
candidacy, it was a matter of barter
sale, aud the treasury of Boston paid the
bills.”

says

st) iced

they supported

cause

the

on

days.

Mr.

He says furtics iu the city of Boston.
ther:
“Acting under their orders, inspectors
and laboring men were discharged be-

The Democrats

votes.

ITCHING

manufac-

at work

J. W. Sawyer of Old Towu was in town
business Monday and Tuesday.

in the caucauses and of going to ends
never before reached iu the game of poli-

elected Hon. Thomas

Republicans

Brooks.

has hired for the winter with

Mrs. B. F. Harding
in Brooks last week.

ers

N. Hart mayor of Boston, Tuesday, over
Gen. Patrick A. Collins, the Democratic

again

Herbert Smith has been
few

a

signature Mr. Murphy arraigns in
the severest language the managers of the
Collins campaign, the so-cdled “board of
strategy;” accuses them of using repeat-

Subscription Terms. In advance,$2.00a year,
$l.oo for six months; 5o cents tor three months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one inch
length in column,75 cents lor one week, amt 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.

Pattee is

Hiram

turing clothing.

own

The

of

announcement:

velops

to

two

cores.

_c

with

paper
match, for

eti

H

Two quires of "I.
li l'.-- }•': i::.
Linen." pure linen
k
q
and eiivt-hipe> t." in,*!

1

2()r

Hulil Shirts, 47c.

Four quires very tin. c:
paper \\ it l'l eti\eh ; u*s

ot

ino

at

small size writing pa-i>.

Sliawls !

•s>....15 U LLETI

Y. S. Treasurv .!•■* 1 flack

Sliawls!

nk

3 bottles fot

__

Sliawls!

Woolens.Worsteds

Cash Won the Day! Overcoats.
Hmi'll quality
:i

fc-.

Sliins

am 1

y
f; ;t w

We have

indom
*'-rs.

Hen

19c

s

and

at

•-

Boy’s

of

bv the yard, bought for cash direct
from the mills and sold at a slight
advance from manufacturing cost.

Al! Wool

about OXI

THIRD less than

Shirts.

regu-

lar value.

MEN s

29c

68c

Also Men’s and

Wrn'st Extra Fleeced Lined
.shirts and Drawers, Lawrence
A popular combination
make.
,r[ black, blue and white liori
mortal random stiiped patterns,
made with latest improvements,

|BOYS’’

58c

..

48c

25c each

Suits.

Gloves.

48c

$1.15 and $1.25
down to

in half

All

Boy’s
Wool,Heavy Overcoats
and Ulsters, made from Camden
woolen mills, cloths all wool,

■■

f

i pood

87c

Profit
24c Keen Buyers Realize and
by Advantages Offered,
I

k
A

oreign designs,

5c Each

li n pis

quanti

y of 20 dozen, made

well, with inside band button-hole
loops, two side pockets and two

Men’s Heavy Mixed Cotton Hose,
Four Pair for 25c.

Heavy

Covert

lined,

special

fleeced

....

|

DUCK ULSTERS, lamb skin lined.
DUCK COATS, blanket lined.

per box,
Talcum Powder per box,
15c Triple Extract witch Hazel, per
...

Smoking Jackets in stock
and made to order.

Caps,

Job, 10 doz., assorted patto

regular

-

Mailed orders carefully filled.

Money cheerfully

50c.

refunded

if

you

wish.

close,.

19c

4 pairs for iioo.

bottle,

$3.85

OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS,
REEFERS

quality,

Men’s Cheviot Suits, dark,
neat patterns,
perfect iittinff,
manufacturers’ price,

65^*”All clothes bought
pressed

one

year free of

at

our

store

charge.

Plienix Row, Belfast, Me.

we

will clone

K FULL LINE

out

OF BELD

11 t size Blankets, in grays only,
well worth $1.(12 per pair, at g| Vi.
11-4 size blankets,
gray, would be
$1.87 per pair, at

Blankets,
are

Oe Celle's Kinderp
Outline Studies, Mat and 1
broidery Silk combined.

5c

gray and

in

exceptionally good

This is a very good tking tlittle folks just beginning.

#Vi.Vi7»

at
a

tjoml

shrunk blankets

steam

»

in white and
good trade at

at

line of
lowest

S^'-on; LINK OF

/trices.

Holiday IVrfm
*/

IS (’OM l‘LF, l'K
Sc
5c
What
He
7c

we

have left will be sold,at BOTTOM PBICES.
!$l.i
(black)
$3.75, $4.50, $S, $!>.

Large Assortm

A

A few Collarettes,
Others at

The
our

same

cut

prices

on

ail

Fur Scarfs.

them over, you may see something you like. The prices are low.

JJf^Look

From 12‘c. to S2.50.

..OK..

Buckles, B>
Stick Bins, etc., at lowest

Hat

Bins. Belt

Side Combs nt I Or. u/>.
Handsome Si<te Combs, with
Hants, from Wc. to $J.OO

Good values at ,'i7 I-'Jr., at Vf.V

FRED A. JOHNSON,
Formerly

>

only,good

lc\

Black Pi nding Braid (5 yd. piece),
lOv
Shaped Collar Stiffening,
1c
Colored Binding Braid,
4c
Cotton
Colored Darning
per doz,
2c
Black Darning Cotton, per card,
2c
Crowleys spool cotton (200 yds.)
5c
Tooth Powder per bottle,
Classique Dress Stays per doz, 12 l-2c
5c
Nameless Dress Stays per doz,
lOc
Monterey Dress Shields 20c quality,
Sc
Corset Lacings per doz,
Sc
Hump Hooks and eyes per doz,
Sc
Steel Shawl Pins per doz,
He
Ice Wool (20c quality)
4c
....
Finishing Braid,
Sc
Best Machine Oil per bottle,

Manufacturing Clothier,

FE W

bargain.

asked for the equal,

DUCK COATS, lamb skin lined.

a

ARE

UNDERSOLD.

11V have in stork
Prices not more than they should
be, and much less than usually

11/.'

the bottom,

11-4 size Blankets, in tau
value at one dollar, at

value,

Punches Hair Pins,
Hair Pins in boxes containing 5 doz.

SI. 00.

11-4 size Blankets, in gray and tan,
Our price,
worth to-day, 87c.

white,

2

terns, some of them

at

are

(i lb. 11-4

—OF—

Misses Hose« fast black, good
guage, full length,.

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

prices

Our price $8.00

Men’s and Boys’ Winter

-

which

Overcoats, fancy back, stylish
cut, sold everywhere at $12.00.

Hosiery.
8c

our

Hose
fast
lOo.

75c.. 87c

SI.50 and SI 75.

We have Blankets at all prices, from the
very cheapest to the best qualities. Our
NEVER

5c.

50c

PATTERX IMiKS

98c each

Fleeced Llicl

black hose for

WeMakeaSpecialty

OiiiiiigFiair

We have

marked

Cloth

GALLOWAY FUR COATS.

19c

Night Shirts 50c.

Men’s

SIBERIAN DOG FUR COATS.

buttons at knee.

Men’s Outing Flannel

Try

$3.50

wearers,.

1

Laflies’

plaid lining,

10 dozen Men’s Pants, a
eraek-a-jack liandsome pattern,

SI 29 each

pound packages, including

'

Pants.

Fleeced Lined .Shirts
and Drawers, heavy quality,
*olor brown, mixed,

.Men's Colored Border Handkerchiefs, lsxls, attractive patterns and colorings,—copies of

quality

package.

Boy's

Heavy qualitj natural mixed Over Shirts, .Jen ey knit laced
front, shaped armholes, full
length and width,

selvage.

Flannelette, Creton, Piques,
Prints, Muslins, etc., at, per

24c

19c

on

Flannelette Wrappers.

25c

fiont,

name

drays and Browns, every SHAWL in the
Look the
lot actually worth £2.4!) each.
lot over, and bear in mind the price of
these SHAWLS, which is less than they
are worth, is

Bundles of Patchwork

Men’s Wool Knit Gloves,
heavy quality, assorted colors,

Ladies' Heavy quality rib
Vests, fleeced lined, shaped
long sleeves, fancy crocheted

Ladies'

NOW LISTEN. "S ".'Sri'S;:!

,ELASTIC DUCK DRESS FACING....

Always look for

ft doz, Fancy Laundered Shirts,
desirable patterns, two collars,
size 10 1-2 and 17, to close,

Boys’ Sweaters,

We have jjot Wo many of this particular quality and they must he
sold, sold at less than their act ual
value, so here they are. every
I. -ok at
one well worth Sd.7o.
them—if they are what you want
the price is

52.89

Sweaters

I
\
vrd line*
I '.rtru
mohair silk
Sun ts aud .Draw*
binding o:. S h i:is. overlook
stitched,

bought

1 case

]

A. P. Mansfield,

Masonic Temple, High Street, Bellas

\
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There
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advt.

Breeze
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things for

two

on
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page

Bishop Fowler, who is to preside at the
East Maine Conference in this
city in April,
will deliver his famous
lecture some even-

the
hind it. It

you to

in

see

ing during Conference week. The Bishop is
of the ablest
platform speakers in the
Methodist denomination aud his lecture cm

will pay.

one

T.|U. will meet this. Thursday,
2 30 o’clock with Miss Frothing*

The W. C.
ifternoon at

High street.

tin on

The East Belfast Christian Endeavor Sooty will have a Christmas tree at the
r.iou schoolliouse Christmas night.
All
C.

•'irse

!1

regular December

term of County
Court will open at the Court
iu Belfast next Tuesday. In addition

i:se

business,

the routine

such

auditing

as

the

lias beeu made several times of
games of cribbage played by a Belfast

•-

and

liis

wife.

s

They
very
evening last week
lady won thirteen games, making them
en. with a total of 33,000 games.
illy matched,

but

are

C.

Seaside

|

the
half

teaspoon-

a

|

put it

a

radical change

ou

jI

j

\

in this

ever seen

W

j

city.

one

Sterling Silver
VD

to

see

Book

Ebony Ware,
...consisting of...

Macaulay, Russell, Abbott Histories,

ty, Hawthorne, Mari.et, Scott,
H.
Children’s Books, I),
and

Fur Goods

them again.

Classics.

Electric Seal Jackets, Astrakhan
Jackets and Capes, Muffs, Coney

Boston

Capes, Children’s Sets, Scarfs,

Extra

j

Box
From 12 \

j

Hefo.ud1

plact

all ami the

at.

rs

jok the

t

cases

usual

!

the

j

the police court.

rse m

Null's

amkk

Bangor

.y

record

Mrs

The

steamers

line l.a\e made

this

a

of

remark

which,

season— -ue

has not been equalled by t-lie

u

any other line
f
steamer City
f

the coast

on

it

is

steam-

N

k\y

liam

year 1

ilus

w

■■■■=»>t

j

—m

Bartlett "f Wii.!

horse.

going int<
|

—i

,7. \

team

a

»♦»

.centlv Inst

Tic ummai

1-r <k«

leg

its

lie barn

t

At>vkutwkviknt.s
Clark.

A.

iimi.

Ti

Maunfact ,t

r

week. Wil-

.-

Clothier.

nj

Phenix Bow Belfast. :ssu— $
k taking
Bangor, Capt. Otis lugBulletm and oc.upies tv- c. umns of the
round trips between i
Journal in (numerating the liar gains he
-i n
and Bangor this season, and the;
others
See Ins advt. ..i> u
fad to call
o-.ot, Capt. Marcus I i.-rce,
round
and see the Christmas stock at tie 1 »insm>>re
without either of them missing a trip.
sh c st. re.
It includes a great variety of
"" have been some
delays on account -! ! useful and
serviceable hninl.n gilts.
An
run weather, but no trip was missed and
immense .’me .f men's slippers from k* cents
st-cmers made up whatever time was I
Bead the lug advt in this issue of the
up.
There has been no accident of any
Journal., h S Pitcher music dealer. 7'
d, ami no injury to either passengers or !
•• ;te
Main street, has the fa
Brigg s piano,
s
is. (.
g! i, s- that tin* B. A B.
sp!e11and \ou rail buy one for a Christinas gift
in
record
that respect has been Uiam*
made

has

on,

cal...

City

The

for the

season

Bangor

of

made i

from this j••

|
!

TOYS!

repainted

i he

her

boilers

and

When

attention.

o'

ite

li'tica

the

in

again

her maiden

a

comes

she

muni:

Hun

Frank

trip..

Nnveus have

1

sin*

spring

good

as

overhauling.
j
thoroughly renovated. |
ugines will receive |

and

b*-«

In

on

she

was

Piere.

ts

in

of

B<

toys....Geo
has

store

V\ 1 ite \

W

Burketts

Jordan \

a

an

aj-pearanee at tins time, with
w ith
1.**11departments fil

>

Wins

Band

>\v.

W

&

will

be

ift i:i

impossible

season

The

on

to

complete

the

the route next

to

Wednesday

on

j

j

here this morning.
I'K r.MVKKSALIST FAIR.
Tilt* fair, S' p
and entertainment of the UniversaBst
ety at Memorial Hall last Wednesday
Thursday was very successful ami
tied over r-2on. The fair Wednesday af*
'On had a number of novel and interng features, lin iudiug the remembrance

advertising

columns

See what he has

Jones

announce

a

three

I>ee. 14, 15. and lb

in

Specially calls .wur attemi.m

tea are

..ling

Picture

A. C.

FOR

11 Main

men!.

<

Christmas

Mi-Clint-

-'resents

at

Colburn

s

ah

»e

1

The former was a
!•*, grab tree, etc.
fur the sale of articles contributed by
sons living away or who were
unable
attend.
It was generously supplied

the

Toys

liberally patronized,

£42.
success of
this department is due
a great
measure to
the untiring zeal
Miss Annabel
Walker, who has so
ten
proved herself an efficient salesman.
The articles and donors were as
•ws: F.
A. Harriman, pepper and salt
ttles; Frank White, Wedgewood match
x
D. H. Lane, cup and saucer, sugar and
Mrs.
earn, puff box and hair receiver;
mk H. Pitt, playing cards and case:
tfe. A. Harriman, clock ; Mrs. Waldo B
wton, lineu mat, centrepiece; Mrs. Edgar
i.ompson,

and

j
!|

netted

*
*

|
j

pair pillow slips; Mrs. A. I).
and twine hags; Miss Ada Mitchell.
Uidkerchief. Mrs. A. A. Shepherd, haiid-

-!

AT

A. HOWES <St CO.’S.

A

’■

mats: Mrs. Chas. Crawford,

11h, fi

Mrs.

cover;
<t.h

Mrs. J1

Lothrop,

l

lunch

VV. B.

C.

Choice Line at ourStore.

J
t

#2.00; E. H. Kelley, $2 (Hi; Mrs
Mi-Keen, #1.00; Miss Mary Pierce,
Xi: Mrs. Judith Parker, 25 ct-s; Mrs. E II
'unbar, #1.00; Mrs. Charles Miles, #100
unmans.

j*
*

usual grab bag gave place to a grab
e.
The packages were all wrapped alike
the value of the articles varied considtbly. There were also, as usual, tallies

I

»

-r

®

the

sale

of

|

U’JXDnW is !.Y IXhi'.Y TO THE HE A
AXD SEE EOli YOl’RSEEF.

j

4 i

3*

FIRST

■

(

e

pie.

veiling the amusing drama, "A proposal
The
uder Difficulties,” was presented.
articipants were Fred G. Spinney and J.
-ee Patterson, as suitors for the hand of

f,

j

II

principal dish being chicken

mrothy Andrews (Isabel Ginn); and Eliza
>eth Kelley as housemaid. The parts were
well taken. The sales were continued
Thursday afternoon. In the evening there
'Uts whist playing, at which fifteen tables
Those

who

at-

filled, and dancing.
prouounced it a most enjoyable ocThe members of the
asion throughout.

Acre

uided

society desire to extend their
thanks for the thoughtfulness and generosity
r>f these absent friends.

ILniversalist

That he

I

|

|j

.tsiny

to

see

AT liAIUiAIN PKFCES.

the little

ones

flock

to our

store to

STORE.

©■

Ladies’
We have

we are

selling

at this

We have cut our profits
J i superior Slipper at the above price.
if

third
in two to be able to offer a

price, other stores ask

a

For

!

73

!

You will be surprised to see what a handsome pair of Slippers
be purchased at our store tor the above small amount. We
have the style and
I have 10 different styles in this grade. They
! looks of the higher priced kinds and will give excellent service.

For

49

Cents

a

BRICiOS PIANO.
Those superior and high grade pianos are
particularly adapted for Christmas (lifts, as

! I

they

I

!

i

j

are gems of the piano makers art in rich
tone and mechanical perfection. For wife,
sister or mother they are a royal gift and you
can buy one here on easy terms.

******

E. S. PITCHER,
MUSIC

ll.OO,

we

sell them for

Nothing is too good for the baby is the verdict of all parents.
Realizing this fact we have in stock an endless variety of shoes
ones

in all colors and

shapes.

Prices range from

We have endeavored (and we think we have succeeded) to sell a
Slipper at this price that would give a reasonable amount of wear.
Slippers usually offered at this price are not to be depended upon
Ours are of a different sort. Strong, well made and will give excellent service.

Women's and Misses- 14c„ 24c.,
!
....Gaiters, 36c., 49c.
_

'Little Boys' Fauntleroy’s Leggings, $1.19.
If you want

a

splendid Overshoe,

For Hen at 98c.,

DEALER,

75 Main Street, Belfast.

OOo-

Cents

»j

i

at

j#-:9S3c. to $1.00.

♦ i

Instrument,

always chooses for those of cultivat-

69c.

Something new and dainty in house Slippers tor Ladies.
These are crocheted Slippers in all colors—red, white, blue, pink*
and black,
t hey are stylish, comfortable and serviceable. Cheap

for the little

jf

*

Slippers

Cents.

NAT,ONALgjjean

ed tastes, is

|
I
|i

Slippers

98

more.

ij

His Favorite

In the

The

!

'l iSS WATCH and CLOCK
work for OArE DOLLAR.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

aprons, confectionery, etc.
was served at G o’clock,

j

|

TIED L HOODS I1777//.Y,

I

For

jf i
„f

CLOCKS, SILVER, and SILVER PLATED WAKE ,NVV^v.

\n excellent supper

am

ETC.,

KID GLOVES,

STOCKS, BLOND TILS,

value for the money.

jjj

ALL IX

l

UNDERSKIRTS,

LADIES’ NECKWEAR,

Slippers.

49c.

jf

nie L.

.e

over

jf

a.

\ RRY LOW.
It, will puv vou t,o get. nit” prices.
“NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.”

1

COLORED

GAITERS.

ODD FELLOWS'3LC™

y

STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES and EBONY GOODS

And do not J
WORK at

CORSETS. HOSIERY,

JET BELTS and Bl'CKLES.

to S2.00.
the more expensive Slippers, but
t We have a large assortment of
*
to the lower prices grades.
Exceptional
»i we call special attention

Complete

bought at OLD PRICES. which we shall soil VKKV LOW. You can save
DOLLARS bv buying 'f a- -your watch is then fully guaranteed by reliable
jewelers. A GOOD LINE OF.

on;

LEGGINGS and

Belfast—everybody

in

that every man needs and will appreciate.
different styles, ranging in prices from

*
'jf,

1

1

HACKINTOSHES,
DOWN PILLOWS,

DINSMORE

#

Men’s

J

LARGE LINE OF WATCHES,

Kdiey. mat;

SHAWLS, SKIRTS,

HOODS, LADIES’ UNDERWEAR

a

fi; j Something

*

Wright, 3 table mats: f
Mrs. J. VV. Emery, j*
tie piece, and G mats; Mrs. Baker. 2 pair ♦
4
ks Mrs. Annie Knight, card case; Mrs
Mrs.
Philhrick,
Howes, handkerchief;
.■ron: Mrs. Robert Wallace, 4 handy boxes
office or household; Col Philo Hersey
*
00; Dr. D. A. Sargent, $5 00; Mrs J. H.
;

P.

Sumner

ta-

From 87c to $2.00

I

Holiday Gifts? jj

Line will be

wish to call your attention t-<»

Dark colored, ntOy 4c per yard.

in Waldo County is cordially invited to call and look
over our Christmas store and examine the great stock of footwear displayed.
One of the most important things to be remembered in giving Xmas gifts is the
usefulness of the present. Especially must this be ob served in giving presents
to men. They appreciate the worth of an article, and right here we would call
your attention to our big line of

DRUGGISTS SUNDRIES

F.arlier than Usual,
We

From 50c to $ 1.00

1,000 YDS. PRINTS,

Pink, Blue, Red and Grey

pleasure to wait upon adult customers, but it is simply
Santa Claus has selected for them.

Everybody

$

---—-

Holiday

COL-

‘STAI1!S.

PERFUMES,

*

chief; Mrs. John Cousins, handkerchief;
4r
W. P. Tarbox. 2 bon-bon boxes ami 2 I ♦:
;
endars; Mrs. John H Dahl, doll; Rev. C. J *
»\

a

OF

Plain Colors.

E DER DOWN JACKETS,

Pillows

Marked down from 42c to 25c

THE

Ol£X£S!S

TOILET SOAPS atari

Our

♦

and

Silk

("T TO ORDER.

A Good Li ne of

*

|

mi per

Always Find

4f

i f

Hayes, j

can

Co.MlJ I NATIONS

IN ALL

ORINGS

KID MITTENS

Variety,

-.-——---

NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND AN UNBROKEN SELECTION,
You

(treat

t<>

»

;

pincushion; Mrs. Judith Parker, !

on,

Do You Hake

--Ladies’ and Children’s--

© © ©

s

*

j«

n

i.y

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

<

d

SILK MIT rENS

-aEKSffiB

store.

bio *k. High sir t
Tiie Belfast I tepartment store. 4'< and
'lain sl.reet,
Hers great inducements to buyers of holiday presents. ..Tenen ent for ivnt by W. C.
Marshall..
A. A. Howes & Co. have a
varietv of articles suitable for Christinas
well
ami
a
stocked drug department.
gifts,
k

Co

25 Pcs. Wide Fancy Neck Ribbon

HOLIDAYS

and

II MAIN STREET.

NO

ip-stairs, is prepared to do vt-ure
framing for the holidays. Mats and glass
cilt to order.
You will end many useful

|

Work

only 5c per yard.

Framing

THE

Mats

«o.uui-r■ n*ii.g

to oiler.,
Ca: le &
days' sale of lumps

toys

A. CLEMENT

street,

account of

mi, and is due

'r'

out

them

new

sum-

Penobscot remained in Boston

Tuesday

n

to go

>f

plane.

in

at

CARLE & JONES.

.'.Vo!

are

in

Everything

r so ids

transferred from;
lias.- N Doak. jewelers. Ms n
Bangor to the Petiohxcit as freight grocers..
1
c:nl steward, respectively.The street, hav.- a large ami well selected stock
-o.
suitable for h. iiday gifts and in
«t. keel ami stem of the new steamer
is
Johnson. Mas-n
Tempo l as
h s being built for the Boston & Banspies two
■•mpany m East Boston have V»eeu put j of new bargains this week and

Tapestry

always been

From 62c to $3.00

Marked Down from 25c. to 10c.

2c to 50c per box.

New assortment just arrived from 50c to

It has

UHBRELLAS

Stamped Doilies

500 Pcs, All Silk Ribbons, No, 5,

Table Covers

see

goods
li. H

dry

Marsh

High late <ilee and Uoyalty Chop
estah;is'o-,1 fa -orites and are soi.il y

am:

i.

lace ami 20 of her frames

SELLING CHEAP.

XX

NAPKINS, ETC.,
MARKED DOWN.

only 50c each.

PORTIERES, ETC.

■

TABLINGS,

100 Moquette & Brussells Hassocks FASCINATORS,

*2.50.

hast and

it' many new
-!ay go. ds

will
as

■

TOWELS,

Pillow Toes, Luncii Cloths.

$5.0u.

Covered with Silkaline. Den;m and Cretonne, 2 5 c each.

$2,50

CARPET SWEEPERS.

Chenile and

Searsp.-n National
arrival at Boston I.)ec 8th she was i auled
: -.rt—-Carle N
Jones l ave
for tile season, and the Penobscot went ! Bank
W hile on t-iie stocks tin Bail- l'H» dozen d ;'8 for the holiday trade, at
the route.
j
Also everything
prices from 1 cent to S'
will receive a general
Slie
Bank

to

Stationery

Sofa

FUR and SMYRNA RUGS,

Ryder family: remarks by Lorenz-• Jones.
rising vote of blanks was gr. mi the Post,
Relief Corps, and all who helpe.i entertain
the veterans. The meetingc.os--.! by singing,
‘"Tenting on the (H i (’amp Ground/’ The.
next meeting will be at the Grange Hall,
Swanville, Jan. I. ldOO.

easy terms... Set statements of the Belfast National Bank and Peop: -s Nati anal

ast

7th.

to

6c

Board S< ares, Tray < lotus, Soea

From 25c to 7.5c.

A

>n

er

D.

rt

Splendid styles from $2 00

Durham: ree Mrs. Mamie Curtis; remarks by Mrs Durham
singing by the

band at reduced prices.

Bureau Scares, Commode Scarfs, Side

Perfu mery

Wrappers

ford

,v

DARK OUIINGS 5c.

Department

s

.'

J

■

on

Art

$1.50

Untrimmed

Children’s Tain O’tihanter Caps

Cut

|

r* c

from

Birds

Quality of

From 48c to $ 1.00.

|

..

quality,

Tourists,

IJats,Breasts, Wings, Tip*,Qlilts,

Bags

Blankets

Dress 5kirts

Hats,

Yards 10c

Outings

CHEAP.

From 50c to $3 50.

Collarettes, Etc.

|

Golf

Jules Yernes, Leather Stocking
Tales, Kipling, Sea Tales, IIen-

Knives, Shoe Horns, F.t<

4,000

Fancy Trimmed Hats
From $2.50 to $5.00.

astonishing low prices,
consisting of 5 volume sets.

Puff Boxes, Ink Stands, Pen Holders, Brushes, Eraser Files, Paper

Department Millinery Goods

at

|

:ros

lights

of the Maine

|

j
j

Etc.

_____

Meeting. The Waldo County
Veteran Association met with E. M Billings Post, Monroe. Dec. 7th. It was a
cold day and hard traveling and the at-

|

Sterling Silver, Books, Stationery,

Our force of help has been increased, and we now have the most effectual arc
night is one great flood of light, so that our patrons can see what they are buying

Our store at

to the babv’s food three or;
tendance was not as large as usual.
In
i four times a day. The. gain | the absence of President J. O. Johnson, New Line of
it J
roui \\ ill Carlton's poems.
Past President H. K. Dawson
The
Current
will begin the very first day
j j records of the last meeting presided
it topics
Lesson, "Expansion of the
were read and
it.
It
seems
to
|
you give
j accepted. Comrades Stinson. Cunningham
erican Colonies." Studies of the State of
correct the digestion and
ii ue.
and Hobbs were appointed a committee on
from 5$ l *25 to ^5.00.
-'t.i.ugets the babv started right l time and place of next meeting. A recess
C.mstable J. R. Mears made six
was then taken for dinner.
M >nro* is noted
Worsted Waists from $1.50 to $2 00
of 1 iqu• -v last Friday and
Saturday.
again. If the baby is nurs- I ! for good dinners, and this was no exception. Siik Waists
3.50 to 7 00
wen
at the Wmdsor.
Phn-nix and
r ing but does not thrive, then ;
!
R M. Billings Relief Corps never get left.
2.50
in iiwealth
Mohair Waists only
hotels. II G
BickimlPs
i the mother should take the I After satisfying the inner man. Past Presi- Velvet Waists
i! <>'C.-miell's and Chas. O’Connell's
3.50
dent
Dawson
called
afternoon
the
meeting
It will have a
emulsion.
i-".Mgs were held in the Police Court I
j to order, and the
|
following program was
r lay on ail except the Plnenix Home
I I good effect both upon the I
Print and
Flannelette
arried out:
Singing by the choir: prayer
proprietor la-mg out of town. The
mother
and
child.
tin* chaplain: address of welcome by
Twentyby
j
|
|
'"S
took the usual course
Tuesday j
Comrade Isaac Cook; response by A. Stir-5 five years proves this fact, i
Mears searched tlie i)ce.au House, kept
t>»u : singing by the ■•!.<••>
Miss Helen
!I
Mi:
s
W. Perry, the IN were House.
|
atuiSx.
Marked down from
$ I 2vs to 08c.
Xealey; remarks by H. lb Dawson and TolG- nt ueu Bros' new
5
>1 1 * P v\ \
V
J

fine assortment of

a

a

khans’

E'l

purchased

'Wo Have Bargains for One and All.
On account of

them in

tneatre-goers hope soon

Have

early and make the best selections.

Come

the

cm

regarding Holiday Go ads.

China Ware, Baskets,

Toys,

.Tames B.
stage iu good style
Donovan took four parts, evincing great
versatility of talent, and Miss Fannie is a
star Their support was able and
everything
passed off admirably.
Not only are the
members of the troupe first rate actors, but
during their stay here they conducted themselves iu a manner above reproach.
Our

i

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

!

Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Jones. High street, Monday, Dec.
m
Roll-call answered by qimta-

|

nature a
way to do

We have made

j

dailies the Donovans drew a smaller audience
tiiau they deserved at the Belfast
Opera
House Saturday evening. The play is clean,
bright and interesting aud the Donovans

common *

tul of

j

Greenlaw shipped 11 head of
itCe for Brighton Saturday.
They includthree pairs of oxen bought of the Mt.
ildo Granite Co., which
ranged from 7
t 11 inches in girth to 8 feet (5 inches.
y were as haudsome cattle as were ever
lipped from here.

Dwight

your

srd
|! i*litPe,
i to acd

one

.<•

severe attack

Goods,

!

A

Dewey’s Reception.

|

every-day
| sense and Kelp

Mention

street

tomers

j

j

i.anced at this term.

■ntleman

since 1885, in which year
Starrett bought out Thomas W
Pitcher,. one of the oldest dry goods merchants in this city, and had done a prosperous business.
After Capt. Starrett'* death
the business was carried on
by Mrs. Starrett
aud her son Frank J. Starrett.
They retire
now that Mrs. Starrett.
may enjoy a much
needed rest, while Mr. Starrett has other
business iu view. Both will have the best
w ishes of a
large number of friends aud cus-

j

|

hills, etc., the year’s accounts will be

rm

Main

)

Commissioners’

Our Whole Store Devoted to Christmas

dry goods to E. F. Staples of StoekSprings. The firm had been iu trade on

Capt. H.

j

j

to-morrow, Friday, evening at 7:30
lock, by Rev. J. M. Leighton, subject.
Books ami their uses
oiu,

The

|

|

second lecture in the Teacher’s Club
will be given in the High School

The

t°u

If so, there must be some
trouble with its food.
Well
I babies are rlump; only the I
jI sick are thin. Are you sure !
the food is all right ? Chil- !
d.rers can’t Kelp but grow;
t they must grow if their food j
{ nourishes them. Perhaps a
f nv take was made in the*
I pwi-and as a result the di- I
weakened. If that
I gc:*!on
is so, cor t give the baby
a lot of medicine; just use

Nickerson sold to 1*. S. Staples last
"’■•lay a 7-months-old pig that dressed 335
»unds and the clear pork on the back
ensured 5 inches in thickness.
T

1

stock of

*

fi

invited.

are

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S Grand Holiday Announcement

j

Lincoln is said to be his best production.
Stai rett & Co. went out of
business last
week, having sold the remainder of their

THE

*

DINSM ORE

*

or

Women’s 75c.,caii

STORE.

at

Miss Loretta’s i
Register of Deep Water Vessels,
article that will interSHIPS.
est housekeepers.
“Table Talk” is just \
Aimer Coburn, M L Park, sailed from
what every woman wants every day.
It i
New York Sept 15 for Hiogo.
teaches exhaustively the art of good cookA G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
ing, of wise aud economical living. Our New York July 29 for San Francisco;
readers can obtain a free sample copy of sailed from
Stanley, F 1, Oct 30.
this magazine by sending their name and
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, cleared from
address to Table Talk Publishing Co.,
Phila Oct 28 lor Nagasaki.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from San
Philadelphia, Pa.
Francisco Oct 18 for New York.
Nothing has been omitted which would
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, arrived at
make Outing for December comprehen- Port Elizabeth Nov 10 from New York.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia for
sive, instructive, aud interesting; sport
afield and afloat, amusement, adventure San Francisco; spoken. Sept 12, lat 9 S, Ion
in foreign lauds, travel and the acquisi- Ji \V.
Elilily t Whitney, AS Pendleton, sailed
tion of health, are all comprised within its
from Newcastle, N
W, Nov 5 for Manila.
pages, and elucidated and illustrated by
Reed, D C Nichols, New York May
Emily
the best that pen and pencil can produce. 20 for
Hong Kong, arrived at Singapore
Ed. W. Sandys pilots “A Novice on the Sept 20, leaking.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from Hong
Trail;” Capt. A. J. Keuealy describes
“The Decisive Races for the Cup;” Charles Kong Oct 8 for New York; passed Anjer
Turner depicts “The Woman’s Cham- Nov 29.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
pionship and Other Golf at Bala;” H. Norfolk
7 for Honolulu; spoken, Sept
Percy Ashley gives specifications and dia- 18, lat Sept
25 N, Ion 07 10 W.
grams for the building of “An Up-to-date
riosepiius, P R Gnkey, at Hong Kong
Ice Yacht for £00.00,” Win. Jamieson Oct 18 ior New York.
Reid is chaperon through “The EnchantMary L Cushing. F I Pendleton, at Hong
ments of Maderia Awheel;” George Elliot Kong Oct 18 for Hiogo and New Yolk.
Flint gives practical “Hints on the Use
May Flint, sailed from llong Kong Nov 18
of Weights for Health;” J. Day Knap per- for Tacoma.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
conducts “Wild. Fowl
in

The hate of Poor Rutherford.

who is

.Ship-Master's

The Retired

Club of Orham. Cape Cod, was holding its regular
evening meeting at tie post office. The
organization is an entirely informal one,
and its sessions are o'er as soon as the
mail is sorted and ready for deliv ry.
On
this occasion there happened to he a
stranger present, the skipper of a tiadiug
schooner hailing from Boston.
This personage has developed into a fluent and
magnificent prevaricator. No tale was so
wonderful but that he had one more astonishing still.
The subject under discussion bad been
the intelligence shown by various pets i
formerly owned by the old salts there
present, said pets ranging from rat-ter- \
riers and pigs to a mongoose and an antThe stranger had capped the eli- 1
eater.
max by telling of a pet boaconstrietor—
“bore constructor" he called it—which lie
owned while on a voyage up the Amazon,
after lubber.
Tins self-sacrificing rep- (
tile, Ben, by name, bad saved his master's
vessel from destruction at the cost of his
own life in the following sensational man- !

Barrel

The schooner was moored to the pier
wheu a tremendous storm arose which
The cables
threatened dire devastation.
parted, and the trail bark was about to j
be daslo
-gainst a sunken tree, when
Ben peic< iving the danger, wrapped his
y is always the same—the
tail ip -Lid '.lie capstan, and, throwing
highest quality of flour \
1/
>t of his body overboard, took a
the
that scientific milling
turn with it around a stump on shore, !
f can produce.
This
Made
making himself a living hawser.
terminated with
narrative
verm ions
fr mi the best winter
Ben'.- .0 tli from the effect of his expertwheat the farmer can
tine, lu
lug stretched from a length of
Made for •'dis*
thiity feet to seventy-two and one-half
grow.
*
feet.
housewives.
criminating
silence reigned f<»i some minutes wheu j
1
(
And
it
makes
the
sweetthe sit anger lead concluded, every one,
est, lightest, most nutriapparently, trying to s a allow 1.is share of
Then Captain .Bisiah I>oane
the yarn.
lions loaf it is possible
1
as
follows:
spoke
f
to bake.
“T.aat was a wondeiful snake er yoiirn.
Sold everywhere.
Cap n, 1 don'' ..ny. 1 know how bad
\
l/,
yer muster felt when he died, ’cause I
m. A. COOMBS MILLING CO.,
3
If.
felt the same way wlu-n I lost my pet turC’ul .Halter. Mlili.
l !L
yi
tle.
He was
tremenjous knowing critter.
I’ll tell yer ’bout him.
“1 was on a v'yage ter Calcutta in the
We’d been out ’bout
baik Briar Rose.
Literary News and Notes.
forty days when we see two big loggerhead turtles asleep on the top er the waHolman V.
The admirers of
Day’s
Turtles is mighty good eatin’, and verses
ter.
(and that includes everybody in
so we lusted out a boat and went after
Maine and lots of people outsidt) will re’em
One er’em we had ter kill with a
joice at the announcement that he is soon
ax. but t'other one was only stunned, and
to publish a volume of his poems.
It
when he was got up on deck he come ter
will be the book of the year in this State.
life ag in.
We had enough turtle meat The
preface, it is said, will he wiitteu by
fei fjuite a spell so we didn't need tei kill Winfield M.
Thompson, a Maine boy who
him
:ht off, and party soon 1 wouldn’t has won fame on the Boston Globe.
’a kii ed him ter no money, he got ter be
The New England Magazine for DecemWe named him Rutherford
such
pet.
ber comes in a dainty holiday cover,
I». Hayes, who was President then.
and
The
is lull of interesting material.
••Well. sir. yer never see a dumb critter
so attached tei a human bein’ as that turopening pages are devoted to Old Boston,
t he mother city of our New England
tle was to me.
He’d set side er me on a Eng.
hot day and fan me with his flipper. metropli -, about which cluster such interAnd rights he used ter put his head over esting historical association. The authors,
the aidge er the companion-way and sing Mrs S. Octavia Holden, describes in a delightful way her own impressions of the
me ter sleep.”
••What 1 siug yer ter sleep, Cap’n cried spot when she there re-lived tlie scenes
the stranger, in surprise.
“Why, turtles of its tally history which she recalls.
can’t sing
A thrilling war story, by Conan Doyle,
“Can
hey.’” said Captain Doaue. is one of the features of the December
••Guess yer ain't much up in the turtle
“Cosmopolitan." Frank K. Stockton,
learnin'.
Yer read your Bible and see
Maarten Maartens, Olive .Schreiner and
what it says bout tin* voice er the turtle
and
have
stones
Edgar Salt us als*
belli heard in the land.
Well, as I was sketches in the Christmas number
Olga
s
yin'. 1 loved that turtle like a brother, Nethersole contributes a very interesting
and when the Biiar Rose sprung a leak sketch of her
personal exp lienees in her
1 see we'd have ter abam.oii her L
ai d
Life has
t tforts to succotd on the si age.
w; v n't .min' ter leave- Rutherford behind
not been all sunshine foi Miss Nethersole.
tei perish.”
She made her place buttling against treR nisi.' Why, wa'n t he a sea-turtli \y'
mendous odds, anil tills how she suc.•
•ui'm■
was! Did yer think he
ceeded m a way that is at once interesting
was a humnuu’ bird /”
and inspiring.
•‘liul.
ap' n--”
•>
i.
iuc.
w t.-ii, wueu
“The Child Brought Up at Home” is
i,>
I,' ru n
1;ii*.herford was gnin' ter the title oi a very cleverly written mauubetook ! hey mutinied and went off with script which “The Cosmopolitan MagaTin* boats, leavin' me and Rutherford and ! ziue” joints in its December issue, as part
the tii st-mate on board.
The mate and ; of its series **1 Household Organization
Hie ringed a raft, and the tiuee er us got'
articles.
More than four ihoi sauil niothit
s
•i)
the moo: old Briar Rose went I 1*1 s, scientists and sjiecialists have already
mm
in
U'WU
sent
manuscripts in competition for
j
“We didn't have no grub to speak of, the jirizes, amounting to nearly >:>,(Fmi UO,
The Cosnioj.iolitan Magazine"
and w: at we bad we eat up soon.
We offered by
was lucky enough ter have plenty er waier
to! articles for this series in connection
with us. imf prett\ soon we was starvin'. with Household O; ganization, Family
Tin 11 the mate, lie says ter me, says he, I Customs, Care of Children. Care of the
hate tei do i:. I aj'i:, but we'll have to Sick, Care of the-Teeth, et cetera.
kill I: it herford and eat him.’
C an; *u's continues to show remarkable
“I wouldn't hearer it. and we went on
and rapid improvement in every direction.
fer a
er
more.
Then
the
mate
aipie
cays
B is last becoming one of the great rehe went ar me ag'in, till finally 1 says:
\*evvs, while tin* strong editorial individ“'Well,' 1 says. ‘I s’pose it’il have ter
uality and policy gives it a j»ower and inbe; only don't me me see yer kill him,' I
Tile fourteen-page
fluence all its own.
says, ter 1 couldn't bear it.'
Beview of the Month; strong dis".lest then we heard a kind er sob, aud, opening
illusions by well-known contributors, and
turnin' round, we see Rutherford standin’
also editorial, ot current j ublie interest,
cm the aidge er the raft with the tears |
social-economic problems, civics and edurunnin' down his face.
He’d heard every
cation, are the leading features.
Enlargwon:, and, would yer b’lieve it, that
ed in size, with a new and handsome
critter understood!
e >vei and uuexcebed jointing and makelie looked at
“Well, sir, ’twas pitiful!
up, it i> really unique in its field, which is
me so sad fer a
minute, so repi-»achfu!, a
large one. 20 cents; £2.00 per year.
and then lie tiling ;; ids dippers and The (Hinton
Co., Union .Square, New
jumped overboatd. Yes. sii! that p.mr 1 Volk.
heart-broken c"1 c committed suicide
drowned hisselt
.use I was so ougra.eAMMiig the ii’-my interesting and timely
artich > m 'lie December Forum are “A
ful as ter think er -mu' him.”
the Transvaal Question,”
Captain Doaue :i;i.-hed his recital aud British View
l.v J.
w iped iiis e\ t-s.
Cnstel! Hopkins; “The Status of
; c skippei of the trading schooner n*ga: «:•-*! him for some mo- Puerto Pico,” hy Judge H. G. Curtis of
“The Trust
the Insular Commission:
ments with
a
most puzzled expression,
Problem—Its Peal Nature,” by Prof. E.
then he said:
“Recent
\V.
Tie drowned himself, yer say, Cap'u?”
Developments in the
Bemis;
South,” by Leonoia Beck Ellis; “The
“Yep.”
Fiction,” by Prof.
“Well, wa’n’t he a reg’lar salt-water Fundamentals of
Richard Burton of the University of
turtle?”
Minnesota: “Africa: Present and Futme,"
'Sartin.
“Lived in the sea always, didn’t he?”
by O. P. Austin, Chief of the U. S. Bureau
“Mire; did yer think he lived in a tree, of Statistics; and “Zmgwill’s Play, ‘The
or a swell-front house?”
Children of the Ghetto,’
by A. Caban.
1

sonally

Shooting
Virginia,” and Guy K. Mitchel has “A
Brush With the Spear Throwers of Hon-

^

f

■'

j

fellers—why-!”

lit turned to the other old salts near
him.
Not a vestige of expression was on
their wooden countenances,
fie gazed at
the assembly for a few moments, scratched his head, muttered something about
‘‘seein’ if the mail was ready,” and de-

parted.

And then Captain Josiah Roane treated
the members of the Retired Ship-Masters’
riub to a most portentous wink.
[Joe
Lincoln, in Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post.
To Cure Const 'c o 'ion 1
To
To

the Blood

Purify
Strength

To Cure Sic

k

r-

Week

Oi

Week
Nerves i-i One Week
Headache in One Day
m

n

Take Cleveland’s
25c.

Celery Compound Tea
si;:e free.
If it fails to cure

trial

your money -will be
IIowes C Co.
Relief

refunded.

Six

in

A.

A.

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
re.u-\rd in six hours by "Nkw Great fcouTH

American Kidney Cure”
surprise

on

account of

its

relieving pain

It

is

a

great

exceeding prompt-

in bladder, kidneys
and 1m- k. in male or female. Relieves retention <>f water almost immediately.
If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl8
ness

in

"I tell you, Roany,’ said the Bay Mare,
autombiles are all right in their way
but there ain’t any high-steppers among ’em
like you and me.”
No,” said the Roan
Horse, sadly, “that’s just it. They’re all
high-rollers instead, and that’s what makes
“them

*•

’em

popular.

[Harper’s

Bazar.

As a cure for rheumatism Chamberlain’s
Pain Balm is gaining a wide reputation. D.
B. Johnson of Richmond, Iud.. has been
troubled with that ailment since 1862. In
speaking of it he says: “I never found anything that would relieve me until I used
It acts like
Chamberlain’s Pain Balm.
magic with me. My foot was swollen and

much, but one good application of Pain Balm relieved me." For sale
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists.
paining

me

very

Oh, I
1

The cover of the December Century is
suggestive of the approaching Christmas
[season, the central figure of the design,
by Henry Ilutt, being a kneeling angel,
with outspread wings.
Five tints of yellow and red are harmoniously blended in
the printing, the lettering being in black.
The brief opening poem, “The Old Master,” is decorated by Edward Edwards,
and illustrated by Louis Loeb in a frontispiece as seasi nble as the cover, and, like
the cover, printed in tints.
The color
printing is not confined to the two exChristmas
mentioned.
“The
amples

legend,

a

Oh. I l*riug them

Joel Chandler Harris contributes to the
Christmas number of The Saturday Evening Post an authentic account of the during attempt to warn the Confederate cabinet of the great movement wherebj Grant
and Sherman were to co-operate in crushing the Confederacy. How the attempt
failed and why it failed are the subjects of
a chapter of the little known history of
the Secret Service.
Mr. Harris Las his
facts first-hand, aud lie has woven them
into a story of such absording interest that
it might easily be mistaken for pure ficThe Christmas number of the Post
tion.
will be on all newstands December 21st.
In an obscure alleyway in the city of
Boston still stands a portion of the house
once occupied by the royal governors of
the province of Massachusetts Bay. Some
curious relics of this palatial mansion
have been rescued from destruction, and
are pictured in the pages of tiie New England Magazine for December, together
with a history of “the Province House,”
by Mr. Edmund J. Carpenter, who has
collected much valuable information conNo remnant of its former
cerning it.
grandeur remains, “and scarce one of the
score or more of tinkers and artisans who
cro\vd together within its walls to-day,”
says Mr. Carpenter, “know aught of its
history or have even so much as ever heard
that here George The First, King of England, established the court of his viceroy.”
There is a Holiday air about the December issue of Table Talk, aud such a healthful, happy and helpful one that such articles as Miss Cornelia C. Bedford’s Christand her economical direcmas Dinners,
tions for serving the new Menus for December, are valuable to the housekeeper
who is in search of new and attractive
dishes for her choicest dinner of the year.
The Table Decorations given are helpful
For the
in the management of the feast.
home-makers who want the latest ideas
to make bright the closing days of the old
year, they will find in the article entitled
the “Great Festival of Christmas,” much
that will interest them, and also in the
department devoted to Games, Entertainments, etc. An article of special value
to all up-to-date housekeepers is entitled
the “Etiquette of Serving a Table,” by
Mrs. Burton Kingsland of New York, I

1

j

CURE

Sick Ileadache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

SICK

of the s tomach .stimulate the

regulate the bowels. Even if they only

HEAD

ACHE

others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills aro very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe oc
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by inaiL

j

j

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Small fill, Small Bose. Small Price.

One

Fifty Years.

“He’s a thorough pessimist.”
“What do you mean by a pessimist?”
“Why, a man who doesn’t believe there is
any true satisfaction in life.”
“Then he isn’t one.
Anybody who gets
as much satisfaction out of being pessimistic
as he does couldn’t be a thorough pessimist.
[Washington Star.

$100.
Dr.

%

$150,000
$33,000

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
deposit boxes for rent;at $3, $5 $6.50 and

$8 a year.
Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED in security against tire

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have 'the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
vaults.

had

<>\

so

many

Names
names ;

the street ran after him.
loudly. "Jim, hey J-i-m,’’
Until the echoes, little and big.
Seemed to be dancing a Jim Crow jig.

boys
Shouting
The

on

out

And little Mabt 1 out in the, hall,
Jimmx 1 Jimmy ! would sweetly call,
Until lie answered amt let her know.
Where she might fiud him, she loved him
Grandpa, who

was

so.

dignified,
MHW—M M—i ^MTT

And lnhl his head with an air of pride,
Didn't believe in abridging names.
And made the most be Could of J-a-m-e-s.
But if papa wanted him,
l risp and curt was the summons “Jim''
That would make the boy ou errands run
Much faster than if he had said "my son

*

mum, if ] 'plaze,
“Now Nora, you

Anticipated—Nora—“Oh,
we

Mistress.

silverback scruhhingbrush ;
can’t afford it.”
[Indianapolis J mrnal.
a

Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a clear
head, and active brain, a strong, vigerous
body—makes him fit for the battle of life.

opinion there is no limi' to the
possibilities of parental education!" “Indeed?” "No, sir! I shouldn’t be surprised
if in the course of time babies were to fie
born capable of being amused by people doing something sane!” [Detroit Journal.
"In

my

Crimp instantly relieved. I>r. Thomas.
Perfectly safe. Never fails
At any drug store.
Kcleetrie Oil,

Hard Luck. She.
Did you e\er lind a
He: "Yes, once, and that
very day my landlady asked me if 1 couldn’t
pay up my back boaul.”
[Yonkers States-

four-leaf clover ?

man

;

Every family should have its household
medicine chest—and the first bottle should
he Dr. Wood’s Norway PineSyrrp. Nat .re's
remedy for coughs and colds.
( it:/.en

j

Policeman

woumls is fatal hut lie has a chance t<from the other wan." [Phiiaih
Record.

drug

a

( iii: \i i:sr

YORK

A I.I.Y

For

WEEKLY

!•:

known.

A new and remarkably attractive publication. profusely illustrated with portraits and half tones; contains all the
striking news features of The Daily Tribuue.
Special War Despatches, Domestic and Foreign Correspondence. Short
Stories, Humorous Illustrations, Industrial Information, Fashion Notes, Agricultural Matters carefully treated, and
Comprehensive and Reliable Financial and
Market Reports.
It is mailed at the same
hour as the daily edition, reaches a large
of
on date of issue,
subscribers
proportion
and each edition is a thoroughly up-todate daily family newspaper for busy

people.
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ports, Fascinating Short Stories,

Agricultural Ifepartment.

excelled

title and Mechanical Information, 1
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Articles for the Won en, Ilunnu
ti at ions for old and young.

People’s Paper'1 for the entiii
States.

Regular subscription price,

Regular subscription pi ice,
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Itching piles 7 Never mind if phys
ins
have failed to cure you. Try Doan’s Ointment.
N > failure there, fit) cents, at
any

\\

YORK

Terr>hie ! Is he fatally injur- 17"
K ift'erty ; "Phwell, wan a
ins

cover

MONDAY,

NEW

$».<><> per year

We furnish it with The .Journal foi

We furnish it with The Jonina

$2.50 per
(Cash in advanee.J
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year.
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store.

definition.
What is Mutation.’" She
Attention without intention."
[Chicigo
News.
A

FRED ATWOOD

Kxposure to a sudden climatic change
produe.-s oid in the head and catarrh is apt

follow. Provided with KI\ ‘s Cream Balm
you are aimed against. Nasal Catarrh. Price
r>0 rents at, Druggists, or I\.y Brothers. ">i>
W arren Street. NYw York, will mail it
file
Balm cures without pain, does not irritate
or cause sneezing.
It spreads itself overall
irritated and angry surface, relieving immediately the painful inflammation, cleanses
and cures.
Cream Balm quickly cures the
cold.

Winter port, W!e

,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

to

The first indication of croup is hoarsuess,
and iu a child subject to that disease if may
j
he taken as a sure sign of tile approach of an
attack.
Following this hoarsuess is a peeuArthur Q
Bunco— Where do you live
liar rough cough.
If Chamberlain’s Cough
when you are at home, Silas'.’
Remedy is given as soon as the child beSilas D-wey—Ter hum. of curse. Where’ll
after the eroupy j
comes hoarse,
or even
yers'pose'7 [Harlem Life.
cough appears.it will prevent the attack. It
is used m many thousands of homes in tins
“My Life Despaired of.*’ These are
broad land and never disappoints the anxious : words of Mrs. V\ m. Burton of Dart-more,
We have yet to learn of a single ! Out., after doctors I ad prescribed and she
mothers.
instance in which it has not proved effectual.
had taken every known heart remedy.
Dr
No other preparation can show such a recAgnew's Cure lor the Heart gave re 1 i• f m
ord—twenty-live years’ constant use with- almost shorter time than it takes to teil it—
it worked a wonderful cure iu a ease of long
out a failure.
For sale by A. A. Howes &
Co., Druggists.
standing, and today she says: "1 am a well
woman.”
Dr. Agm w's Cure for the Heart
has no case recorded against it where it did
“Spreader pawned his overcoat to get not give relief inside of 30 minutes. Sold by
canvas to paint a picture?” “Did he sell the
Co
of5.
Kilgore & W ilson and A. A. Howes
picture?” “Yes, what he got for it just enUnconventional.
“What
a
wretched
abled him to get his overcoat back.” [Indaub!” exclaimed the unsophisticated visitdianapolis Journal.
or at the
rt exhibition, turning to speak to
Do Yon Sutler from lumbago, rhematism
a stranger.
“Ha, ha !” laughed the stranger.
If so, procure at once
or swollen muscles '.'
“It is a pity to violate all the time-honored
a
bottle of Pain Killer ami follow the precedents, hut l really am not the
painter
printed directions. The relief is instantane- of that picture.” This is a cold, iconoclastic
No necessity to sufous as well as lasting.
age, and the mortifying yet instructive confer when a remedy such as Pain-Killer is to
tretemps of the olden time is not good form
be had.
Sixty years of success speaks for in literature now. [Chicago Tribune.
Avoid substitutes, there is but one
itself.
Stop That Head Cold in Ten Minutes
Pain Killer, Perry Davis’. Price 25c. and
—or it will develop into Chronic Catarrh.
50c.
Ur. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder stops cold in
Influence of the Sunday school—Seven- the head in 10 minutes, and relieves most
year old—“Going to the theatre, mamma?”
acute and deep seated Catarrh
after one
Mamma—“Yes.” Seven year old—“May I go application. Cures quickly and permanentwith you?” Mamma—“No dear.” Seven- ly.
T have used l)r. Agnew’s Catarrhal
year old (solemnly)—“Remember it is the
Powder with best results. It is a great remfirst step in the downward path.” [Puck.
edy, and l never cease recommending it
E. Dell, Paulding, O. Sold by Kilgore
John
I can’t
Mrs. Felicia Rivers—Dear, dear!
& Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—57.
what is the matter with the

K. Detchon’s

Auti

Diuretic

be worth to you more than $100
child who soils bedding from iucontendence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Iyl7
Druggists, Belfast. Me.
if you

May

Those

1

Never

His

ot

They called him Jimmy, J.m and James,
Jeems, and Jamie; and weil he knew
Who it was that wanted him, too.

needn't ask for

have

and

k

—

[Thomas Fleming Day.

New Y'ork.

.An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething* with perfect
ft soothes the child, softens the
success,
glims, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
ant to the taste.
Sold by druggists iu every
cents
a botpart of the world. Twenty-five
Be sure and
Its value is incalculable.
tle.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

Is the bane of so many lives that hero is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while

Safe

w

mum

For Over

Ache they wouldbealmostpricelessto those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness dors notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable iu so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

SURPLUS,

am

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
Sept 1 for Rosario.
lolani, McClure, arrived at Nanaimo Dec
1 from Honolulu.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared
from Portland Sept 15 for Rosario.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana Nov 80 from

piano.
imagine
Every note strikes out of tune.
Mary Jane—Re that the pianner, mum?”
Mrs. River—Yes. Why?
Mary Jane—Gracious, I thought it wuz
the safe, an’ I put. the meat and vegetables
iu \t"this mornin’. [Tit-Bits.

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying comjdaint, while they also

CAPITAL STOCK,

11
!fl

■

Representing

Twenty

Over

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT,

Million Assets

PLATE (H ASS. TORNADO INM K ANU

If^STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION
Securitv Bonds t• >r Cashiers
ors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate b right an

GREAT REDUCTION IN FAR:
to

Belfast

Boston lor $2

«
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liver and

rr

j

jlVER
PILLS.

correct all disorders

Jix irn

i|

ind that the seamen iovt
1 am steady, ami strong, ami tine;
They loliow my track by the clouds above
O’er the fathomless tropic blue.

j

1

HRittle

i

i

y,d-

j

Company

EakteKs

f
j id

Ku^eofCUZrr-KlTLPITaiElf

i;

w ide ocean thro' for daws
I pursue.
Till slowly my forces all wane ;
Then in w hispers of aim I bid them adieu
And vanish in thunder and rain.

I

Not N ATi c o t i c
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Painting
Colors,
Get 80 lor Philadelphia.
Arts of Metal, Dimng Room in An Artist’s
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Bungalow, Colonial Hall decorated for Brunswick Nov 10 for New York.
Chrix’mas, Artistie Arrangement t Brica-Biack. The Ai* of Mineral Painting,
\ «i i; i: ci in. rou nioi r.
Price J"> cents.
Figure Painting, etc.
\V.
Van
John
I’uioii
(tost. Publisher,
Twrnty-liv«• Years' Constant I se without
Square, New York City.
a
failure.

Kor fifteen years the Pope Manufacturing
of Hartford. Conn., maker* of
lamina he. ycies, have issued the (. oliimbia
I) *k Calendar. Much unseats a separate
page, with ample numorandum space, for
each day of rim year
1'he edition for 1900.
which is now being distributed. is artistica ly
pr-nted and mounted. As in previous years,
tin- top ol each inner page is devoted To some
bright and original paragraph 1 verse or
prose, furnished py a conti iluitor. The date
mies at the foot are printed in large,
clear
Mm compilation is both useful and
Type.
The company will send a
eutertaining
calendar to any address upon receipt of five
Two-ceiit stamps.

I
1

Promoles Digestion,Cheerfulij ness and Rest .Contains neither
| Opiuni.Morphine nor Mineral

Thro’ daylight and dark I follow the bark,
I keep like a hound on her trail ;
I'm strongest at. noon, yet under the nu>on
1 stiffen the hunt of her sail ;

tlie

j

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

i

laugh when the waves leap over the head
And the jibs through the spray-how shine,
For au acre, of foam is broken and spread
\N hen she shoulders and tosses the brine.

Oh, I

AVege (able Preparation for Assimila ting the Food and Reg ula

|

I

■

Useful Calendar.

Kind You Have
CASIPii |] TheAlways
Bought

1

As I fly o er the blue I sing to the crew,
Who answer me back with a hail;
1 whistle a note as I slip by the throat
Of the buoyant amt bellying sail.

Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at
Carrabelle, Fla. Oct 17 from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Santos
trian statute of Washington.
Oct 15 from Rosario.
The December issue of The Art AmaRebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
teur is really aud truly what it is called,—
Barbados July 20 from Port Elizabeth, C
A Christmas Number.
From the charm- ! G H.
ing cover—“Madonna and Child,” to the I Rose Iuuis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
end of the magazine with The Colonial Philadelphia Aug 81 fromNew York.
Sachem, arrived at New York Oct 28 from
Hall decorated with holly and smilax, the
Kong.
Christmas spirit is everywhere evident. ! Hong
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhn, arrived
The color plate is a rarity indeed and at Boston Nov 22 from Rosario and Buenos
should be highly prized, for it is a direct A y res.
\\ illard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
reproduction from the original “old mas- j
ter” “Virgin and Child” by Raphael del Boston Nov 21 Iroiu Turk’s Island.
BRIGS.
Colie, a contemporary of the great RaphLeonora, J H Monroe, arrived at Ntw
ael.
The btautiful cover in color, and the
frontispiece, “Madonna and Child” are Ycik Nov 2 from Brunswick, Ga
SCHOONERS.
from the painting by Mme.
DemontGeorgia Giiwey, W R Gilkey. wailed from
ltreton, which created so much favorable
York
Dti'
2
ior Fernaudiua.
New
comment at the Paris S J u this vear, beGladys, H B Colson, sailed from Brunscause of the tenderness and revereuce with
wick. Nov 10 for New Y'ork.
which the subject is tieatcd.
The illusHenry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
trations in the number are of exceptional Savaunah Nov 28 from Bath.
C Smith, Knee land, sailed from
.John
merit, including “The Crusty old llacliBrunswick. Ga, Nov 22 from Bridgeport.
i-a-' Christmas,” by Ficderick Barnard,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Bangor
and “The « .>sy O.d Mauls* Christmas,”
I t p; for New York.
‘•Christmas in Yiiginia,” by W. A. RogLucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
! ers, “M ulonna ami Child,” by V m Dyck,
York Nov 21 from Jacksonville.
the Christmas Music,” by
; “Preparing
It F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland
Idie Note 1! *•.k aud < 'ollecr- N>v 28 from Savannah.
! < Vdersi an.
R v. Hopkins, Hiclihorn, arrived at Sabine
j oi areas rsini replete wih the important
Paww Nov 20 from Galveston.
[art news <*t the day. The piactieal ill; s
lie Hon, W I ! West, cleared from FerSal
trations
include
Drawing for Reproduc[
naudimt Not 8 tor Trinidad.
| lion, Chii-tinas Letteiing. Painting in
'Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Mobile.
in Water
The
OilColois,

A

tmMsi_

rest from the tiresome

From the deck to the truck I pour all my,
force,
lu spank, r and jib I am strong;
For I make every course to pull like a horse
And w orry the good ship along.

from Boston

;

a

Of trimming the sail to the blast;
For I love to keep gear a'l snug in coil
And the sheets and braces all fast.

BARKS

Christmas Post-

love—

toil

a

Janvier’s “A Provencal

seamen

steady, audstroug, and true;
by the clouds above
tropic blue.

close by the shores of the sunny Azores
The ships 1 await to convoy ;
When into their sails my constant breath
pours;
They hail me with turbulent joy.

is

script,” being further legendary lore of
Province, derived at first band from the
poets and peasants among whom the author has passed several recent years.
Conspicuous art features of the number
are Cole’s engraving of Sir Thomas Lawreuce’s Lord Derby, and a full-page reproduction of the bust of French’s eques-

the wind that the

am

am

For

Saxon j
poem embodying
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
accompanied by several fill j New York Nov 80 from Port Spain, Trinidad.
The holiday j
Edward May, arrived at Nanaimo Dec l
page pictures by Mr. Ilutt.
spirit breathes as well in Jacob A. Riis’ i from Honolulu.
C
P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Portstory of New York’s East Side, “The]
Kid Hangs up His Stocking,” Dr. Weir | land Sept 4 for Bahia Blanca; spoken, Nov
lat 18 S, Ion 84 VV.
Mitchell’s poem, “King Christmas and t>,
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Montevideo
Master New Year,” the reproduction of June
7,for Puerto Burghi.
Alden Weir’s “A Chiistmas Tree,” in the
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
American Artists Series, and Thomas A.
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.

Dancers,”

i

They follow my track
O’er the fathomless

Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, C F Carver, sailed from New
York Aug 20 for Yokohama; spoken, Oct
4, lat IDS Ion 27 W.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from San Francisco Nov 18 for Sydney, N S W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, cleared from New
York Nov 8 for Honolulu.
St Paul, F NY Treat, sailed from New York
June 20 for Yokohama.
St Nicholas, arrived at Karluk May 21 from
San Francisco.
State of Maiue,
II G Curtis, at Hong
Kong Oct 18 for New York.
Til lie E Starbuck, Ehen Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Aug 25 for San Francisco,
spoken, Oct 17 lat 15 S. Ion 87 W.
Wm H Macy, -Amsbury, arrived at Port
Angeles Oct 22 from San Francisco.
\\ m 11 Conner, J T Erskiue, arrived at
Hong Kong Oct 18 from New York.
W J Rotcli, Sew all C Lancaster, sailed
from Baltimore Aug 8 for Manila; spoken
Sept *.5. iat 19 48 S, Ion 80 41 W, ail well.

duras.” These are some of the many subjects dealt with and illustrated in Outing’s
best manner.
In the Monthly Review our
friend, the Gentlemen’s Roadster, has a
new department devoted to him.

\

it,

The Trade-wind’s 5ong.

j

an

■>

tier:

“Well, but—-why, Isay—but—confound

authority.

an

Chafing Dish is

a

When he

was

young and poor he had

#

A monstrous, appetite
His fare was piain and he was glad
To grab a hasty bite.
To-day he is a millionaire,
But oh his lot is tough—
He orders rich and costly fare,
And cannot eat the stuff.

[Chicago Times-Herald.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes hy
This never
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists,
Iyl7
Belfast, Me.

All

jPuck.

Itching, Burning Skin Diseases—ReE« y.ema, Salt Rheum, Berlieved m a day.
ber’s Itch, and all eruptions of the skm
quickly relieved and speedily cured by l)r.
Agnew’s Ointment. It. will give instant
comfort m cases of Itching, Bleeding or
Blind Piles, ami will cure in from three
six nights. ef> cents.
Sold by Kilgore
Wilson and A. A. llowes & Co
5.S.

to

A few days ago
the
sworn in by

la-

\

recruit

was

magistrate.

taken

to

bleach,

no

acid,

or

chemicals
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THE HAND LAUNDRY.
C. A. STEVENS.
AX

E. F.
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M. STEVENS

Church St.. Belfast. Me.

WHITCOMB.Searsport

A get. t.

Thursdays.
ta way-land
For Bangor
Saturdays at (about *.•'<> \.
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A FREE PATTERN
'roar awn *eicctio«) M
Rcriber. Only SO c—tt

•▼nry nba year.

Fill-Age—I)r. Agnew's
cents a vial, are planned

Liver Pills, 10
after the most
modern in medical science. They are as
great an improvement over the 50 years old
strong dose pill formulas as a bicycle is over
an ox-cart iu travel.
They never gripe and
they never fail —40 doses, 10 cents. Sold by
and
A. A. Howes & Co.—
&
Wilson
Kilgore
51).

>».,

Thursdays

at

1 1 on

W l’( >1 F. Aeent
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MS CALL'S^ ]

Frhiav-,.

and

landing'-,

ker. “I should think the manufacturers
would make it of goat fat.” “Why?” “Bebutter.” [Decause the goat is a natural
troit

Free Press.

Cutting Acid that arises from the
stomach and almost strangles, is caused by
fermentation of the food iu the stomach, it
is a foretaste of Indigestion and dypepsia,
and if neglected, will develop into the
chronic stage. Take one of Dr. Von Stan’s
Pineapple Tablets immediately after eating,
and it will prevent this distress and aid digestion. 18 in a box, 10 ceuts. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co —00.
Tliat
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Supposition. “As 1 understand it,” said
Cumso, “oleomargarine is made of beef fat.”
“You are undoubtedly right,” replied Caw-

W.di

e.-.

HKITKMM!

From Boston,Tuesdays
Fn m Banner, ia wav
FKEI>

Everything

w as going on sw immingly till the magistrate
asked the mail the following question;
Have you ever been in prison ?”
At this
the man looked startled, hut quickly rehe.
blurted
out.:
covering himself,
No, s:r.
I have never been in jail; hull don’t mind
going a few days if you think it necessary.”
| Tit-Bits.

a

Boston.

steamer I nun

-i

—

a

Work,

made

Mrs. Hoon (indignantly)—“I wonder why
Mrs. (xabhleton doesn’t mind her own busiMr. Hoor—“ One reason is that she
ness?”
has no mind, and another is that she lias no

business.”

Hand

A. CLEMENT

Waterv illo.

Bangor
Burn ham,

.will continue his.

A

M

.>11

depart
Unity.

A

A M
l|,-.,i>

Thorndike..
Knox.
Brooks.
..
Waldo.,....1 I 2 do
City Point. »12 f>o

M

...

Picture Framing and Moulding
BUSINESS UP STAIRS

Belfast, arrive
1 Flag station.
Limited

..

1 or.

tickets for Boston

1
»

)•

an

§5.00 from Belfast and all stationThrough tickets to all point- \\< -i

>>

■

AT NO. II MAIN STREET.

west., via

routes, for sale
iiK" I
Vice President and c« nei;0
F. E. Booth hv, (Jen’l Pass, aml'l'icke!
Portland, Nov. 21,1800.
all

Agent, Belfast.
Orders can be left at the old stand.
43tf.
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Growing

Our

Wise ami

the
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NEWS

Retain the

Right
ippi lies.
to

Editor of

The Nation’s Qolden Era.

The Bible will be read in all the schools
of Nebraska.

Phil-

The Hessian
wheat of India.

Philadelphia

“The

NOTES.

lly

has appeared in the

University

In a
to the

timely and instructive contribution
“Saturday Evening Post’’ of Philadelphia Frank A. Vanderlip, Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury, brings into
View
some

forefathers bid

Philological society has recently been
at the University of Maine.
Prof. K. 1*. Harrington is president and
j
Prof.
E. Vi. Nichols, secretary anil treas-

of the splendid facts of the

statistics of tlio iron
Hade as presenting a
comparison of both
leiativc and absolute
development such
as li is u.t been seen
The (. iwinment is experimenting with
before.’’ Same of
the
facts
a system ot wireless tel*
resulting from wise eo m miie
graphy of its own laws are best
stated in Mr. Vauderlip’s
for the signal service.
own words:
It lias been decided that Mrs. S irah M.
‘•.V decade ago we imported
*71,000,000
1 dd. the leper, will leniaiu
permanently and exported *14,000,000 of iron and
iti tin- San Francisco pest house.
steel manufactures.
Since that time imhave steadily fallen and
The Hamilton Club of Chicago will ports
exports
until for the fiscal year 1899 we immake a determined light to secure the risen,
ported
by Sli',000,000 and exported nearly
next Republican National Convention.
*91 000,000.
hi spite of this unparalleled
In response to urgent requests from production the price of pig iron rose in
Gov. Leary, tlie government will at once eight months, February to
September,
from *11 to *04 a tou, and at this advance
send ice making machinery to Guam.
mill in the country is so
nearly
every
busy
On Sunday during church hours Toronto til'll
practically no orders can be accepted
street cars must not um past churches at
for early delivery.
a speed exceeding four miles an hour.
ror five
years we imported almost
1 \ s mator Palmer of Illinois said in an double the value of manufactures that we
For the fiscal year 1893 we exinterview that lie thought there was no exported.
possibility of Divan's election next year. ported nearly $80,000,000 more mauufac
tured goods than we imported.
In 1S98,
It is said that David D. Hill will sup- f*»r the first
time, our exportations of
port the next Democratic presidential manufactures exceeded the
importations,
nominee, even though he In- William J. the excess being about 27 per cent.'’
Dry an.
“\\ here for many
years we imported on
an average of
81,000.000 of manufactured
Gen. Otis cables that the insurgent gov
a day and
goods
exported about half that
eminent lias been pra ticaily wiped out in
Luzon.
Several of the ministry are in the amount, he says, “for the fiscal year just
closed wt exported considerable more
Ameiicans' hinds.
than •> 1,000,000 of manufactured goods
Gibbs
of
Vilio
dale. Pa., died every working day of the year."
Joseph
of hydrophobia. although lie had taken
The shipping industiy, he says, also
the Past fin 11 a1.11 ’iii'ii* a
was supposed
shared in the geneiai prosperity, q ding
to have been c ured.
Statistics showing the increase in
tonnage
and in the number of ih-w vessels conThe tobacco pr- -due’ ion •]' t.he United
st! acted.
.States during Oct.obei
was
g-1. :C,1.:»14
11♦ shows that the bank clearings have
7 _1 ’7S pounds
incieasc o'
pounds, a
increased -U pe; .•■■-lit. and tlie dep.»i: s 23
t
ovei the pi
-oils
>e»ub»
nt.
!:
In* figures were contr isted
1"'J
A
imiu'd ;i' Wa slum, vn slates "i'h those, ot three year', ago the increase
ej" u
«\
T ha;
t
in
tli
m
a
Lear}
deposits would be 7(| per c ut.
icum; is
int rotluc !••: man} m «-«’» ■.
lie show t hat in ! he t wo \ ears
■; int
uid in()ctol>er 1, 1 *>*.*'!i, the total in >n -y circulation
no valiens .n 1 he island.
in the people's hand-; has inereas.-d
s27d,
I he L»w a Miprerne < *>wr. <1. d\cred a
ooo.ooo.
a sharp rebuke to news}: 11
eD mb. foi
rim total g.old in the e uintry r< day. ’1
meieenai \ ends,
aid ri
s
,m. Uu* enelie says, “stands ar 8l.o00.00n.000, which
mies «11 cimst.it uted aut lie.
s.
contrasts with S' d i .uou.ono iinvi* years
<: .hi
is
Gen. 1 si a cl Smith, win- made a brilliant ago.
becoming tin cvuyday
ic.-ord during tlie civil w a t ’a
killed by m >n*. \ i-i commerce, and is no longer
tlu* accidental discharge a a gun while nuind only h>... i ny a banks and safe
deposit vaults.'
hunting neat Grand Rapid. \! t« !•
Another faci he brings out i> the breakThe 1 nion League of Haiti m uv.
pte- ing of large bills into small ones,
in tour
sei;in g tlm Star** Republican organ z
r.ion, ycais lh'* nunibe
a .si bills ha> bteuinhas dcclan d hnstdi: v to tin Den,^nt of iiiasv’d from s
non
DuO
;
id.
>;>; OOn.OOO;
1
.■
o ‘i g
o> s. nao,
ii:ig,aU of 82 bills from >g> on Mioe to s.. .,0Oii.iIOO
and ex M a \ o, M a Is ter.
and of s-7 bills from 8247 000,000 •>, sgpi..
V ‘• i' H
mew mii Pos,
Nj«-i j.l a 000.000.
The Government securities have adU
l: •elms’.w, \
:• 'HDL1 C.*U;•
Y.. w ho
(,h>pfu ntu-i saving in a noh that their vanced, and the Agricub urn'. Department
estimates that the value of farm animals
dead hot 11es would be found in the
park, has increased
M m- v or>3-12,0(111 loo.
| wen- ariested in a neighboring town
der* have increased nnue t.aan >go.,000,
A Brooklyn man solved the
question of 000. Immigration has in,ceased
per
munpelling u train to >tup at a certain cent.
station by standing in the middie of the
All these things have
on
to pass, totrack m fi. lit oi tin approaching train
gether with many otbei things .»f equal
until all passengers had got aboaru.
impoitance, under a strictly American
j Baai' L-meless, the oldest man in Bike administrati m. The tide turned when
we began
to show less concern for the
IB* was In; \oars
County, lud is dead.
1. u lines of foj-mguers and more concern
old.
Me was born in Nortii Carolina.
lor tin- fortunes ot our own people.
He came to I ’ike
ovei »

‘ine the Mate Constitutions and
institution of the United Suites, and
bat great legislation, State and
>
rial, w hich lies at the foundation of
tree institution.
w
easy it is for us living in the last
"I the nineteenth
century to look
'•ver the history of past events and
who have been our great and wise
who always stood for what
men.
b< st tor our people in the different
>ds of our history.
true American citizen can fail, I
to speak of Thomas Jefferson as
a| s one of the greatest and most tarstatesmen of modern times.
Had
wise policy touching the abolition of
iv been adhered toby his
country men
would have been no Civil War, and
and hearts, both North and South,
n. ver have been saddened as a re
"f that awful rebellion.
Then the
n-ition of Louisiana brought immense
Hi, power and prestige to our nation.
"
severely criticised w as Mr. defter-

at act.
Elaine in

it

liis “Twenty Years of
*The acquisition of
deflerson
was denounced
by
’OTei ness.
No abuse was too mado
epithet t •" course, no null too savage to be
employed by
"",i; ants
of the great philosophic
n who laid so luoad and
deep the
iti“iis oj liis country's growlli and
xMiiii at that time ontended
w.-uld be the deathblow to the
’dm to include “those wild men
.Vi"soim“ urdei the shelter of our
•••mi- of .iii
statesmen of that.
a
ist" dec hue in < buim ess
la nisi.in.i j r.icbase w.-uld be the
ha! could heiall us as a

e>s

state>:

ana

■
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n

hilly realize
laid budded or

-E Iters.>n did
'V,
1
Wei 1 he

m
e
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A

»ooh■
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not

hat vast

province

ie to t lie J* u die, where
spaing up evaiyw!i Me iis
ami whi re popular education
us libn ty advanced the
people

vn-

m;

oil
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lisie to
-;tu
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Is
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Wr;

higher deg rec

a

his
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of ei

fame

high

v-

hut

s,-ff lilS Hie.hi s
snhstai.ee
ii> greatness,
leave him."

!!?:■:
:isting iish» <i A niei i
win a ie set eiely
itieising
ii;
MeKuhev for hi- position in
leiaimng the Philippines, and
be .arc that b is against the < onsti
while others say i: our lathers
:ng n<>w they would oppose such
e« at
on the part of
tile i,overt*.
tluu as it nmy. 1 t. an o ly say
iwaid Everett, the great classic
;
New Kuglaud, “that 1 feel a
ness and a reverence for the memo* \
who did so much t -r t he
ati.ers.
"ve.
But we are not living in th
Washington, Monroe and Mudin one of the rm*st remarkable
n the history <>1 our race.
ss is written
everywhere, ami in
vocations of life, whether pi<ee.mercantile or liuaneial.
llow
it look to go back to the days of
I stage-roach, and for the farmers
f mum.,.nwealth to use the same
their grandfathers used? There
progress, not only with the indi•ut with tile nations of the earth,
mighty strides o advances who h
en made in tin- life .>t our people
<:i our manufactures and comot
nthe wonder of the world,
i- the kind of eivilizition which
means in the tai East
under the
: law.
in the twentieth century,
hand, and not many years distant,
genius and devices involved in
:t ng, Manila will be less than a
from > in Francisco, and the
iike the Meditei raueun in ancient
will bee one “the Great Sea,"
•\ i'll the
shipping of the world,
the day when Aguiuuldo shad
hi and the wai in the Philippines
tiver—for we desire to impress
aminds of those nations tier
a
is the* cradle and the refuge of
eight ami religious liberty, and
intend to extend to them the
hand in securing for them selfinient to the fullest possible extent.
's stand by our President and show
appreciation ol his wise policy in
• the retention of those islands
in

i>

ti-
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j
j
j

•>!. China:i. chairman of the New York
j Bcivev uicli unmirtee, chartcreri/es the
art;u ks on 11
A In iral as shameful, and
pvs theic is t
thought of changing any
! ot the
plans looking to the perpetuation
of his fame m Hie construction of the
memorial.

1

is reported that the French < *\ <-i r
is negotiating with the lonipan
controlling the submarine torpedo boar
t
the construction ot several vessels of
tie Holland type, and also for the exclusive use <>f the patents of the submarine
boat for the French Government.
it

ment

■

j

\mv

The largest walnut tree ever cut in
Northeastern Kansas was recently felled
imar
Fanning, in Doniphan County. Its
aye was estimated as near 1_'0 years, and
ii made 7*t*.‘ feet of lumber.
The base of
the tree measured 4 feet y inches.
Most
ot the walnut timber now cut in that
section is young timber.

H. Evdeth

|

W. Gowj:x.
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Difference in the World.

all the difference in the world- lies hepoles, so is the vast difference between the high quality of Chase & Sanborn’s
Coffees and the ordinary brands of coffee.
Quality never misses the victory.
Quality

r

1

knowledge,
it

/
#
r

i

to

experience,
money
represents pleasure, health and economy

of

nodern

It is stated that the

)

Chase & Sanborn’s
Java and Mocha, in tin
High-Grade Brands, in
parchment-lined fibre bags.
Seal Brand,
cans.
Other

|

peerless

X
£
\

they combine the highest grade of
fair price.
More money cannot give

[
;

pioney.

^

Put up in one and two pound tin cans, bearthe seal of Chase & Sanborn.
Other high grades put up also in handsome fibre
bags lined with parchment, thus preserving all the richness
of flavor, freshness and strength.

quality
a

s

in that

with the
as good a coffee cannot be sold for
better coffee
No
other coffee is so good for the same
less money.

t

>

Coffees
are
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Insist on your grocer selling you Chase & Sanborn’s coffees.
Any of their high grade brands will
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stock al S‘00 j»«r share,
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,:<» cur.- V. Me M.I winwill mu exceed .13 feet.
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Schooner

leial. looking toward the formation of
tei. d eoi |.oiatioii, with an elective
boa id of hircc'> us, who will issue ee. ia

\ TREATMENT

THE. ORIGINAL. AM.

MOODY, 3oI«* Ageii, Belfast. Mir.
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it

successfully carried out, will

three good

in-w dei arture in the
management a; .1
maintenance -if Amciiean )1 *ets ot vessel
]: o-»es away with the sailing on Lai
shat es md inaugurates a system wherein
the mnsier* •.m these craft will be engage i
on stipulated salaries.
The total t;i; mher of American sell .onerowned on the Atlantic coast and (..ill a
Mexico, id lot) tons register and upw e 1
is but oijg, and the total number <•! c
barges, over 300:tons register, is bn: gdi.
The total capacity of all the sclna-m. is
and coal barges allmit to-day is far sh »r:
of what it was in l.sbO, wdiiie the volume
oi business tor which this class of vessels
is leijmted has increased fully 30 per
a

1st.

THE UP-TO-DATE

We also mak
cut

American steel

Proud.

Complaint.
SUGAR COATED.

Sol.1 bv

Dr
hit j | 11
There is

A. A

Howes &. Co., Belfast, Te

M
hundreds

Trial bottles
Store.

positively

answered. Free confidential advice in ail
matters of a privateer delicti te nature.
Bear
in m i. ! this remedy is
absolutely safe tinder
every posvi he condit ion and will positively
fan e no alter ill e. fee is upon the health.
By
call se*mi rely sealed, s.MMi. Dr. K. M. TOL
M \N Co.. 17" JTcmont St.. Boston, Mass.
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you.
Tucson, Ariz., has accepted Andrew Car-

negie’s offer of $25,000 for a public library.

BLOCK.

II to 12 A. it.
2 to 4, 7 to 8 P. M.

Special attention given to EYE, EAR, NOSE
and THROAT.
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FRANCIS TRUTH, THE DIVINE HEALER,
6A

Bowdoin

Square, Boston, rViass,

Write and lie will send his u.> M.u.a/ine, “The I
Thousitrids of ailments and diseases eared t>>
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POOR & >()N, I)ruj;iii>ts, Uellast.

who pa) lor The Kepubllean .lourual one
atlvanee *2.00, Farm and Home will be
setd l. r one year free. The regular
subscription
for Farm and Home is 5U rents a year
Address all orders
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limited

make lot

Wipe

rinse in hot
dry with a sot doth or

PAlia. WFO

tlm.' giving
11 oi
ii u in I; cr.N a year, the whole
making a volume ot over 500 pages, in. mmg with
all ‘lie latest and most reliable information that
experience and scieuci e.ni -upplx.
time the I*.
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Nolice of Foreclosure.

UTHKKKAS. AI.HKKT I. NENVCOMK oi M„„.
roe. in the Count) of Waldo,
.rtny his
gage deed dated March 18. 1 SSO, and lecurileil in
the Waldo Registry (1 l>ee.is. Hook i>n:5
-K'O. eon vexed to F. W. Ritchie of W
said ( "itnty a certain
parcel of land situate in
said Monroe, and described as t. Hows: Hein**
the
$l.7f>: extra sinper, $2 00
Staples and Col-on mill, so called, and containing $2 i>o aid Canary,
$3.On Any extra .singer not’
la,,d. together with the mill, mill can he changed
twV 11u‘r‘‘s
Ina-s
Square
pnxHegeani right oi tloxvage; and whereas the $1:>(> ami $2.00; all real cap,as, -1 On larm-r
brass, best quality
said F
VN
Ritchie has since oeeeased. and the
lords and capes -ale in
on receipt ,.'t
dddersigneil are Hie duly ai pointed and qualified pi n e. Holden’s mew Kookexpress
m birds, Ijp;
e’xecitlors ot the last will ami testament
,,as
of said i II lust rated, a'I ahoui si up in ;.
w
matinp,
loo,|
F
Rite■lne, aid whereas the condition of said ; seleet
inp, and prices, by n ai lot
cents, stamps
mortgage has been broken, now therefore we !
<>. II. IIIM.HI.N. 1 1 Oowdoin S.i
I5,,s|..n
claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage, by reason
3 iu43
ol the breach of the condition thereof.
W interpi it. Nov. IS, IS'.l'd
3w4S
ROSETT V W RITCHIE,
Executors.
(JKORfJE W. RITCHIE

Birds.

interport,7n
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life of
Bueklen’s Arnica Waive cures them,
also Old Itunuing and Fever Sores, Ulcers,
Boils, Felons, Corns, Warts, Cuts, Bruises,
Burns, Scalds, Chapped Hands, Chilblains.
Best Pile cure on earth.
Drives out Pains
and Aches
Only 25cts. a box Cure guaranteed. Sold !>y K. H. Moody, Druggist.

joy.

Trust.

a

TRUST
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Camden

Woolen Co.’s mill was
burned Wednesday afternoon, Dec. r> 11.
toget'Mer with the storehouse, dye house
and other buildings.
President ,J. 11.
Montgomery, al 2 i\ m., estimated the
loss at £20,000, and the lire was still burnAt d:l‘> 1
ing.
m., the tire was still
burning but was under control. The mill
employs between :J00 and 100 hands and
the binning is a seven* blow to the town.
The tire caught in the dye house.
The
boss dyer narrowly escaped death
by

is made bv

using

art:

:

“Our

WEISS!NOER TOBACCO CO.

!:'h
••.!

ii.

inancial Contrast.

FLOUR! FLOUR!!

Bears the

w
mai

j

1 he mill was a wooden
;
C. 11. 5AK(«KM’,
three-story !
The building was not particustructure,
f
>r
Chase Brothers Company, Rochester,
Agent
larly
the
valuable,
N. V Ollice Hour.') 8 30 to I 1.30 a. M and Satprincipal loss being the
THE MODERN MOTHER
urdays 1 30 to 4.30 F. M. in llie City Clerks machinery, the goods in process of manuOffice. .Memorial Building, and Residence at 44
Has found that her little ones are improved
facture, and the raw material in the store,
Cedai Street
44tl
houses.
It was located in that section of
more by the pleasant Syrup of Figs, when in
Beliast, November 1, 1890.
Camden known as Millville, on the Me- !
need of the laxative effect of a gentle remegunticook stream. There are several
dy, than by any other. Children enjoy it
other mills in tire locality.
It is said that
The true remedy,
aud it benefits them.
the company will at once rebuild. The
!
men who represent the
Syrup of Figs.is manufactured by the Califorcompany are well I
1 have just received two cars, 300 bids., of the
able to rebuild and the
nia Fig Syrup Co. only.
property was well
Best Patent Michigan Flour. 1 have in store
insured.
The most serious part of it is |
Snow White, Darrah’s City Mills, Albion,
Lilly that so many people will be out of work I
Forcing a Collection—“Vat., you gif nodj
dings fer dot moosic?” said the collector for White and Pillsbury’s Best, which I offer at low until the new mill is erected.
“Not a cent.” “Den prices. Also hay by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
a little German band.
It is said that the automatic
sprinklers
He got the
ve play some more, aind’t it.”
reatiled.
ALKKKT \I. CARTER.
at the mill did not work
satisfactorily.
money.
[Ohio State Journal.

Stevens,

Do
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believe in Trusts ind Monopolies3

Kentucky

Story of a Slave.
To be bound hand anil foot for
years by The Post I’ann and !;nnil\
P.ipei in the
the chains of disease is the worst form of
t’nii cil States.
slavery. George D Williams of Manchester,
Mich tells how a slave was made free.
He
Believing lhat fvrry one of our readers should
says: “My wife has been so helpless for live have ai hast one good agricultural and
i.uuily
that
she
could not turn over in bed
years
journal, we have i effected arrangements whereby
alone. After using two bcttles of Electric
we tan send that practical and instructive
jourHitters,she is wonderfully improved and .-..hie da'. Farm and
Home, in connection with The
to do her own work.” Tins supreme
remedy !
for female diseases quickly cures nervousRepublic n .loiirna. on ♦ markable liberal teims
ness, sleeplessness, melancholy,
headache, a.s given below. Lack of sp u e forbids hut a brief
backache, fainting and dizzy spells. This description of the contents of Farm and Home*
inirac e working medicine is a Godsend to
hhli it mu quailed for variet) ami ...
weak, sickly, run down people
E ery hot
Prominent among its .nany departments
may he
tie. guaranteed.
ii<»
cents.
Sold
Only
by II. utentit>i ed the
Farm and (tur<le<», Market IL ports,
11. Moody, Druggist..
<rull t Mure, Nans and Inventi ons, Flic
vplary,
|
Talks w Hi a Lawyer, Around the hlobe, Live stock
F ire at Camden.
and ha1-), The I'oulli) laid. The
t(u<stion Box,
Plant'. and Flowers. T.te Ltciinary, Fashion', anil
I lie Woolen 31 ill I’hm: r>tirne<l I>t 4- <>lh.
Fane) W rk, Hoiisehuhl Features
Farm mil home is pi.b.ished sem •iiionihi),
The

Orders taken fur Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
!■ limbs, Roses, drape Vines and Small Fruits, by

Dr. John

I-

f

M.-ou-Lm Or:*

bonds to
that
by buying
The contrasting circumstances
outline in vivid colors the difference there
is, in respect to the condition of our national finances, between Free Trade and
Protection.
[American Economist.
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The only absolutely
SAFE. SURE and RELIABLE
Female Pills.
Mailed to any address on receipt
of price $i.oo per box.
Book Important to Ladies sent
free up m receipt of sc stamp
(iERTAN CHEHICAL CO..
853 Broadway, N Y

If

dilation

Nursery Stock.

resort

i

amount.

TRU^liixiR
ROYAL
GERMAN
FEMALE

L

yy

Ms

.”

j depleted and well-nigh empty 'Treasury, j
j l uder Mi Kinley and Protection
we are
1
I conducting a costly war, yet,
to relieve
stringency in the money market, the
Secretary of the Treasury has offered to J
take from an overflowing
Treasury
OOUjOOO, and put it ini.) general ur- j

Take a safe tonic. Purely vegeta- ft
ble.
Cannot harm children or I
V adults. Take True’s Elixir, the
f
ft 1RI h TOXIC. Builds up “run a
ft down” children or adults. Makes ■
■ new, rich blood.
Corrects ir- a
I regularities of stomach and I
I bowels. Three g e nerations I
a have used and blessed True’s ft
M Elixir. 35 cents a bottle.
At ft
\Y' ite for free copy
"Children and their Diseases.”
DK. J. F. Tl»* EE A; CO.. Auburn, Me.

smoking.

.is

Miami-

Tnn

Voder Cleve'and aim Free Trade we
had peace and no extraordinary expenses
ol any kind,and the Government
wasohlig- J
cd to issue bonds in uder ro keep good the ;
national credit and to get gold for our1

a

»

1

at

an

h y you should

A MAGAZINE FREE.
"ll'indr.
the

!

I

M

ire*,

n

following brands for chewing

the

NO!

I

«

if aux mus u ■..;
no other ren ed\ l.i.nwn
to mode :: I -ni':nr, t !t:> I v. dl so <|U eki> .11.i
t
11
v do the work,
.«_> never had a -' nglc
la hi re. The ioie.-esf:; 11*! iim-t oh<linateea-<-..
art h' ieved in
days without fad.. No other
remedy v. ;il do this. No pa in, no danger, no
inlerlen n <• \\u h work. T he most tlillieitlt
eases sue ■••s«,fui!y to ated through
corn's
p‘ m -'ii a -,a nd t he mo-;t.complete sat isfact ior
relievelmm
guai.mteed in e\. ry instance
dre Is of I;nl ms v. hom i lic\er See.
Write t or
further part miliars.
Ail letters truthfully
t<»

>

for

jfftug

HARRY

Iragedy.

a

and

sells bettei

Ask your dealer if the brand you
Tobar. os made by us are not.

Titn- iy information given by Mrs. Georg
Long ol N-*\v Straitsville, O'lie prevent,c <
dleadful tragedy and sav.-d tavo lives
A
frightful e >ugh bad 1 mg kept her awake
e\ ry night.
She had tried in my remedies
and doctors, hut steadily grew worst- mu:!
urged to try id
King's New 1 >isoover.\.
One bottle vvholiv cured her. and si.c writes
this marvelous medicine also cured Mr.
Long of a severe attack of Pneumonia.
Sio n cures arc positive proof .-l the match:,,ss merit "t this grant!
remedy for curing
ail throat, chest and lung troubles.
Only
ih.-. and
-1 du.
Evciv botth: glia ran t« d

Sold by all druggists
or sent by mail.
Nervlta Vedica! O Chicago

BRANO,

The Emuebec -J ».irnal m extolling the
This
beauties of Like d trauaeook says:

Prevented

Sick-Headache and Liver

Test of Time!

the
it

It is the best made.
2d. it is made hy Union Labor.
3d. It is not made hy a Trust.

j

CURES

Biliousness,
Constipation,
Dyspepsia,

why

Uurr Oak” and “Old

Schooners of about 1.000 tons capaoiv.
of not over 1feet draft, are believed to
be the best adapted to meet the demauils !
of the lumber and coal shipping interests, !
and the prospects are that while the excessive rates now offering will not pre 1
vail, there will be a good demand for vessels for some time to come.

LITTLE LIVER PILL

reasons

Smoking,

lie

cent.

Industry.

CiVSTOniA.

Women are delicate things. They are
like flowers. They need constant
sunlight
and care. TANGIN is as good for women as
the sun is good for flowers.
It takes away their
pains and aches and blues, paints roses in their
cheeks, puts sparkle in their eyes and music
in their laugh. It cures all forms of
womanly
trouble, and we will willingly send you a Free
Sample bottle, if you send for it' and also a
valuable book on the diseases of women.
A. .Vt. B1NINGER & CO.'S Su ecessors, New York,

by a linn of well known Philadelphia
siiipb: <k< is. says : he Ne w Vork «'one

-VEST’S

NERVE m [

Greenville.

will, in a few years, rank with Kin«o,
Poland Springs aud B ir Harbor.” It makes
Bar Harbor very proud to be thus placed
third in the list of Maine summer resorts.
[ Bar Harbor Record.
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★

Bar Harbor

Coastwise

j

ing

please

.TV

fd

An

Fifteen cities of Massachusetts held
municipal elections Dec. f>th and as a re- j
suit two of them chose Socialist Mayors—
Haverhill
and
Brockton- -while eight j
elected Republican Executives, three selected Democrats aud two preferred Citizens.
Three cities changed their attitude
upon the question of licensing the sale <»f
spiritous liquors—-Taunton, Waltham and
Fitchburg. Taunton changed from wet
to dry, aud Waltham and Fitchburg from
dry to wet. All the cities which voted
on the acceptance of an act making an
eight-hour day for city employes acted
favorably on the matter

/

to use

[

J.

-MAN

*

sailing ship Edward bewail, which is hoi
feet long, with masts 212 feet high, will
Book Company of New York and Chicarry 5,000 tons of coal, and cost $100,000
cago.
to build, “wasconstructed in 10b working
days.” This probably means the putting j

as

represent

GENUINE

TH:

fc fcAl N

To the Foreign Missionary bociety <»t
Boston, Mass., b2.00l>.
To the town of Greenville in trust for
the Greenville Cemetery
Association,
$1000.

Harper <V Brothers have transferred the
publication of their college and
high school text books to the American

tween the north and south

produce;

Buy

Is

Maine, $1,000.

Marvel

■■

■

IT5B£NFF^Ef^TS,
FOR SALE av

entire

time,

^ 1

Nab,tual C0NStiPATI0n
permanently

j

^

1/rfW

OVERCOMES

the parts, but when one comes
consider the number ot working days it j
required to invent and manufacture all the
machines used, not only in the immediate
work of ship construction,but in the manufacture of the steel, the handling of the
iron and coal to smelt it, the preparation
from the raw material of the copper,brass
giass, wood, tin and all other fittings and
equipments of such a ship, who can say
how many thou studs of working days
were consumed? Is not such a ship indeed
a representative marvel of modern indus- ;
try and civilization?—[Marine Journal.
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The will of the late John H. Eveleth of
Greenville lias been presented to be proved in the probate court of Piscataquis
county. The following bequests are made
to charitable and other institutions: To
Congregationalist .Society of Greeuville,
b-,000, $1,000 of which i^ to be paid in
six
months and the remaihdei one year
from his decease.
The whole amount is
to be invested in real estate and the in< ome devoted r.. the
support of preaching
in the society.
T.» the Cnngregationalist Society of
Mmson, Slmjoi) .n the same conditions.
To the G tod Will Home Association of
Fairfield, Me., the lJeuneu lot, so-called, ]
owned by him. situated in said Fair |
held, together with all notes or other
evidence of debt which he held at the
time of his decease against certain parties
in Faiiheld.
To the Home Missionary Society of

A

■

Kidneys, Liver;
and Bowels

|

Very truly,
En

he Biiti>h Ambassadoi it Washington,
has informed the Secretary of
that a state «.f war has actually existed since the lltli of October between
England and the South African lmpublic
ami the Orange Free State.
I

l’aimcefote,

•"sfate

Will of John

f

■

Acts gently

centuiv

He lias been the subject of many
ago.
newspajM-; skct< Lies.

<

••

miit.s.

Monday evening

••

County

Meetings will be held on the ljrst
of each month.
The football season at the University of
Maiue was fairly satisfactory financially.
All bills incurred during the season have :
been paid, and tht re is a comfortable b ilance toward the
payment of the debt inclined several years ago.
Speaking in regard to the recent action
of the students of the
University of M line
in voting t*» abolish
hazing. President
Harris said: “As the result was brought
ahum without any pressure from the college authorities and seems to have the
unanimous and cordial support, of the stu
dents themselves, it is a hopeful indica
tion that we have seen the end of a
practice winch has nothing to recommend
it,
and is a some of
anxiety to teachers and
o.io that is
to
the
students."
dangerous
The paper signed by the students read as
follows: “We, the undersigned, hereby
agree during our college course to take no
part in hazing, and to use our influence to
dissuade others doing so."
There were added to the library of the
l Diversity of Maine, between the
opening of the fall term and Nov. 30, 610 volnines, mainly by purchase.
The greater i
portion of these are on history, arohaeol
A large order has 1
ogy and literature.
just been placed for books for the depait- >
meats of chemistry,
pharmacy and mod- j
era language.
A complete set of the
Teubner Latin texts, and the most important Lreek texts have been ordered for'
the classical department.
t he next class in mathematical drawing
at ilie University of Maine will use a text
book which is being prepared by Prof. ,\.
N. Hart, the head of the methematical
department, in collaboration with Piesi ;
dent Harris.
•Science for X*»v. 1*4. contains A Preliminary Note on New Meteorites irom Allegan, M 'eli., anil Mart, Texas, by 1)
Leo. P.
Merrill, curator of the depaitmem
f geology. United States National
Museum,
graduate of the University oi
M one in 'lie el ass of ’7b. and a liativ. <>f
Auluun.
Dr. Merrill is also professm <u
! geology and mineralogy in Columbian
>
Univei s i v, Was 11ingion.
urer.

■.

■

Maine.

A

will be the nature of its adrai. istration in
Samoa.

i>saehusetts, and then followed our
-.England colonies, and latei a U-ebhnmeut was inaugurated. Ttien in

ot

organized

good-bye to
Much damage has been done by the prosperity with which the
people of the
ores of England nearly three huurapid rise of the Trinity Biver, in Texas. l mteil States are blessed, and for which
they mainly have to thank the change in
\ears ago and sailed over stormy
Admiral Dewey has accepted an in vita
national policies
brought about by the
tion toviit Chicago, 111., on May 1st next. I I
*r a new continent, where they could
residential election of 1890.
The assist
a ,t
religious freedom, and after their
whose
is
said
to
b*
secretary,
of
the
relations to G iverii
Germany
very shy
incut finance-, enable him to
of
mooted
on
the
ocean
mermanGerman
alliance.
voyage
Anglo-A
many days
speak with
knowledge and authority, draws attention
inded on the bleak and rugged coast
G nnany has not yet determined what to the
remarkable
Our

d

Nation.

roll

WANTED!
Apprentices to learn the stone cutters trade. For
further information apply to
MOUNT WALDO CiRANITt
tf4u

WORKS,
Frankfort, He.

suitin'

HOUSE FOR SALE.

The

tw„ story Mouse, Kll, and
ltarn, owned |lv
L. it Mahoney of It tston,
situated on N'orthport
avt*., only live minute* drive from the city. It
has just been put in
thorough repairs
out.
Hue Location. Will he -old
cheap. For
further information inquire of
CHAS, K. COOMBS,
70 iVlaiu ,S t

inside’and

I
&
royal
T

_ROYAL

BAKINQ POWDER

CO., NEW

YORK.

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

NWWS.

SHIP

J. Biather spent Sunday in town.
Clara Sweetser has a situation in Medlield. Mass.
Fred

spending the

Our

which

Dec 11, Sells Silas McLoon, Morrill, BosGarland, Allen, Deer Isle; Sunnyside,
Eaton, do; Radiant, Hardy, Portland.
Nov. 7. Solis. Joseph Eaton, Jr., Lowell,
Philadelphia; Senator, Rich, Rockland.
ton;

week

gor.
AMERICAN

phia; sch Scotia, Brunswick; cld, brig Telos,
Ponce, P R; sch Laura, Nassau; 8, ar, schs
Noroinhega. Fernandina; sld, sch Puritan,

Mrs Mary Sargeut. who has been in town
'• era! weeks, returned to her home in Alton

Wednesday.

Saturday.

traders have begun to display their
ho.iday goods. All the stores will be open
evenings next week.
Our

The schools in No.'s 1. 7. 8 and 9 will begin the winter term l>ec. 18th, and the village. schools January -d.
Several flocks of ducks have been
the Cove

lately

ami

tine fat

some

seeu

iu

ones were

secured by local gunners.
Smelts are numerous and of good size, and
lots f them are taken with hook and line
by our expert fishermen.

following were drawn to serve as trajurors for the January term: S. A. Pres-

The
ers

Horace Robbins.

cott. and

Sara L. Grinnell gave a party to a number
of her little friends last Thursday evening,
in celebration of her tenth birthday.

The
went
leave
Fla.

New York.
New Bedford,

A. J. Crooker
and the family
for Jacksonville,

goods of
Monday,

household
by steamer

to-dav, Thursday,

fr«>m here t attend a
A.'cert S Nukersoii and wife in
■

Friday.

next

Mary Mosman left by

Mr*
•! :}

B:

v

k

1

i: r

i} n,
>

Salvage and family.

steamer MonN 'S’
where she will
:h her sou, Capt. Charles

Downes
)

claims

Honolulu,

Rivers,
sailed

«

M

Whittum

popular here

so

few

a

years ago. Jt is said he oilers them Dr sale;
if so a- n.•• of stock farmers ought to buy
them and preserve the breed.

anil Mrs. A. .)'. Nickerson entertained
friends Saturday m celebration oi the I’.'th
anniversary of their marriage.
Among the
guests was Mr. Nickerson's mother, wiiu
n
twtl standing the bad state of the roads
came from Swauville to be present.
Mr

The skating, who ii has been brie the past

spoiled

ween, was

t

y

>

e

water

which

ed

by

tt

time

Old

Rich
up th

seai

-ping

: gs

it will come
before 1 be snow.

in

Mis<* Edna Nk* Is and Miss Jessie Black
ian Endeavor Sociable
entertained; il ( m
The young ladies
last Thursuay eveim.g.
a-e to bee oig.at ill a ted upon the taste shown
in arranging and decorating the upper confere :oe room, in who a the.sociable was held.
There will

Cong, church

be the usual services
next.

Sunday morning.

at

the

A

con-

tribution for current expenses will be taken.
The Cougl sociable will meet in the upper
onference room this, Thursday, evening.
are invited by Mrs. Iioulston and Mrs
A
A. J. Nickerson.
old miners conclude that the
lead recently struck by Isaac Wallace near
the steamboat wharf is a continuation of
the vein which G L Merrill and a company
prospected several years ago in the east village. An assey shows the top ore to be worth
>-t
Considerable excitement is
per ton.
caused among parties owning land adjoining.
Some of

our

The Maine division of the league of American W lieelmen propose to see that the law
.mpe img towns to place sign boards at
the junction of country roads is enforced ;
and if they go about it right will come very
near accomplishing their object, as towns
that neglect, this duty, after a reasonable
notice, may. under the law, be fined £50 and
with £5 per mouth additional for each
neglected sign board. Searsport is very
fortunate in this respect, as many of the
corners have been marked, though by recent
neglect some of the boards have fallen down.
A. IL, at
Freeman Me( ilvery Post. G
their annual mi eting last Thursday evening
Dr
officers
the
elected the following
ensuing
Black; S. V. C.,
year: Commander, J. W
E. J. W entvi urth ; J. V.C ..J. (’ Dutch ; Adjt.,
J. A. C'U.mjd; Q M., W. B. Sawyer; Surg.,
E HopKins; Chap., B O Sargent; O. IV, E.
S A. Prescott; Q. M.
I.. Merithew; O G
S
J. B Sweetser: S. M., C Whittum; Seuti-

,,\!.M Whittum; Delegate,!.. M.Sargent;
A peculiar tiling
A lernate, S. A Prescott.
about the officers elect is that all, except

m

"ne, are P. st Post Commanders and he is
{'ast, senior vice commander.
NORTH

SEARSPORT

a

ITEMS.

John Dow left for New York last week.
1

Chester Trundy arrived home from Boston
ast

Week.

Frank Dow returned home
et last week.
The

Grange choir

week for

a

met at A.

from MillnockStinson’s last

sing.

J. Matthews and wife visited at Tolford Durham’s last Sunday.
A. Stinson and C. O Fernald attended the
Veterans meeting at Monroe.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson is buying quite a
quantity of hay in this vicinity.
Elden Smart returned from the w'ilds of
W.

Maine last

week, bringing

a

nice deer.

Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Marden and daughter,
Miss Garrie, of Swanville, were in town last
Sunday, the guests of their aunt, Mrs. Susan
Towle.
Quite a congregation attended the meeting at the Porter school house last Sunday.
It was a disappointment to many that they
did not have the pleasure of listening to Mr.
H. R. Dawson of Monroe, who was expected
to be prdbent.

of

port, bark Penobscot
Ar, bark J H Bow-

OKDl

until

1

more or

Hiram

take

i; OF

the

matter

A.

Hustus,

TUE POL'A’D.

BROKEN CANDY,

PEANUT TAFFY,
MIXED NUTS, ETC.

SWIFT & PAUL, "»”fS,PLB

FOR CHRISTMAS.
MIXED NUTS,
F1US and RAISINS,
ORANGES and BANANAS.
—CANDY.—

& CO.

Price Current.

13

Straw,

BELFAST

8 00iol2 00
6(a6 1-2
12

At

In

0

25(6:30
35to40

6

00(67 00

90(6100
tt>» 8@10i Lime, $'bhi,
Beef, corned,
4(65
Butter salt, 14 ft. 18(620' Oat Meal.
ft,
3
50 Onions, $> ft),
Corn, $> bu,
Crackt d Corn,
bu, 50 Oil, kerosene, gal, 13{6;14
4®4 1-2
50 Pollock, £> It),
Corn Meal,
bu,
14(615 Pork, $> lb
7(p;8
ft,
Cheese,
113
Cotton heed, ^ cwt, 1 30 Plaster. $*,bbl,
5
5(68 Rye Meal, p lb
ft
Codfish, dry,
8(68 Shorts,
cwt, 1 00@1 02
Camberries,
qt,
5 l-2@6
10611 Sugar, ^ lb,
Clover seed.
32
4 50(64 75 Salt, T. 1„ & bu,
bbl,
Flour,
2 1-2
G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50(62 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
8(69 Wheat Meal,
Lard,
%>,

of

ed stock, which awaits your

•

a

♦
♦

t
LADIS S,

4

AND

MISSES

FUR TRIMMED

CHILDREN'S

WARM LINED BOOTS OF ALL KINDS.

1

4

MEN’S AND BOYS’

*

5

SLIPPERS.

large and well select-

t

inspection.

J

JULIETS AND SLIPPERS.

♦

4

i

season

25 3VT«J.:rx

LEATHER

FANCY

AND

VELVET

A

*,
4

♦

goods

ALL NEW, FRESH

|

St.

and the prices

VERY LOW.

are

**a

♦

OVERSHOES AND RUBBER GOODS of all kinds.

♦

LADIES’ MISSES and CHILDREN’S OVERGAITERS anti

Peoples
At

National

Belfast, in the State of Maine
business, December 2.

SLIPPERS!
You want
able.
cost

something
want a slipper

warm

You

♦

Bank,
at the

ami

Loans

discounts.§123,363

07

3

no

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..

and comfortthat does not

high. We have what you want and
our prices are RIGHT.

Bonds to secure circulation_
Premiums on 1’. S. Bonds.
Stocks, securities, etc..
Banking-house, furniture, and fix-

j
j!

50,00000
3.750
0o,u52

tures

00
0(5

5,00000
20,540 30
1.274 72

]>ue from approved reserve agents...
< hecks and other cash items.
Notes <d other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and c» nt-. ‘.
in Lank, < i.:
Lawful Moiu j
Specie.. 13,250 00
notes.
Legal-tender
12,503 ()• 1
Kedemp: ion tund with I S. Treasurer, 5 per cent, of circulation...

LINE

OF

♦
♦

Sy-EVERYTIIIXU

CASES

DRESS SUIT

TRUNKS,

GRIPS and SATCHELS

«
♦

1x99.

1'. S.

LARGE

A

close of

HKsniltCKS.

•

ALL WOOL JERSEY LEGGINGS very low.

RKI'ORT OF THE CONDI I ION OF THE

PAIR OF

WANT A

you

»

received.

just

AT WAY DOWN 1'RICKn.

£Z

A. COLBURN,
\L_........
HcClintock Block,

High

St

\

xfio 00

IF YOU ENJOY "'v

Id X3
25.7;

3

00

A CUP OF COFFEI

2,250 00

Total.5323,372

[

NO NOISE. •• \

Ken’s...35c., 50c., 60c.
Women’s..35c.

,4Cc.,50c.,75c

..25c., 35c.

Child’s..

BULEY’S RIBBED BACK
THE

RUBBERS

REST.

LAMBS’ WOOL SOLES «»<-..
3 pair 1 .*><•.

Itankntptvy.

NATIONAL

s',000

LITTLE

TROJAN

SCHOOL

former prise $1.75,
MEN’S

HIGH

Total.

I i-.s. |

now

Correct. Attest:
ROBERT F. DUN'TON.
( HAS. P
H AXELT1NE,
.IAS. l’ATTEE,

FANCY GOODS,

RAC RUBBERS
QUALITY LEGGINGS

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
Notary Public.

Correct—Attest:
JOHN G. BROOKS,
)
> Directors.
A. A. HOWES,
THOMAS W. PITCHER,)

FOR
TEJ-A.

BEST

for Winslow,

Hand

Watson's

&

Choicest blended Formosa Oolong, in 1- J lb. and 1 11*. tin
mV
Returnable if not satisfactory.

A.

SMALL WARES.

FRENCH & CO.,

-$2.50.-

Winslow, Rand & Watson,
Sold

by all

the

BOSTON.

leading grocers.

/Cl.VC V GOODS,

Francis’Shoe Store,
MAIN STREET.

SMALL HARES,
HOSIER V and GLO VIIS.
We make

a

specialty of

CHRISTMAS GOODS,
LADIES’ COTTON

...STEP INTO..

►

UNDERWEAR

AND.

large additions

stock and fixtures dm ing
the last few months, and will be
able to please you more than

..

with goods for the holioay
trade. Our store is illuminated
ever

The Cresco

PoorS Son’s

WV have made
to our

INFANTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

with
be
►

*

Corset

y

Cannot Break

and

Acetylene Gas, the tirst

used
see

in

Belfast. Come
it.

at

the

CEO. 0. POOI

When next you

J New,

Beautiful Stock

buy

i

a

Corset, try

it.
49 Church Street.

i

GREAT BARGAINS

i

j

1

j

An Unusual Success

>3t

KKPOKT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Searsport
At

...THEY HAVE IN...

m

►

Waist Line.

I

to

►

...AND SEE WIIAT A...

Searsport,

National

in the State of

IS OUR LADIES'

Bank,

Maine,
2,1899.
at

the close ol

Loans ami discounts.§lt )5,280 00
70 of>
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured...
I'. S. Bonds t<» secure circulation.
42,000 no
1 1,286 78
Stocks, securities, etc.
f>,000 <>o
Banking-house.t urniture and fixtures
Due from National Banks(not Reserve
478 41
Agents').
Due from approved reserve agents...
24,589 98
258 5(5
('hecks ami other cash items.
980 00
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency,nickels and
413
cents.
Lairfnl Mourn/ lleserm in /tank, ri:
3,920 10
(5,920 10
Legal tender notes. 3,000 00
Redemption fund with lT. S. Treascirculation.
5
cent,
of
1,890 00
urer,
per

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.

The ladies of Belfast evidently appreciate t he line w.-rk and >* >, i.-s u,
by the number of orders we are receiving. We are now in pnsitu
can fill orders more promptly.
LADIES' COATS AXD SIUHTS

SOMETHING TO SUIT
EVERY PURSE.

Look them Over.

L
O
O

Kl

Total

I SEE4 I

Mr. and Mrs. HARRY W.
Room in .MeCIintock lilork.

CLARK,

<irua st.>Cor.

over

||

&

Gullet—

Extracts, Toilet Water.

Soaps, Etc.,
NO

CHRISTMAS PRICES.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

252 00
(58,899 11

Total.§198,764 96

AT OUR STOCK OF

-■Roger

1(5,813 85
37,800 00

State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I, CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is t rue to the best of my knowledge and
CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier.
belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8tli
1899.
of
December,
day
CHAS. E. ADAMS,
l.s.
Notary Public.
*-' Correct. Attest:
J A M ES G. PENDLETON,)
Directors.
GEO. F. SMITH,
WM. C. PENDLETON,
)

j

[

\

repository on Wight street, free
from dust and dirt, inhere l will store carriages, sleighs, furniture, etc., at a reasonable price. Leave orders <it Swift d‘ Paul's.
I

have

a

i^i,

l(1

STRAW SHOP HELP WAN

NOTICE

LI A BILITIES.

50,000 00
25,000 00

I-

ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING AT REASONABLE PRICES.

.§198,764 96

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
National Banknotes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject to check'..

u

^^.S.VTISFACTION bl'AliAN 1
Wo make old garments into nobby modern style ones.
Ladies’ Jacket Sleeves Remodeled, $1 .00
Shortened, .AO,
Jackets Cleaned and Pressed, o(Je.

Specie.'..

204,203 3b
5,910 30

Total.§622,360

rails,

cans.

87 I-2c.

00

State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I, C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and beC. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
lief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th
2
899.
of
December,
day

Ask

right till

Directors.

KESOUliCES.

59

•X’XIIE

)

business December

924

IF YOU WISH

LIFE.”

lb. air

ROYALTY CHOP.

)

j

SHOES,

2, 1S99.

639 31

“HIGH
Packed in 1 an I
if not satisfactory.

Notary public.

—

and FIRST

BANK,

61,388 28

& WATSi

WINSLOW, RAND

§323,372 XS

State of Maim:, cm nty ok Waldo, ss.
I. FRANK R. will .IN, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the* best
d mv knowledge
and belief.
FRANK R. W Hit JIN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to be'ore me this Oth
day of December, 1800.
,1- S. KARRI MAN,
,-,

os.

Belfast, In the State of Maine, at the close of

Due to other National Ranks.
Due to'State Ranks and bankers.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Demand certificates of deposit.

That satisfies, that makes y»mr bn-akfast tinl'ul meal of the day, ask \oai nv-.x-er u»i

Capital stock paid in.s 50,000 00
Surplus fund.
00
Undivided profits, less expenses end
taxes paid.
3.003 07
National Bank notes outstanding_
44.247 50
Dividends unpaid..
25 ou
Individual d posits subject to rh*ek. 210,055 32
Demand certificates <d deposit.
50700
Certilied checks.
020 00

Misses...35c., 40c.

Sizes Is, 2s,
la

XX

1.14 muriEs.

Fur bed-room, bath room ami morning,
.lust the thing for Children, as they make

LIABILITIES.

I

i

»

1

Capital stock paid in.$150,000 00
33,000 00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
31,30134
taxes paid..
National Rank notes outstanding- 135,000 00

Mr. and Mrs.

I
and respect-

the

they have

Total.$622,366 59

BORN.

Cunningham. In Searsmont, December 6, to
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Cunningham, a son.
Dodge. In East Jefferson, November 30, to
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge, a daughter—Luella
Eulata.
Gray. In Bluebill, November 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo S. Gray, a daughter.
Gilley. In Bucksport, November 30, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lester A. Gilley, a son.
Houston. In Bucksport, December 1, to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred W. Houston, a daughter.
Knowlton. In Stonington, November 30, to
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Knowlton, a son.
Moore. In Union, November 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Moore, a son,

,

ss.

Loans and discounts.$323,2(51
1.434 44
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
f. S. Ronds to secure circulation. If 0,000 00
Stocks, securities, etc.. 42,500 00
Ranking-house,furniture and fixtures. 29.ooo (>0
35.3(59 37
Due from approved reserve agents...
8,022 29
Checks and ot her cash items.
4.5(51 00
Ranks.
National
of
other
Notes
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
15077
and cents..
Lawful Money lleserve in Hunk, vis:
Specie.15,947 (>< >
l^egal tender notes. 5,37000 21,317 00
Redemption fund with V. S. Treasur6,750 00
er (5 per cent, of circulation).

13(515|

Bird. In Rockland, Dec. 10,
Tyler H. Bird, a son.

you that

NOTICF. THKKKON.

72

10! Turkey, fc> lb,
16(617
1 1-2,0.3
Calf Skins,
50(575 Tallow,
lb,
6(o7
14(5.15 Veal,
Duck, p lb.
28 Wool, unwashed,
17
Eggs, p doz,
3 50(65 00
10511 Wood, hard,
Fowl, p lb,
4 00
3
Wood,
soft,
50(6
Geese, p lb,
|
Retail Market
Retail Price.

to

fully intorm

of

RESOURCES.

5

toil,

compliments

Hankrujitcy.

business December

25@35
lb,

20c

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

REPORT OK THE CONDITION OK THE
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
P r oOuci Mo /Ac?.
nets 1 aid 1 reducers

|

Discharge a#*'#*#**'##****-***'****'**'*****'**'*'**'***'**#**#****-****#

ORDKR OF NOTICK THKKKON.
District of Maine, ss.
On ibis 9th day of December, A. D. 1899, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had upon
the same on the 30th day of December, A. D. 1899,
before said Court at Portland, in said District, at
10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper printed in said District, and that all
known creditors, and other persons in interest,
may appear at the said time and place, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors ;
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places ol residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Nathan Webb. Judge
of the said Court, and the t-eal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 9tli day of December,
A. 11.1899.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[l. s.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.

PURITY KISSES,

Oa'J Potatoes,
40(545 Round Hog,

Present the

i«

no

Bankrupt.

CREAM MIXTURE,

«

*

j

HIRAM

Caramels'”*"™

180(52 00 Lamb Skins.
2.00 Mutton, |) ib.
20522 Oats.
bu, 32

RICHARDS.

1

Bankrupt.)

Sparrow's Best Chocolates and

medium,

II.

^JEWELERS.**-

«

To the Hon. Nathan Wkbb, Judge -1 the Dis
trict Court of the United States lor the Districof Maine.
t
a.
HUSTUS, of Monroe, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, in said
District, respectfully represents, that on the 23d
day of September, last past, lie was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Aets of Congress relating
to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching his bankruptcy
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed by
the Court to have a full discharge* from all debt’s
provable against his estate under said bankrupt
Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law
from such discharge.
Dated this 7th dav of December, A. I). 1899.
HIRAM A. HUSH’S,

LARGE STOCK OF

yel'weves,
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p lb,
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p lb,
Chicken, p lb,

Books, 23c
Books, 13c

35c.

♦
♦
♦
♦

St.

*

had used

Hankrnj>i'* Petition for Ijischarge

SWIFT & PAUL'S,

50500 Hay, £> toll,
Apples, p bn,
455 Hides, p ft,
dried, p lb,
1 805 2 00 Laud.,
tb,
Beans, pea,

58c.

25c. Books, 19c.

•

after

CHASE & DOAK *

«-

1

Disrnicr
Maink,
tins 9th day of Deomber, \. D. 1899. on
reading 11 it* t. regoing petition it is
ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the doth day >i December, A.
Ij. 1 Su'd, before said Court at 1’ortlaml, in said
District, at ID o'cl -ok in the lorennon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal, a new spa per printed in said 1 b s: let, and
that all blown on ditois. and "t her persons in
interest, may o pear at the said time ami place,
and show eaust if any ihey have, why the prayer
of said petitioner shoiiiii no; be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court. That the
Clerk shall send by mail t<■ ail known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to
hem at their places <•! residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Nathan Wi nn, Judge
1 the said Court, and the seal thereol.at Portland. in said District, on the 9th dav oi December, A. D. 1899.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[l s ]
A true copy of petition and ordei thereon
A. H
Attest:
Davis, Clerk.

.AT.

Belfast

Books,

50c.

|

/

Z4C;

now

CARLE & JONES, BELF^,

************* ************************************* * *

*

On

ForChristmas

HOWES

1

me more

Petition for

or

In

A. A.

A

45c.,

♦
♦
♦

Bankrupt.

I

A

05f:*

♦

«

:10th.)

came

Ti
Monday
voting folks are
looking anxiously h.r the cold snap predict-

were

♦
♦

good than

F 1. Oct lb
Ar, ship A G Ropes.
New York for San Francisco (ami

the ice

n

treatment

J
Bankrupt.)

vessel will be fitted with steam power and
all mo.ieru improvements.
She will be
completed amt launched in July.
(.'apt.
Crocker is now in cumin md "f the schooner
t ints L
Davenport of Tliomaston.The
card of H m Wm Rogers. Bath, will be
]*!aced in readiness next month for the const; action of another rive masted schooner
Mi. Rogers has two more big vessels to
build for Boston parties.

On the doth antm ersary of the marriage
W Hiehborn, wliich orot Capt and Mrs *
cured Dec 1st, they were presented by the.
officers ami crew ; schooner n. W. Hopkins
with a beautiful solid! silver ice pitcher.

Sets

$1.25,

were

•

♦

To the Hon. Nathan W lm, Judge of the District
Court of the United States for the District of
Maine.
NOAH (i. JOHNSON, of Brooks, in the County
of Waldo, and Stare of Maine, in said District,
respectfully represents, that on the ltith day of
September*last na.st. he was duly adjudged bankrupt tinder Acts <>t Congress relating to Bankruptcy ; that 1•e has duly surrendered all bis property and rights of property,and has fully complied
wife all the requircmeurs'ot said .'vets and "t the
onlers ot Conti touching his bankrupt n\
Wherefore lie prays That In- nay be decreed bv
the Court to have a full disehif ge from aii debts
provable against his estate under said bankrupt.
Acts, except such debts as are excepted ny law
from such discharge.
Dated this Gib dav ot December, A. I). IS'.)1.!.
NOAH O. JOHNS!IN.

Spoken. Nov. 11, lat 1 S. Ion 27 W. barque
Puritan, fin Tac-ana for (Queens; wu.
Brig
Harry Smitn. N.-w York for Bahia, Nm b,
iat M. N Ion 28 W.
Slop St Paul, Treat. New
Vork for Yokohama, Oct 14. in
Lombok
Strait., all well (b\ steamer Saiadm, at Hong
Kong )
Ship Bcili ino
Washburn Bros Tliomastou. are getting out the frame fora fourmasted schooner
f 18(mi tons register for
('apt J B ''rocker of Fr.iuklin, Mass.
The

of the

and calf

a cow

ias

variety

Store

good-

Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold tor fifty cents per
box by all dealers or will be mailed on receipt ot
price by Fo ster-Milburn C'o., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

In the matter of
Noth G. Johnson,

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Frank 1. Gross, who is spending the elosing da v s >| he ham mg season in Greenim-id,
S reported to
have kio-'d two deer. Out d
them was kilieo within six hours after he
got to the hunting grounds.
M

1 doctored and used

Stanley,

Tie- high s< ho..; la-.* of piGO have chosen
I iwijig
:li eis
Sadie Marks, Pres
mi Colconi. See.; Ethel Rice, Chairman
Executive Committee. Class colors
lavender ami white.

large Jersey

In

Bneiios Ayres, Dec ,i.
ers, Meyers. Boston.

Mil in

W.

«

Bankrupt’a

Shi, ship Great Ad-

24

miral. Starkey. Seattle.
Santos. Nov 2o
for Baltimore.

Mi skrats art- u’.ite numerous ;u the mill
“trieo.o. -I.:
uliters predict from the
i\
n
mens taken that we are
to
have
a
cold
winter.
yet
b
hi
Liim

Nov

to the seeker

ami 50

agents for the U. S.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and
substitute.

port, scb Wm J'.

In

(derelict, waiting adjustment

night.

several boxes and they did
anything I ever took.”

PORTS.

Norton, Brunswick.
Bermuda, Nov o(>.

at

and continued the

Leone, Deo 4. Ar. bktne John S
Emery, Boston.
Santos, Nov 12. Shi, bark Auuie Keed,

Swauville

(jold Band Water Sets

Berry

REGULAR PRICK.

FROM

PRESENTS.

HOLIDAY

that 1 got them at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store
them a trial. I got relief from the first

Ar, sell Paul Seavey.

FOREIGN

|Q

5

10percent Disc°ur|t

at

J

99c.!

srlobe, (new goods) regular price
$1.75, now only.

L rt 1*11 Ji

fnf Mice
LUl OldjJ

to Garret.

Department

Offers great inducements

ano gave

Sierra

are

The Belfast

When
less medicine but I g» t little or no relief.
unusually bad. 1 saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and go well recommended by people near by,

Brunswick, Dec 9 Ar, schs Flora Rogers,
Belfast; S G Haskeil, Richardson, Boston.
Fernandina, Dec 10.
Ar, sch Susan N
Pickering, Haskell, Port Royal.
Rockland, Dec 11 Sld. sch A W Ellis,
Ryder, New York.

planning to g.
reception to be given by

large part}

a

Dec 9.

Now York.

Clement N: Adams are going out of certain
iti.es of holiday goods and have made very
low nriees on what they have in stock of
these goods.

CJuite

especially

Fu'ler. New York ;
Norfolk, Dec 7. Ar. sch Mary Ann McCann, Gates, New York; u. ar. sch Mary E
Palmer, Haskell, Boston; 10, ar, 6ch Wm B
Palmer, McDonald, Bangor.
New Uneaus, Dec -S. Cld, bark Roselunis,

News was received last week of the
<>f Charlie, only
death in Brooklyn, S V
son of Capt. Charles and Elizabeth Salvage.

50 Lamps with decorated front and

HH

ZD

the house for weeks at a time. My hack across
the loins bothered me with a continual aching and
along with it there was a weakness of the kidneys
which was very distressing and annoying, more

Olaverri, Arey, New York.
Pascagoula, Dec 0. Sld, bark Herbert

J. C. Nickels, daughter Blanche and
sister. Miss Thompson, left Monday for Philadelphia. where they will spend the winter.

Dec. 16.

I5,

■

Mr. Rufus Waiton, of 140 High street, says
1 have suffered from kidney trouble for years,
often so bad that 1 was confined to my bed or to

New Haven, Dec 5. Ar, sch Florence Iceland. Norfolk.
Charleston, S C, Dec 0 Sld, sch Hattie C
Luce, Heal, New York; 7, ar, sch, Jose

Mrs

M

i\ Slfl

I

I BOOKS,

No deceiving echoes here.
Belfast people talk about Belfast people.
Public Opinions published for the public
There is no proof like borne proof.
Read this statement by a citizen.

New York.

The Fpworth League will give a meat
supper in th«- M. E. vestry this. Thursday,
oidug at ii v clock. Admission 15 cts.

T

OE Q'ass

When we see it ourselves,
When our own ears hear it,
When our neighbors tell it,
Our friends endorse it,
No better evidence can be had.
It’s not what people saj in Florida.
Or distant mutteriugs in California.

July Fourth, Port Chde.
Providence, Dec 9. Sld, sch Annie P
Chase, Ellis, Philadelphia.
Perth Amboy, Dec II. Sld, sch Herbert
E, Sbute, New Bedford.
Promised Laud, Dec 9. Sld, sch Humarock. Savannah.
Jacksonville, Dec 11. Ar, sch Carrie E
Look. Baltimore; .Id, sell Austin D Knight.
French. New' York.
Sabiue Pass, Tex. Dec 11.
Ar, sch 1> II
Rivers, Colcord, Havana.
Dee
11.
Cld. sch Heury ClauSavannah,
son, Jr Bath.
Philadelphia, Dec 5. Cld, ship Iroquois,
New York; 7, ar, sch Young Brothers. Portland.
Bangor, Dec 7. Ar, sch Melissa Trask,
Brunswick, Ga; 10, sld, sch Izetta, Nye,

W. M. Parse continues to receive orders
for clothing and is tin ploying a large number of pant makers.

f
9
9
f

Dec.

The

Bailey, Bangor; chi, bark. Sachem, Hong
Kong.
Boston, Dec 5. Ar, sch Frank A Palmer,
Newport News; sld, sch Mary E Palmer,
Haskell, coal port; 0, sld, sch Daylight, Baltimore; 8, ar, sch NatT Palmer, Norfolk; 11,
ar, schs Henry Whitney. Welch, Bangor;

Fam.v E. Smith, who has been visitfriends o’. Massachusetts, returned home

Miss

Dec. 14,

Washing Powder.

Wliat
Evidence of Our Senses.
Belfast People Say is Pretty tiood
Proof for Belfast People.

j

Thursday, Friday, Saturday,;

The Best

Cleans Everything from Cellar

Days’ Sale.

3

•

Norfolk ; 10, ar. schs Lizzie Lane. Fall River;
Odell, Isaac Orbeton, Carrie E Pickering,
Mark Pendleton, Nightingale and Maggie
Mulvey, Providence; 11, ar, schs Lyman M
Law, Blake, Bangor for Norfolk; Electa

o’clock.

boat

PORTS.

New York, Dec 5.
Ar, sch Young Brothers, Portland for Philadelphia; sld, schs Edward H Blake, Fernandina; Susie P Oliver,
Jacksonville; 0, ar, ship Iroquois. Philadel-

\\. men's Missionary reading with Mrs.
Koul.-t''U tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at ‘J

by

13, Sch Silas McLoon, Morrill, Ban-

Dec.

POWDER.

WASHING

GOLD
DUST

years and 2 months.
Hall. In Newburyport, Mass Dec. 1, John F.
Hall, formerly of Belfast, aged about 06 years.
Hassell. In Belfast, December 7. Capt. John
Hassell, aged 77 years, 1 month and 20 days.
Johnston. In W ashington, December 6, Isaac
VV. Johnston, aged about (50 >ears.
Tai l. In Union, December 1. Leander H.
Paul of Camden, aged (54 years. 21 days.
Sellers. In Penobscot, December 4, Capt.
James Sellers, aged 81 years.

SAILED.

local club has a drama in rehearsal of
we shall write more fully later.

DUST

May.

Child’s! In IsliTan Haut, (Merchant’s Island)
James Childs, aged 77 years.
Dustin. In Belfast, December 8, Hannah E.
Dustin, formerly of St. George N. B., aged 94

ARRIVED.

cinity.

ing

GOLD

j

DIED.

Nomination of officers by Sears Lodge,
1.0. O. E Friday evening, Dec. 15th.
¥. H. Mnler of Greenfield is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Miller while iu this vi-

at

Mr.

PORT OF BELFAST.

Azubia and Marne Decrow left for Milford,
Mass.. Monday.
Mrs. Josie Webber is
with friends in Belfast.

to

Mr. and

In Camden, November 29,
Hunter-Giles.
Albert Hunter and Cora Giles, both of Camden.
Holyoke-Bates. In Holden, November 30,
Herbert A. Holyoke of Brewer, and Miss Alice
Bates of Bucksport.
Niohols-Jonks. In North Brooksville, November 29, Benjamin Thomas Nichols and Miss Caddie
E. Jones, both of Brooksville
Robbins-Hastings. In Warren, December 0,
Hampton S. Robbins of Union and Miss Alice M.
Hastings of Hope.
Thomas-Coggan. In Union, November 29,
George F. Thomas of Camden and Effie M. Coggau of Union.

delicious and wholesome

more

to

married.

Absolutely Pure

Makes the food

1,

In Bucksport, December
Stover.
and Mrs. Newell A. Stover, a son.
Webber. In Belfast, December 10,
Mrs. 1). A. Webber, a daughter. Louise

\

Experienced Womsn Machine
Kraids, Millinery Trunin't-.

«>

Straw

Good board with

steam

reasonable

Apply

price.

heiiel
at

r-

one.

Ill KSH

v

\ :

»

M

Meriwai

JOSEPH WIGHT.
Belfast, Nov. 27, 1899.—48tf

BELFAST NATIONAL BANK,
Tlie annual meeting of the stock holders of|the
Belfast National Bank for the choice of Directors
and the transaction of any other business that
be held at
may legally come before them, will
their banking room on Tuesday, January 9, 1900,
n.
A.
at 10 o’clock
4w5(»
Belfast, Dec. 0, 1800.

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK
The annual meeting of the si>•*
Searsport National Hank for the
tors

and

transaction

ot

any

1

h1
■

oth*

legally come before them.wii! t-e
hanking room on Tuesday, the 9th da a

may

nary, 1900,

o'clock I*
( H AS. I (iOHUON

at two

Searsport, Me., Dec. 9, 1899.
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